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ABSTRACT

Quantum systems with Hilbert space dimension greater than two (qudits) provide

an alternative to qubits as carriers of quantum information, and may prove advanta-

geous for quantum information tasks if good laboratory tools for qudit manipulation

and readout can be developed. We have implemented a protocol for arbitrary uni-

tary transformations in the 16 dimensional hyperfine ground manifold of Cesium

133 atoms, using phase modulated rf and microwave magnetic fields to drive the

atomic evolution. Our phase modulation waveforms are designed numerically us-

ing a variant of the highly efficient GRAPE algorithm. The fidelity of the resulting

transformations is verified experimentally through randomized benchmarking, which

indicates an average fidelity better than 97% across a sample of random unitaries.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The ability to perform control and measurement tasks in a quantum system is at

the heart of quantum information processing. The majority of theoretical and ex-

perimental quantum information processing research has focused on tasks using two

dimensional Hilbert spaces, or qubits. Explorations of control and measurement in

larger Hilbert spaces (qudits) are minimal, however, many of the platforms used to

perform quantum information processing tasks with qubits, such as condensed mat-

ter systems, ions, and neutral atoms, are fundamentally qudits. Quantum control

over a qudit space lends itself to new possibilities for control tasks. One may alter-

nate between several embedded qubits within a qudit space depending on control

task. For example, storage may be done in a magnetically insensitive qubit, while

interactions may be performed in qubits more easily coupled to external fields. Using

embedded qubits may also prove advantageous for error correction [1]. In the case of

collective spin control, it has been shown that qudit unitary control is advantageous

for collective spin squeezing [2].

Other groups have experimentally performed transformations in large Hilbert

spaces, but limited themselves to specific types of transformations. The most com-

parable experiments to ours have used four qubits (a 16 dimension Hilbert space)

and have included photons [3] and atoms [4] as the experimental platform. Related

experiments in even more complicated systems have included coherent control of

quantum dynamics in molecules [5, 6]. These experiments take a fundamentally
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different approach to quantum control than our laboratory. In these experiments,

quantum control is attempted for very complicated systems where the Hamiltonian

is unknown. Control fields are modulated based on the result of learning algorithms

until the target transformation is reached. Our experiments will take the path of

finding a complete Hamiltonian for an atomic system in the presence of control

fields and applying that Hamiltonian experimentally. We will not limit ourselves

to performing a specific set of unitary transformations, but rather aim to perform

arbitrary transformations.

Myself and others have taken on the task of developing increasingly sophisticated

and complete tools for control and measurement in a qudit. Some previous work I

have participated in is shown in Appendix A. This thesis will focus on recent work

exploring qudit control in the 16 dimensional ground manifold of cesium 133. In

Ch. 2, we present a theoretical model describing the interaction of the cesium atom

with light and magnetic fields. We describe a protocol for finding time-dependent

magnetic fields that allow us to perform arbitrary unitary transformations. Ch.

3 provides a description of the experimental apparatus that allows us to perform

arbitrary unitary transformations in cesium, as well as probe the quantum state of

the atom. A procedure for measuring the performance of the transformations is

shown in Ch. 4. Using said procedure, we show the results of performing arbitrary

unitary transformations.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This chapter will provide the theoretical foundation on which this thesis will rest.

The concept of control theory will be introduced, as well as the ability to control

quantum systems in principle. We will discuss the structure of the cesium 133 atom

and its interaction with external applied fields. We will show how these external

fields provide a handle to control atomic dynamics and probe the quantum state

of the atom. Finally, we will explain how to find the exact form of applied fields

necessary to produce a predetermined quantum transformation.

2.1 Control Theory

Quantum control theory is the study of arbitrary transformations of a system gov-

erned by the laws of quantum mechanics. We can compare and contrast quantum

control to a better known field: classical control. Classical control theory is the

study of arbitrary transformations of a system governed by the laws of classical me-

chanics. Classical control theory is a mature field with its roots in a paper written by

Maxwell in 1868 on the classical control of governors, mechanical devices designed

to regulate the rotational speed of an engine [7]. A centrifugal governor invented

by James Watt nearly a century earlier [8] is shown in Fig. 2.1. A rotating

engine shaft is connected by belt to the governor shaft (X) on which two heavy

spheres are connected by hinged arms. Higher engine speed makes the spheres lift

due to centrifugal force and cause a series of arms to close the engine’s fuel line (Y),
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X

Y

Figure 2.1: James Watt’s centrifugal governor

thus regulating the engine’s speed. This example of classical control is significantly

different than the quantum control that will be implemented in this thesis because

the classical governor employs feedback. The speed of the engine, the output state

of the control scheme, is constantly ‘measured’ by the height of the spheres and

this information is fed back to the fuel line which is continuously adjusted. The

quantum control scheme described by this thesis is open-loop, meaning there will be

no measurement of the output state of the control scheme (as part of the control)

and, consequently, no feedback. No requirement of feedback provides a distinct ad-

vantage to open loop control in quantum systems because measurement comes at

the cost of disturbance to the quantum state. In general, classical and quantum

control schemes can be either open or closed loop. Why is feedback necessary for

the classical governor and how can we implement quantum control schemes without

feedback?

The speed of a classical engine is dependent on many factors including environ-
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mental temperature, quality of the fuel mixture and its coupling to other mechanical

systems. It is difficult to find a complete and quantitative model for engine speed.

This limitation is immaterial because the governor uses feedback. Feedback allows

the engine speed to be corrected regardless of why the engine changes speed, so a

complete model of the engine physics is unnecessary. The quantum control scheme

described by this thesis will take a significantly different approach to control than

the classical governor. As the rest of this chapter will describe, we will find a com-

plete and quantitative model for the cesium 133 atom in the presence of a prescribed

set of electromagnetic fields. We will perform a quantum control experiment that is

well described by said model. Complete a priori knowledge of the system will allow

control tasks to be performed without feedback. In the case that we are unable to

experimentally apply the model accurately, we can design robust transformations

that are insensitive to errors in applied fields.

2.2 Quantum Controllabillity

No method was given in Sec. 2.1 to determine if a quantum or classical system is

controllable in principle. Given a quantum system and the ability to manipulate

certain aspects of the quantum system, can we perform the most general type of

transformation? As the title of this thesis implies, we will explore what is required

to perform unitary transformations on a quantum system. Other types of trans-

formations will be discussed, but a unitary transformation will describe the most

general transformation we can perform.

A unitary transformation, Û(t), governs the time evolution of an initial quantum
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state, |ψ(t = 0)〉, in a closed quantum system according to

|ψ(t)〉 = Û(t) |ψ(t = 0)〉 . (2.1)

Given a Hamiltonian, Ĥ(t), the unitary operator can be found by solving

i~
∂Û(t)

∂t
= Ĥ(t)Û(t), (2.2)

which has the general solution

Û(t) = T
[
e
∫ −i

~ Ĥ(t)dt
]
, (2.3)

where T is the time-ordering operator. For a time-independent Hamiltonian, H,

the solution is

Û(t) = e
−i
~ Ĥt. (2.4)

Assuming we have a Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 +
∑
l

bl(t)Ĥl, (2.5)

where Ĥ0 is a Hermitian operator and the set of Hermitian operators, Ĥl, have

unconstrained amplitudes, bl(t), we want to determine if our system is controllable.

A system of dimension d is said to be controllable if for any unitary map Û ∈

SU(d), there exists a choice of bl(t) that can produce Û according to Eq. 2.3

in a finite time t = T . SU(d) is the group of d dimensional unitary matrices with

determinant equal to one. Rigorous proofs of controllability are of a technical nature
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with general discussions found in [9–12]. References [13, 14] provide rigorous proof

of controllability for the Hamiltonian derived in Sec. 2.3.2, a Hamiltonian that will

be the foundation of the quantum control scheme used throughout this thesis.

It is informative to take a cursory look at how a small set of Hermitian opera-

tors, {Ĥl}, could provide the basis for controllability. Consider two time-constant

Hermitian operators, {Ĥ1, Ĥ2}, applied for a short time δt. When we find unitary

operators associated with these Hermitian operators, we can form linear combina-

tions and commutators of operators through the Trotter formulae,

e(−i
~ Ĥ1δt)e(−i

~ Ĥ2δt) = e(−i
~ (Ĥ1+Ĥ2)δt) +O(δt2), (2.6)

e( i
~ Ĥ1δt)e( i

~ Ĥ2δt)e(−i
~ Ĥ1δt)e(−i

~ Ĥ2δt) = e( i
~ (Ĥ1Ĥ2−Ĥ2Ĥ1)δt2) +O(δt3). (2.7)

New operators found through the Trotter formulas can be put back into the Trotter

formulas to generate more operators. If a set of linearly independent operators that

form a basis for SU(d) can be found through this recursive process, then the original

set of Hermitian operators, {Ĥl}, is said to generate the group SU(d), and the system

is controllable. Because this argument is independent of the amplitudes of the

Hamiltonian, the bl(t)’s must be unconstrained for the sake of this theoretical proof.

To ignore higher order terms in the Trotter formulas, we must take infinitesimal

lengths of time with, in general, Ĥ(t) being different at different t. Therefore, the

bl(t)’s may need to modulate arbitrarily fast, discontinuously and with an infinite

range. Any constraints on amplitude or bandwidth invalidate the assumptions of

this argument and this author is unaware of a general procedure to prove if a system

with constraints is controllable.
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Of course, the mathematical distinction of a system being controllable or not

controllable is not necessarily important in a practical application. An experimen-

talist may be satisfied to produce unitary transformations that are a sufficiently

small measure different than the desired transformation. The model we will develop

for this thesis allows us to produce unitary transformations that are extremely close

to a desired transformation, despite the bl(t)’s having a particular functional form.

2.3 Magnetic Field Interaction in Cesium

This section will provide a physical description of the cesium 133 atom and its

interaction with magnetic fields. We will find an analog to Eq. 2.5 that will form

the basis of our quantum control scheme.

2.3.1 Level Structure of Cesium 133

It will only be necessary to consider a small portion of the total level structure

of cesium, including the fine structure levels 6S1/2, 6P1/2 and 6P3/2, as shown in

Fig. 2.2. The state 6S1/2 is a long lived ground state manifold and the quantum

control schemes described in this thesis will perform control tasks within 6S1/2 alone.

Preparing a ensemble of cold, trapped atoms will require optical transitions on

the D2 line, coupling 6S1/2 to 6P3/2 and will be discussed in Sec. 3.1. Probing

the quantum state of the atomic ensemble through weak measurement will require

optical transitions on the D1 line, coupling 6S1/2 to 6P1/2 and will be discussed in

Sec. 2.4 and Sec. 3.4.

The rest of this section, as well as Sec 2.3.2, will consider only the ground man-

ifold 6S1/2, which has its own structure due to the hyperfine interaction. Hyperfine
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structure is caused by the interaction of the electron spin and nuclear spin, and is

described by the hyperfine Hamiltonian

ĤHF = AÎ · Ŝ, (2.8)

where A is the hyperfine structure constant, Î is the nuclear spin, magnitude 7/2,

and Ŝ is the electron spin. Hyperfine manifolds are labelled by the quantum number

associated with the total angular momentum F̂ = Î + L̂ + Ŝ, where the quantum

number of the orbital angular momentum, L, is zero in the ground state. 6S1/2

has two manifolds F = {4, 3} and, therefore, 16 total magnetic eigenstates. The

large Hilbert space referenced in the title of this thesis refers to the 16-dimensional

Hilbert space that is the 6S1/2 ground state manifold. The two hyperfine manifolds

are separated by an energy EHF = 2π~(9.192631770 GHz). We will refer to magnetic

eigenstates in the ground manifold using bra-ket notation |F,mF 〉, where mF is the

eigenvalue of the spin projection operator F̂z. More details of the atomic physics

can be found in [15, 16].

2.3.2 Magnetic Field Interaction in Cesium

In the presence of magnetic fields, Eq. 2.8 is modified to include the interaction

between a magnetic field, nuclear spin and electron spin that we call the control

Hamiltonian.

ĤC = AÎ · Ŝ +
gSµB

~
Ŝ ·B +

gIµB

~
Î ·B, (2.9)

where B, gS and gI are the magnetic field, electron g-factor, and nuclear g-factor

respectively. Because the hyperfine interaction term is much larger than the mag-
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Figure 2.2: 133Cs level structure

netic interaction, we can use perturbation theory to rewrite Eq. 2.9 in terms of the

operator F̂ and separate the two hyperfine manifolds into two distinct subspaces,

ĤC =
EHF

2
(P̂ (4) − P̂ (3)) +

g (4 )µB

~
F̂

(4) ·B +
g (3 )µB

~
F̂

(3) ·B. (2.10)

EHF is the hyperfine splitting energy, P̂ (4) and P̂ (3) are projection operators such

that F̂
(4)

= P̂(4)F̂P̂(4) and F̂
(3)

= P̂(3)F̂P̂(3), and the g-factors are given by

g(F ) = gS
F (F + 1) + S(S + 1)− I(I + 1)

2F (F + 1)
+ gI

F (F + 1)− S(S + 1) + I(I + 1)

2F (F + 1)
.

(2.11)

Given the general Hamiltonian shown in Eq. 2.10, we can examine cesium in the

presence of a specific set of magnetic fields: constant, radio frequency (rf) and mi-

crowave frequency (µw). The following results are an amalgamation of more detailed

work found in several references [13, 15–19]. Consequently, no full derivations will

be provided here, but we will review important results.
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First, we examine the effect of a constant magnetic field, B = B0z, on cesium

which, for our experiment, will produce Larmor frequencies on the order of µB|B0|
~ ≈

1MHz. We will talk about magnetic field strengths in terms of frequency throughout

this thesis. The conversion of magnetic field strength to frequency is approximately

the same for both hyperfine manifolds, since g(3) ≈ g(4), with a conversion factor of

0.35MHz
G

. At 1MHz magnetic field strength, the field is large enough that one needs

to consider the non-linear Zeeman effect. Using the Breit-Rabi solution for a spin

1/2 coupled to a spin I [16, 18], we find the Hamiltonian in a constant bias field is

Ĥ0 =

(
EHF

2
− 16gr~2Ω2

0

EHF

)(
P̂ (4) − P̂ (3)

)
+ Ω0

(
F̂ (4)
z + grF̂

(3)
z

)
+
grΩ

2
0

EHF

[
(F̂ (4)

z )2 − (F̂ (3)
z )2

]
, (2.12)

where gr = g(3)/g(4) and Ω0 = g(4)µBB0.

Second, we consider rf magnetic fields in two directions orthogonal to the bias

field, Brf = Bx cos(ωrft − φx)x + By cos(ωrft − φy)y, where ωrf is the rf driving

frequency and {φx(t), φy(t)} are the control phases of the rf fields for the x and y

direction, respectively. This gives the rf Hamiltonian

Ĥrf = Ωxcos(ωrft− φx(t))(F̂ (4)
x + grF̂

(3)
x )

+Ωycos(ωrft− φy(t))(F̂ (4)
y + grF̂

(3)
y ), (2.13)

where Ωx = g(4)µBBx/~ and Ωy = g(4)µBBy/~ are the rf larmor frequencies in the x

and y directions [13, 17, 18].

Third, we apply a µw field to couple the magnetic eigenstates |4, 4〉 and |3, 3〉.

To do this, we choose a single µw frequency with a field polarization that produces
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σ+ magnetic dipole transitions. Inevitably, this will couple all magnetic eigenstates

|3,m〉 → |4,m+ 1〉. The power of the σ+ transition will be maximized in an exper-

iment, making the power in σ− and π transitions small. Also, the Zeeman splitting

between levels is large compared to the microwave Rabi frequency, so transitions

besides |4, 4〉 → |3, 3〉 are of less importance. However, if we keep all σ+ microwave

transitions, we arrive at

Ĥµw = Ωµw(t) cos (ωµwt− φµw(t))
3∑

m=−3

〈4,m+ 1|3,m; 1, 1〉 σ̂(m)
x , (2.14)

where Ωµw is the microwave Rabi frequency, φµw(t) is the microwave control

phase, ωµw is the microwave driving frequency, 〈4,m+ 1|3,m; 1, 1〉 is the Clebsch-

Gordan coefficient associated to the transition |3,m〉 → |4,m + 1〉, and σ̂
(m)
x =

(|4,m+ 1〉 〈3,m|+ |3,m〉 〈4,m+ 1|) [13, 17, 18].

The total Hamiltonian describing our system is

ĤC(t) = Ĥ0 + Ĥrf(φx(t), φy(t)) + Ĥµw(φµw(t)). (2.15)

2.3.3 Simplifying the Model for Magnetic Field Interaction

The Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.15 is the result of approximations that are well satisfied,

making it, for the sake of this discussion, an ‘exact’ model. Solving the Schrödinger

equation numerically with Eq. 2.15 would require significant computing resources

because its explicit time dependence and high frequencies would necessitate small

integration steps. It is crucial that this model be simplified through a series of

transformations and approximations to a model that has no explicit time depen-

dence, aside from the time dependence of the control phases [17, 18]. We start by
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transforming ĤC to a new frame using

Ĥ ′C(t) = Û †(t)ĤC(t)Û(t)− i~Û †(t)dÛ(t)

dt
, (2.16)

with the unitary transformation

Û(t) = exp

[−it
2

(ωµw − 7ωrf)(P̂
(4) − P̂ (3))

]
exp

[−it
~
ωrf(F̂

(4)
z − F̂ (3)

z )

]
. (2.17)

We can write down the pieces of the Hamiltonian in the transformed frame:

Ĥ ′0 = Û †Ĥ0Û − i~Û †
dÛ

dt

=
[3~Ω0

2
(1 + gr)−

25gr~2Ω2
0

2EHF

− ~
2

(∆µw − 7∆rf)
](
P̂ (4) − P̂ (3)

)
+ Ω0(1 + gr)F̂

(3)
z +

grΩ
2
0

EHF

[
(F̂ (4)

z )2 − (F̂ (3)
z )2

]
−∆rf

(
F̂ (4)
z − F̂ (3)

z

)
,

where ∆rf = ωrf − Ω0, ∆µw = ωµw − ω|4,4〉→|3,3〉, and ω|4,4〉→|3,3〉 = EHF/~ −

7grel~Ω2
0/EHF + (4 − 3grel)Ω0 is the frequency difference between |4, 4〉 and |3, 3〉

in the presence of a static bias field. Similarly, the µw and rf Hamiltonians trans-

form according to

Ĥ ′rf(t) = Û †(t)ĤrfÛ(t)

=
Ωx(t)

2
[cos (2ωrft− φx(t)) + cos (φx(t))](F̂

(4)
x − grF̂ (3)

x )

− Ωx(t)

2
[sin (2ωrft− φx(t)) + sin (φx(t))](F̂

(4)
y + grF̂

(3)
y )

+
Ωy(t)

2
[cos (2ωrft− φy(t)) + cos (φy(t))](F̂

(4)
y − grF̂ (3)

y )

+
Ωy(t)

2
[sin (2ωrft− φy(t)) + sin (φy(t))](F̂

(4)
x + grF̂

(3)
x ),

(2.18)
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and

Ĥ ′µw(t) = Û †(t)ĤµwÛ(t)

=
Ωµw(t)

2
[cos (2ωµwt− φµw(t)) + cos (φµw(t))] σ̂x

+
Ωµw(t)

2
[sin (2ωµwt− φµw(t)) + sin (φµw(t))]σ̂y

+
Ωµw(t)

2

∑
m6=3

〈3,m; 1, 1|4,m+ 1〉 [cos (2ωµwt+ 2(m− 3)ωrft− φµw(t))

+ cos (2(m− 3)ωrft+ φµw(t))]σ̂(m)
x

+
Ωµw(t)

2

∑
m6=3

〈3,m; 1, 1|4,m+ 1〉 [sin (2ωµwt+ 2(m− 3)ωrft− φµw(t))

+ sin (2(m− 3)ωrft+ φµw(t))]σ̂(m)
y ,

(2.19)

where σ̂
(m)
y = −i |3,m〉 〈4,m+ 1|+i |4,m+ 1〉 〈3,m|, σ̂x = σ̂

(3)
x and σ̂y = σ̂

(3)
y . In this

transformed frame, we can more easily apply approximations to remove explicit time

dependence. It is crucial that we consider field strengths used in the experiment so

we understand the validity of approximations we will apply. These values appear in

Table 2.1. We use a rotating-wave approximation (RWA) to remove the explicit

Table 2.1: Experimental values of parameters in the Hamiltonian

Ω0 1 MHz
ωrf 1 MHz
Ωx 25 kHz
Ωy 25 kHz
ωµw ≈ 9.2 GHz
Ωµw 27.5 kHz

time dependence of the rf and µW oscillatory terms in the Hamiltonian. Ĥ ′µw is
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the only part of the Hamiltonian with an explicit time dependence at a microwave

frequency. All oscillatory terms with a dominant oscillatory frequency of 2ωµw can

be removed by a standard RWA because 2ωµw � Ωµw, giving

Ĥ ′µw(t) =
Ωµw(t)

2
[cos (φµw(t))σ̂x + sin (φµw(t))σ̂y]

+
Ωµw(t)

2

∑
m 6=3

〈3,m; 1, 1|4,m+ 1〉 cos (2(m− 3)ωrft+ φµw(t))σ̂(m)
x

+
Ωµw(t)

2

∑
m 6=3

〈3,m; 1, 1|4,m+ 1〉 sin (2(m− 3)ωrft+ φµw(t))σ̂(m)
y .

(2.20)

Explicit time dependence still exists with frequencies proportional to ωrf in oscillal-

tory terms in Ĥ ′rf and Ĥ ′µw. We will perform a RWA on the rf frequencies in both

these Hamiltonians. We can see from Table 2.1 that ωrf/Ωx = ωrf/Ωy = 40. This size

ratio would generally be sufficient to make a RWA a good approximation, however,

the level of accuracy necessary for this work will require corrections to the RWA. In

a typical RWA, as done for the µW Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.20, a frame transformation

leaves some terms time-independent and others with oscillatory frequencies much

higher than the Rabi or Larmor frequencies in the Hamiltonian. To complete the

RWA, the oscillatory terms are disregarded. The terms that are disregarded would

lead to Bloch-Siegert type shifts [20] and we will account for them in this work using

an averaging theorem for ordinary differential equations [21]. The result of the RWA
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with corrections for the rf Hamiltonian [17, 19] is

Ĥ ′rf(t) =
Ωx(t)

2

[
cos (φx(t))

(
F̂ (4)
x − gr

(
1− CRWAΩ0(1− gr)

2ωrf

)
F̂ (3)
x

)
− sin (φx(t))

(
F̂ (4)
y + gr

(
1 +

CRWAΩ0(1− gr)
2ωrf

)
F̂ (3)
y

)]
+
CRWAΩx(t)

2

∆rf

2ωrf

[(
sin (φx(t))F̂

(4)
x − gr cos (φx(t))F̂

(3)
x

)
−
(

cos (φx(t))F̂
(4)
y + gr sin (φx(t))F̂

(3)
y

)]
+

Ωy(t)

2

[
cos (φy(t))

(
F̂ (4)
y − gr

(
1− CRWAΩ0(1− gr)

2ωrf

)
F̂ (3)
y

)
+ sin (φy(t))

(
F̂ (4)
x + gr

(
1 +

CRWAΩ0(1− gr)
2ωrf

)
F̂ (3)
x

)]
+
CRWAΩy(t)

2

∆rf

2ωrf

[(
cos (φy(t))F̂

(4)
x + gr sin (φy(t))F̂

(3)
x

)
+
(

sin (φy(t))F̂
(4)
y + gr cos (φy(t))F̂

(3)
y

)]
+
CRWA

16ωrf

[
Ω2
x(t)
(

1− 2 cos (2φx(t))
)

+ Ω2
y(t)
(

1− 2 cos (2φy(t))
)

+ 2Ωx(t)Ωy(t) sin (φx(t)− φy(t))
]
F̂ (4)
z

− CRWAg
2
r

16ωrf

[
Ω2
x(t)
(

1− 2 cos (2φx(t))
)

+ Ω2
y(t)
(

1− 2 cos (2φy(t))
)

− 2Ωx(t)Ωy(t) sin (φx(t)− φy(t))
]
F̂ (3)
z ,

(2.21)

where if CRWA = 0, the equation reduces to the RWA without corrections and if

CRWA = 1, it is the rf Hamiltonian with RWA corrections. The averaging theorem

puts a limitation on the application of Eq. 2.21. As we will see in Section 2.5, we

will choose control phases, {φx(t), φy(t), φµw(t)}, to be piecewise constant in time,

allowing for efficient integration of the Schrödinger equation via matrix exponentia-

tion. We discretize the control phases {φx(tj), φy(tj), φµw(tj)} and find the unitary

for each timestep, tj, using Eq. 2.4. The averaging theorem used to produce Eq.
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2.21 requires oscillatory terms to average to zero for the chosen integration time,

which is the length of time for the discretized control phases, ∆t = tj+1− tj. There-

fore, ∆t must be commensurate with the period of the oscillatory terms in Eq. 2.18,

requiring ωrf∆t
π

be an integer. For example, if ωrf = 2π × 1 MHz, we should choose

∆t = tj+1 − tj = n(0.5µs) for good accuracy, where n is a positive integer.

The result for the µW Hamiltonian with the RWA correction is

Ĥ ′µw(t) =
Ωµw(t)

2
[cos(φµw(t))σ̂x + sin(φµw(t))σ̂y]

+
∑
m 6=3

Ω2
µw(t)

8Ω0

| 〈3,m; 1, 1|4,m+ 1〉 |2
3−m σ̂(m)

z

−
∑
m 6=3

Ωµw(t)

ωRF

〈3,m; 1, 1|4,m+ 1〉∆(m)
µw

4(m− 3)
[cos (φµw(t))σ̂(m)

x + sin (φµw(t))σ̂(m)
y ].

(2.22)

In Eq. 2.22, the second line is the AC Zeeman correction to the magnetic eigenstate

energies, and the third line represents the coherent driving of every σ+ transition

besides |4, 4〉 → |3, 3〉. The RWA leaves Ĥ ′0 unchanged so, in total, the entire

Hamiltonian in the transformed frame with RWA corrections is:

ĤC(φx(t), φy(t), φµw(t)) = Ĥ ′0 + Ĥ ′rf(φx(t), φy(t)) + Ĥ ′µw(φµw(t)). (2.23)

We now have a Hamiltonian that, with the exception of time dependent phases, has

no time dependence, and is an excellent approximation of Eq. 2.15 given the values

specified in Table 2.1 for the parameters of the Hamiltonian.
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2.4 Light Interaction in Cesium

Although the bulk of this thesis involves a light-free protocol for control (Sec. 2.3.2),

published work on quantum signatures of chaos, magnetic field cancellation and

quantum state tomography involve the light interaction and are summarized in Ch.

A. The light interaction is also discussed in Sec. 3.4 as a diagnostic tool for the

quantum control scheme presented in this thesis. I will summarize several results

whose derivation is found in [22].

2.4.1 Effect of the Atom-Light Interaction on Light Polarization

The atom-light interaction is well approximated by the electric dipole interaction.

In the case that the atom is bathed in a monochromatic light field that does not

saturate the atom, we can write the Hamiltonian using variables for the atom and

the light field.

ĤAL = −d̂ · Ê

= −α̂ijÊi
(−)
Êj

(+)
,

(2.24)

where d̂ is the dipole moment on the atom, Ê is the electric field of the laser field, α is

the polarizability tensor of the atom and Ê± are the positive and negative frequency

components of the electric field. To understand the polarization dynamics of the

light field, we must use a fully quantum mechanical picture in which the a light field

propagating the the z direction is quantized such that

Ê(+) = E0(exâx + eyây), (2.25)
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where E0 is the field strength and âx and ây are the photon annihilation operators for

the x and y polarization modes. Eq. 2.24 can be put in terms of atomic and light

variables by expanding α̂ij in terms of angular momentum operators and writing

the quantized electric field components in terms of the Stokes vector in Schwinger

representation [22, 23].

ĤAL ∝ Ŝ0

(
C(0) − C(2)

6
(3F̂ 2

z − F̂ 2)

)
+ Ŝ1

C(2)

2
(F̂ 2

x − F̂ 2
y )

+ Ŝ2
C(2)

2
(F̂xF̂y − F̂yF̂x)

+ Ŝ3C
(1)F̂z,

(2.26)

where the C(i)’s are coefficients found through the Wigner-Eckart theorem and the

Ŝi’s are the components of the Stokes vector. In this representation, it is transparent

how the Stokes vector rotates around the 1, 2 and 3 axis of the Poincaré sphere

given the value of angular momentum operators. For example, in Eq. 2.26, the

last line describes the Faraday effect. The polarization will rotate about the Ŝ3 axis

proportional to the expectation value of F̂z, meaning that we have a rotation of

linear polarization proportional to the net magnetization of an atomic sample. This

physics underlies measurement protocols that were used in App. A as a tool for

performing tomography on quantum states and in Sec. 3.4 as a tool for diagnostics

of the quantum control scheme that is the focus of this thesis.
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2.4.2 Effect of Light on Ground State Energies

To understand the perturbation to the ground state caused by light, we recast the

Hamiltonian semi-classically given an electric field with polarization ε and find

ĤAL =
∑
F ′

V0

[
C

(0)
F ′ |ε|2 + C

(1)
F ′ (ε

∗ × ε) · F̂ + C
(2)
F ′

(
|ε · F̂|2 − 1

3
F̂2|ε|2

)]
. (2.27)

This expression sums over the excited hyperfine manifold, F ′, and V0 = −1
4
α0|E0|2.

α0 is the characteristic scalar polarizability and is a function of the excited state

detuning. The scalar, vector and tensor components of the light shift are the first,

second and third terms of Eq. 2.27, respectively. Consider a linearly polarized

laser field along the x direction. The first term and the second part of the third

term represent an equal shift of all magnetic eigenstates in a particular hyperfine

manifold. These terms are important because energy shifts of each manifold will

cause detunings in the µW field. The second term is zero because the light is linearly

polarized. The first part of the third term,

Ĥlin x ∝ F̂2
x, (2.28)

is a fundamental piece of the quantum control scheme discussed in App. A.

2.4.3 Quantum Backaction

The polarization of light, after being modified by an atomic ensemble, can be an-

alyzed via a polarimeter and the value of the atomic spin variables inferred. The

atom-light interaction entangles the light polarization with the collective atomic

spin, and a subsequent measurement of the polarization then provides a measure-
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ment of the collective spin and possibly quantum backaction. In the case of the

experiment in this thesis, the measurement will be non-projective and have neg-

ligible backaction [24]. Consider a projection of the collective spin of an atomic

ensemble

˜̂
F z =

Na∑
i=1

F̂ (i)
z , (2.29)

where Na is the number of atoms in the ensemble and F̂
(i)
z ’s are individual spin

operators. Being unable to measure
˜̂
F z with a resolution better than the spin

projection noise, ∆
˜̂
F z, means we are the negligible backaction regime. Producing a

spin squeezed state requires noise in our measurement to be smaller than the spin

projection noise.

2.5 Quantum Control Tasks

We now explore how to find control phases that perform a desired quantum control

task. The control phases in Eq. 2.23 will be discretized into N timesteps with

each timestep being ∆t = tj+1 − tj in length. The control waveform is the total

set of control phases, including two rf sets and one µw set of phases, will be length

T = N∆t. Because there are three sets of fields, there will be 3N independent free

parameters in a control waveform. As we will see in Ch. 4, T will be on the order of

hundreds of µs and ∆t will be on order of several µs, giving hundreds of free control

parameters. We can follow Eq. 2.4 and find the general description of a unitary
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operator, using the Hamiltonian found in Eq. 2.23, to be

Û =
1∏

j=N

Ûj

=
1∏

j=N

exp

[−i
~
Ĥ(φx(tj), φy(tj), φµw(tj))∆t

]
.

(2.30)

Every set of control phases will define a unitary transformation for the entire Hilbert

space, which we call anH → H transformation. When we choose which control fields

to apply, however, we may not care how the transformation affects certain subspaces

of quantum states. For example, a H → H transformation maps d orthogonal

quantum states to another set of d orthogonal quantum states. But what if we

only care about the mapping of one of the initial basis states? Specifying a H → H

transformation beforehand and finding control fields that match that transformation

may be unnecessary if we have a simpler goal.

2.5.1 Unitary Subspaces and Isometries

Let’s first consider a state map, which is a transformation that takes some initial

state |ψi〉 to a final state |ψf〉 in a d dimensional space. A state map leaves the

transformation of the other d − 1 basis states of the H → H unitary transforma-

tion unspecified. We choose a basis such that |ψi〉 is the first basis state. The
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transformation of |ψi〉 with an arbitrary Û is



a1,1

a2,1

...

ad,1


=



a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,d

a2,1 a2,2 · · · a2,d

...
...

. . .
...

ad,1 ad,2 · · · ad,d





1

0

...

0


. (2.31)

We can see from the matrix multiplication in Eq. 2.31 that only the first column

of the unitary transformation is involved in calculating the final state and therefore

only d complex numbers need to be specified for a state map. Since the state vector

is normalized and the overall phase is physically unimportant, there are 2d − 2

parameters required to specify a state map. An H → H unitary transformation will

specify all d columns of the matrix in Eq. 2.31. The condition UU † = I provides d2

constraints and on the 2d2 real numbers on the matrix. If we ignore global phase,

there are d2 − 1 parameters required to specify an H → H unitary transformation.

We can choose to perform a unitary transformation on a subset of basis states,

which we call a unitary of a subspace. Instead of unitaries that map H → H, we

can design transformations for which we specify only the map of some subspace of

H onto itself. We will refer to such transformations as unitaries on a subspace. For

example, consider a unitary on a subspace on the first ds basis states of a d = ds + 3
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dimensional space. The unitary transformation would look like

Û =



a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,ds 0 0 0

a2,1 a2,2 · · · a2,ds 0 0 0

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

...

ads,1 ads,2 · · · ads,ds 0 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 c1,1 c1,2 c1,3

0 0 · · · 0 c2,1 c2,2 c2,3

0 0 · · · 0 c3,1 c3,2 c3,3



. (2.32)

The upper left block is the specified transformation on the subspace, while the lower

right block is an unspecified transformation on the complementary subspace which

can take any form as long as it is unitary. The upper left block is unitary and

therefore requires d2
s parameters to specify. The lower left and upper right blocks

are completely specified as zero, however, specifying that the either one block to be

zeros implies the other block is zero. To set one block to be zero requires specifying

2ds(d− ds) real numbers. Therefore, there are d2
s + 2ds(d− ds)− 1 = −d2

s + 2dds− 1

parameters required to specify a ds dimension unitary on a subspace if we ignore

global phase.

Finally, we will consider isometry maps which is the mathematical term for a

distance preserving map. Given a d dimensional space, we call a ds dimensional

isometry a map of a set of ds states to a set of ds states. The case ds = 1 is a state

map and the case ds = d is an H → H transformation. Similar to the example for

state maps in Eq. 2.31, a ds dimensional isometry will require specifying ds columns

of unitary matrix. A set of ds vectors contains 2dds real numbers and making them
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orthonormal constrains d2
s values. Ignoring global phase, we find that −d2

s+2dds−1

real numbers are needed to specify a ds dimensional isometry.

2.5.2 Defining Cost Functions for Search Tasks

To perform a search for control fields that produce a target transformation, a search

algorithm needs a quantitative way to compare two H → H transformations. These

measures will form the basis of a cost function; a function that a search algorithm

will try to optimize such that the control waveform found by the search produces a

transformation as similar as possible to a target transformation.

We will start by finding a cost function for a H → H unitary transformation. It

is typical to compare two matrices by their Hilbert Schmidt distance, DHS [25].

DHS = ||Ŵ − Û ||2

= Tr[(Ŵ − Û)†(Ŵ − Û)]

= 2d− 2Re(Tr[Ŵ †Û ]),

(2.33)

where Ŵ is a target unitary and Û is a unitary produced by a search that we would

like to compare to Ŵ . DHS lies between 0 (if Ŵ = Û) and 4d (if Ŵ = −Û). In a

search for control waveforms, we want to minimize DHS which means maximizing

Re(Tr[Ŵ †Û ]). If we do not care about the global phase of the unitary we produce,

such that our objective is Ŵ = Ûeiθ, where the phase θ is arbitrary, we can define

the following cost function, referred to as the fidelity:

Funi =
1

d2
|Tr[Ŵ †Û ]|2. (2.34)
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By taking the absolute value in Eq. 2.34, we ignore the overall phase of the trans-

formation. The factor of d2 normalizes the quantity such that if Ŵ = Ûeiθ, then

F = 1.

We can modify Eq. 2.34 for producing unitaries on a subspace. If the target

subspace is of dimension ds, then the target Ŵ specifies d2
s complex numbers in the

desired subspace and the other d2− d2
s complex numbers are irrelevant. To find the

fidelity of some Û with Ŵ , we must project out the desired subspace from Ŵ † and

Û .

Fsub =
1

d2
s

|Tr[(P̂ Ŵ †P̂ )(P̂ Û P̂ )]|2

=
1

d2
s

|Tr[Ŵ †P̂ Û P̂ ]|2
(2.35)

where P̂ is a projection operator such that P̂ =
∑ds

j=1 |ψj〉〈ψj| and the |ψj〉’s are the

basis states of the subspace.

We can modify Eq. 2.34 again for the case of a ds dimensional isometry. The

isometry is a generalization of a unitary of a subspace and we can write the fidelity

in a similar form. Unitaries map from one Hilbert space to the same Hilbert space.

An isometry projects is a map of one Hilbert space to another, that, in general, are

distinct. Therefore, unitaries are a subset of isometries. To write the fidelity, we

project out the initial and final Hilbert spaces:

Fiso =
1

d2
s

|Tr[(P̂fŴ P̂i)
†(P̂f Û P̂i)]|2

=
1

d2
s

|Tr[Ŵ †P̂f Û P̂i]|2.
(2.36)

The projectors P̂f =
∑ds

j=1 |ψj〉〈ψj| and P̂i =
∑ds

j=1 |φj〉〈φj| are each composed of

basis states |ψj〉 and |φj〉 for the respective final and initial Hilbert spaces. We can
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also express Eq. 2.36 in a basis dependent form, which is convenient for implemen-

tation in numerical design of control fields. To define the isometry, choose a set

of initial states, {|ψl〉}, that will map to a final set of states, {|ϕl〉}, where l runs

{1, 2 . . . ds}. Organize the set of initial states as columns of a matrix Ŷ and the

set of final states as columns of a matrix Ẑ. Ŷ and Ẑ will therefore be matrices of

dimension d× ds. The fidelity for the isometry will be

Fiso =
1

d2
s

|Tr[Ẑ†Û Ŷ ]|2, (2.37)

where the product Û Ŷ is the set of time evolved initial states written as columns of

a matrix.

2.5.3 Searching for Control Waveforms

To find control waveforms that produce a desired transformation, we will use a

numerical search algorithm. At a minimum, a cost function and initial guess for

the control waveform is passed to a computer search routine. The search routine,

starting at the initial guess, will attempt to traverse the search landscape in an

intelligent way to find a control waveform that maximizes the cost function. The

search landscape is the multidimensional space containing every possible set of con-

trol waveforms. Every dimension of the space is represented by a free parameter in

the search. Traversing the search landscape efficiently will be crucial aspect of the

search for control waveforms.

Previously implemented control protocols in the Jessen group [26, 27] found con-

trol waveforms for state to state maps using numerical optimization algorithms like

fminsearch or fminunc in MATLAB. Our experience has found simplex methods [28]
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(fminsearch) and our previous implementation of a gradient method (fminunc) to be

computationally expensive. Ideally, an external function that efficiently calculates

the gradient of search landscape with respect to every free parameter is passed to

fminunc, otherwise, fminunc uses an internal algorithm to numerically estimate the

gradient. Our previous use of fminunc did not pass an external gradient function,

and a great improvement to using fminunc would come if an efficient way to calcu-

late the exact gradient was known. We can solve this problem by using the GRAPE

algorithm.

The GRAPE (GRadient Ascent Pulse Engineering) algorithm was originally for-

mulated by Khaneja et. al. [29] as a method for finding control waveforms in the

context of nuclear magnetic resonance. GRAPE lessens the computational cost of

finding the gradient by taking advantage of the known functional form of the cost

function. For this discussion, we use the cost function, F , from Eq. 2.34. We will

examine the number of computationally intensive steps required to find the gradient

of a cost function using GRAPE and using an internal algorithm that fminunc uses,

which we call a naive method. Because we are considering the computational com-

plexity for each method, we need to keep track of computationally intensive actions

performed. We will count the number of matrix exponentiations and calculation of

matrix eigenvalues that are required for each algorithm.

Consider a control waveform with only a single control parameter, {φj}, where j

indexes timestep such that φj = φ(tj). First, we examine how a naive method would

find ∂F
∂φj

, for all j, using a finite-difference equation [28]. Numerically estimating the

jth derivative requires F to be calculated twice with closely spaced values of φj, which

means two evaluations of Û . As in Eq. 2.30, there are N matrix exponentiations to
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find Û , so finding the jth derivative requires 2N matrix exponentiations. There are

N timesteps to find the derivative with respect to, so it requires 2N2 computationally

intensive steps to find ∂F
∂φj

for all j. Now we examine the GRAPE method to find an

exact expression for the gradient. The gradient found by analytically differentiating

F is

∂F

∂φj
=
∂F

∂Û

∂Û

∂φj

=
∂F

∂Û

∂

∂φj
[ÛN(φN)ÛN−1(φN−1) · · · Ûj(φj) · · · Û2(φ2)Û1(φ1)]

=
∂F

∂Û

[
ÛN(φN)ÛN−1(φN−1) · · · ∂Ûj(φj)

∂φj
· · · Û2(φ2)Û1(φ1)

]
.

(2.38)

The derivative with respect to the jth parameter only acts on Ûj. Therefore, to cal-

culate ∂F
∂φj

, we calculate all N of the
∂Ûj(φj)

∂φj
’s only once and all N of the Ûj(φj)’s only

once. As we will see in Sec. 2.5.4, each
∂Ûj(φj)

∂φj
requires a calculation of eigenvalues.

In total, this gives 2N computationally intensive steps to calculate ∂F
∂φj

, for all j. We

can do this calculation externally to fminunc and pass the result to fminunc, which

provides a quadratic speed up compared to the naive method.

2.5.4 The GRAPE Algorithm

This discussion will follow derivations found in [29–31] with modifications. We will

start with a more general form of the Hamiltonian than provided in the previous

references.

Ĥ(tj) = Ĥ0 +
∑
l

bl(φ1,j, φ2,j, . . . , φk,j, . . . , φM,j)Ĥl, (2.39)
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where the bl’s are scalar functions containing control fields and the Ĥl’s are Hermi-

tian operators. The index k = {1, 2, . . . ,M} denotes the control field (φx, φy, and

φµw for this work) and j indexes timestep. For this discussion, we will use the cost

function associated with finding an entire unitary transformation, as in Eq. 2.34.

Our objective is to calculate ∂F
∂φk,j

. Differentiating Eq. 2.34 we get

∂F

∂φk,j
=

2

d2
Re

(
Tr

[
Ŵ † ∂Û

∂φk,j

]
Tr
[
Ŵ Û †

])
. (2.40)

Since φj is only a parameter of Ûj, we can move the derivative through the product

giving

∂Û

∂φk,j
=

(
j+1∏
n=N

Ûn

)
∂Ûj
∂φk,j

(
1∏

n=j−1

Ûn

)
. (2.41)

Khaneja et. al. found an expression for the derivative of Uj [29],

∂Ûj
∂φk,j

= −i
[∑

l

∂bl
∂φk,j

∫ ∆t

0

e
−i
~ Ĥ(tj)τĤle

i
~ Ĥ(tj)τdτ

]
Uj, (2.42)

by explicitly differentiating Eq. 2.4 using Eq. 2.39 and the identity

d

dx
eÂ+xB̂|x=0 = eÂ

∫ 1

0

eÂτ B̂e−Âτdτ. (2.43)

In the case that ∆t is very small, such that ||Ĥ∆t|| � 1, the integral in Eq. 2.42

can be approximated as Ĥl giving

∂Ûj
∂φk,j

= −i
[∑

l

∂bl
∂φk,j

Ĥl

]
Ûj. (2.44)
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This expression is the ultimate result found in [29] and is a fantastic result because

of its computational simplicity. Unfortunately, the condition ||Ĥ∆t|| � 1 is not

well satisfied for the experiment in this thesis since ||Ĥ|| ≈ 30 kHz and ∆t ≈

5µs. Fortunately, there an expression for the exact derivative that does not require

numerical integration of Eq. 2.42 [31]. However, it does require diagonalizing the

Hamiltonian, Ĥ(tj), and the following formulas are provided in the basis where

Ĥ(tj) is diagonal. The matrix elements of
∂Ûj

∂φk,j
are specified by

〈λrj |
∂Ûj
∂φk,j

|λsj〉 =
∑
l

∂bl
∂φk,j

〈λrj | Ĥl |λsj〉
e
−i
~ λrj ∆t − e−i

~ λsj ∆t

∆t(λrj − λsj)
, (2.45)

where λrj and λsj are the respective eigenvalues for the r and s eigenvector of Ĥ(tj).

If the eigenvalues are degenerate, or we are calculating diagonal elements, the proper

formula is

〈λrj |
∂Ûj
∂φk,j

|λrj〉 = −i∆t
∑
l

∂bl
∂φk,j

〈λrj | Ĥl |λrj〉 e
−i
~ λrj ∆t. (2.46)

After calculating these matrix elements,
∂Ûj

∂φk,j
can be transformed back to the original

basis and plugged into Eq. 2.41.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND

This chapter will describe the experimental apparatus that allows us to perform

quantum control tasks on a cold ensemble of cesium atom.

3.1 Preparation of the Atomic Ensemble

The experiments described in this thesis are performed on an ensemble of cold

cesium atoms. We prepare an ensemble of cold trapped atoms with a magneto-

optical trap and polarization gradient cooling [32, 33] inside a vacuum system at

approximately 10−8 Torr. The result is a dilute ball of several million cesium atoms,

approximately 0.5mm in diameter with a temperature of approximately 2µK. Once

the atomic ensemble has been trapped and cooled, the laser light and magnetic fields

associated with the magneto-optical trap are turned off. Without any trapping field,

the atomic ensemble free falls due to gravity. Because the ensemble’s kinetic energy

is so low, motion due to gravitational acceleration dominates the atoms’ motion.

A schematic of the experimental apparatus is presented in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2

shows a picture. Immediately after free fall begins, two laser fields optically pump

the atomic ensemble into the state |4, 4〉y, where y denotes the y basis. One laser

field propagates along the y direction and drives σ+ electric dipole transitions on

the D2: F = 4 → F ′ = 4 transition. The other beam propagates slightly off from

the y axis and in the opposite direction from the first beam. It drives π and σ+
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the physical apparatus matching the picture in Fig. 3.2.
Partially provided by Hector Sosa.
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Figure 3.2: A picture of the physical apparatus. (A) rf y coils, (B) rf z coils, (C)
rf x coils, (D) µw horns, (E) inside glass vacuum cell, approximate location of cold
atom cloud before free-fall, (F) photodiode for Stern-Gerlach measurement
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electric dipole transitions on the D2: F = 3 → F ′ = 3 transition. The beam is

slightly off axis so that we can drive π transitions and avoid a dark state in the

F = 3 manifold. A static magnetic field of approximately 20kHz is applied along

the y direction during optical pumping to prevent the atomic ensemble from spin

precessing due to environmental magnetic fields. The state |4, 4〉y is a dark state,

meaning the atoms in that state will remain there because they will not scatter any

more optical pumping light [18, 34].

After sufficient time to pump into the |4, 4〉y state, we turn off the optical pump-

ing fields and apply a magnetic field along the x axis. The state |4, 4〉y is rotated

to |4, 4〉z via Larmor precession, after which a large bias field is applied in the z

direction. This bias is the bias field described in Sec. 2.3.2. It will remain on for the

duration of the control protocol. Because the state is a magnetic eigenstate in the

z basis, the spin will not evolve and we can wait to turn on rf and µw control fields

at our convenience. The only limitation to this being the free fall of the atomic

ensemble as time passes.

One final preparation step is taken after the large z bias field is turned on. The

optical pumping process is not ideal and not all of the atomic ensemble is left in

|4, 4〉z (we will work in the z basis from now on and drop the subscript). For technical

reasons, it is difficult to optically pump more than 98% of atoms to |4, 4〉. We are left

with an incoherent distribution with the majority of remaining atoms in |4, 3〉 and

|3, 3〉. We eliminate these atoms with the following procedure: We apply a µw pulse

which transfers atoms in |4, 4〉 to |3, 3〉 and atoms in |3, 3〉 to |4, 4〉. Light resonant

with the D2: F = 4 → F ′ = 5 transition is quickly flashed on, with scatters from

atoms in the F = 4 manifold and blows them out of the atomic ensemble. We are
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left with a very pure ensemble of atoms in |3, 3〉 which can, if necessary, be rotated

via µw pulse back to |4, 4〉.

3.2 Magnetic Fields in the Control Hamiltonian

Surrounding the vacuum system is a 7in wide plexiglass cube. Wrapped around the

plexiglass cube are multiple sets of square coils designed to approximate Helmholtz

coil pairs (Helmholtz pairs) providing spatially homogeneous fields at the center

of the coils, where the atomic ensemble is located. The bias field is generated by

a Helmholtz pair oriented along the z direction and the rf fields are generated by

Helmholtz pairs oriented along the x and y directions. The µw field is produced by

µw antennae outside the vacuum system.

Controlling the magnetic fields involved in the control Hamiltonian was a signif-

icant technical hurdle. Anyone wishing to perform an experiment like this would be

well advised to find a ‘clean’ laboratory in terms of environmental magnetic fields.

Large magnetic field gradients can come from optical tables, vacuum equipment, etc.

We have found it worthwhile to perform the experiment at night to avoid magnetic

field fluctuations from equipment in neighboring laboratories.

3.2.1 The Bias Magnetic Field and Environmental Magnetic Fields

The bias field current is produced by an Arroyo 4304 constant current laser driver

connected via twisted pair cable directly to its Helmholtz pair. The Arroyo current

source is a 5A, 9V source with current feedback components custom modified by the

manufacturer to drive the inductive load matching the Helmholtz pair that produces

the bias field. Ideally in the experiment, a 1MHz magnetic field turns on instanta-
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neously after the rotation of the spin from |4, 4〉y to |4, 4〉z during preparation. The

Arroyo was modified so the current turns on and stabilizes to 1 part in 105 within

1ms. Because of time variations in the bias field and environmental magnetic fields,

we need to provide further stabilization. We find environmental magnetic fields in

the x, y and z directions that are several hundreds of Hz in peak-to-peak amplitude

and are synced to the 60Hz AC power lines. The DC level of the background fields

in all three directions is set to zero within 100Hz by a procedure discussed in App.

A. The time dependent nature of the x and y fields is unimportant because they add

in quadrature to the bias field, which is more than 1000 times larger. The stability

of the magnetic field in the z direction is extremely important, as we will see in

Sec. 3.5.1. To stabilize the total magnetic field in the z direction, we trigger the

experiment to the AC line and measure the magnetic field strength as a function

of time using the procedure described in Appendix B.1 and [18]. We then apply

the compensating magnetic field. The field is produced by a separate Helmholtz

pair oriented along z which is driven by a low power amplifier based on an OPA227

op-amp.

The bias field strength is an important parameter when designing this type of

experiment. A bias too small leads to several problems. The µw field will couple

other states if the µw detuning between other eigenstates is too small. A smaller bias

field leads to larger disagreement between the RWA Hamiltonian and the unapproxi-

mated Hamiltonian. Lastly, a smaller bias leaves the experiment more vulnerable to

environmental fields. A bias too large causes a problem in driving rf fields since they

have an oscillatory frequency equal to the bias strength. The limited bandwidth of

Helmholtz coils that fit our geometry means that we need to keep ωrf small enough
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to deliver sufficient rf power.

3.2.2 The rf Fields

The rf field current for each direction is produced by an Amp-Line AL-50-HF-A

power amplifier. The amplifier is a 28VRMS, 100W , variable gain source with a

3dB bandwidth of 1.2MHz. Its input is driven by a Tabor 8026 arbitrary waveform

generator providing the phase modulated 1MHz signal for rf control. The output of

the amplifier is connected in series by coaxial cable to a 30Ω Caddock film resistor

with an intrinsic inductance of approximately 20nH. The resistance and inductance

for each coil is approximately 3Ω and 5µH, respectively.

Ideally, we would like the rf power to be as high as possible in order to drive

faster dynamics. However, a larger rf power will give larger disagreement between

the RWA Hamiltonian and the unapproximated Hamiltonian. Driving rf power at

1MHz through Helmholtz coils is difficult because of the limited bandwidth. It

is important that the amplitude and phase response in the region of the driving

frequency is reasonably linear. Unfortunately, the filter effects of the coils at large

frequency are difficult to characterize because of parasitic capacitances in measuring

equipment.

3.2.3 The µw Field

The µw field is produced by a chain of µw components shown in Fig. 3.3. An HP

8672A provides a constant frequency and phase µw source at fHP = ω|4,4〉→|3,3〉 +

30MHz and approximately a power of -5dBm. The signal passes through a digitally

controlled switch, allowing us to turn the source on and off during the experiment
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Figure 3.3: Chain of µw components.

via computer control. A pre-amp increases the signal amplitude to approximately

10dBm before it is mixed with a fTABOR = 30MHz signal from a Tabor WW2571A

arbitrary waveform generator that provides phase modulation for the µw control.

The mixer is a single sideband mixer whose output is dominated by fµw = fHP −

fTABOR. This set of µw components enable us to phase modulate a 9.2 GHz signal

without purchasing an arbitrary waveform generator in the GHz frequency range.

The output of the mixer passes through another pre-amp before it is split and goes

to two µw power amplifiers. The outputs of the power amplifiers are connected to

two standard µw gain horns. The gain horns sit outside the plexiglass cube and are

aimed in the general direction of the atomic ensemble. Their precise pointing and

distance is adjusted empirically from measurements of Rabi oscillations, discussed

in Appendix B.4 and [18].
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3.3 Measurement via Stern-Gerlach

To perform measurements of the quantum state of the atomic ensemble, we use

Stern-Gerlach analysis [35]. Although we have the ability to perform quantum

state tomography, the accuracy of quantum state tomography is not high enough to

quantify the fidelity of our quantum control protocol. Stern-Gerlach provides a way

to determine the population of atoms in each of the magnetic eigenstates, but does

not provide any information about the coherence between each magnetic eigenstate.

3.3.1 The Stern-Gerlach Apparatus

To perform Stern-Gerlach, the atomic ensemble is exposed to a magnetic field gra-

dient provided by the same magnetic coils used for the magneto-optical trap. The

magnetic field gradient causes a spin dependent force on the atoms proportional to

the mF value of the magnetic eigenstate, causing the atoms to spatially separate.

The groups of atoms, distinguished by mF value, are in free fall during this entire

process and continue to fall since the force due to gravity is larger than the force

from the magnetic field gradient. Near the bottom of the glass cell are two thin and

wide laser beams. One beam is resonant with the D2: F = 4 → F ′ = 5 transition,

and another is resonant with the D2: F = 3 → F ′ = 3 transition. The separated

groups of atoms pass through the resonant beams and fluoresce. The fluorescence

is captured by a photodiode.

To measure the fraction of atoms in each magnetic eigenstate of F = 4, we only

use the D2: F = 4 → F ′ = 5 transition beam because it is a closed transition.

Any atoms excited to F ′ = 5 must fall back to F = 4 by spontaneous decay, so we

can receive signal from multiple scattering events without ‘losing’ atoms to F = 3.
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Figure 3.4: Example of Stern-Gerlach signals for the F = 3 (a) and F = 4 (b)
manifolds. At 40ms, the atomic ensemble is released from the trap and is coherently
driven to a particular quantum state. At approximately 130ms, atoms in |4,−4〉
pass through the resonant Stern-Gerlach beams. Red is data and black dashed is a
fit.
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An example of this signal is shown in Fig. 3.4b. The red line is data and the

black dashed line is a fit, which will be explained in Sec. 3.3.2. We can see the

fluorescence from different groups of atoms representing the 9 magnetic eigenstates

passing through the resonant beam. The atoms that are slower to fall have a larger

width to their profile.

To see atoms in F = 3 we use the D2: F = 3→ F ′ = 3 and D2: F = 4→ F ′ = 5

transitions. The D2: F = 3→ F ′ = 3 is not a closed transition meaning that atoms

in F ′ = 3 can decay to F = 4. Multiple scattering events are required to produce

sufficient fluorescence signal, so both D2: F = 4→ F ′ = 5 and D2: F = 3→ F ′ = 3

are necessary. Using D2: F = 4→ F ′ = 5 will excite atoms initially in F = 4, so we

need to remove atoms in F = 4 before we perform an Stern-Gerlach measurement

on F = 3. To do this, we flash on a D2: F = 4 → F ′ = 5 beam along a single

axis to ‘blow’ the F = 4 atoms out of the trap, similar to the ‘blower’ beam used

after optical pumping in the preparation of the atomic ensemble. An example of

this signal is shown in Fig. 3.4a.

3.3.2 Fitting Stern-Gerlach Signals

To find the proportion of atoms in each of the magnetic eigenstates, we fit the

signals in Fig. 3.4 that are expected to be a sum of gaussians with different centers,

amplitudes and standard deviations. For unknown reasons, the profiles for each

peak have slightly longer tails than a gaussian profile. The particular shape of the

non-gaussian profiles is unchanging, so we fit the peaks to an artificial profile called

a template. The template is produced by an Stern-Gerlach signal from a initially

prepared state |4, 4〉. To fit, we stretch the height and the width of the templates
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to match the peaks in the signals. The area under each peak is proportional to the

population of atoms in that magnetic eigenstate. Extra calibrations are needed to

find the relative populations between the magnetic eigenstates.

We cannot directly compare the areas for each peak because the total scattering

events for each magnetic eigenstate is dependent on the speed of the atoms. Slower

atoms scatter more light because they take longer to pass through the beams, so

calibration factors are needed to relate populations in each magnetic eigenstate. A

calibration factor between each hyperfine manifold is needed because different sets

of beams are used to produce signal for each manifold. We define the area of the

peak for the initially prepared |4, 4〉 state to be one and find calibration factors that

multiply the areas of the other magnetic eigenstates. These calibration factors are

found empirically by coherently moving all population from the initially prepared

state |4, 4〉 to the other magnetic eigenstates. We assume the total atom population

is constant during these transformations and fit the areas of these single peaks.

Simple transformations like |4, 4〉 → |3, 3〉 can be done through a single µw pulse.

Other transformations can be done through a more general state map.

The calibration factors should be proportional to the time it takes each cluster

of atoms to reach the resonant Stern-Gerlach beams. Therefore, we can see if the

empirical calibration values match theoretical calibration values calculated from

arrival time at the Stern-Gerlach beams. For example, the atoms in Fig. 3.4b

are released from the trap at approximately 40ms with the |4,−4〉 atoms passing

through the resonant laser beams at approximately 135ms and the |4, 4〉 atoms at

approximately 200ms. The velocity, v, for each magnetic eigenstate is inversely

proportional to the flight time, t, and should determine the amount of time each
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magnetic eigenstate spends in the resonant beams. Since the calibration factors are

normalized to |4, 4〉, the calibration factor for |4,−4〉 should be equal to the ratio of

velocities:
v|4,−4〉
v|4,4〉

=
t|4,4〉
t|4,−4〉

= 200−40
135−40

ms = 1.68, which closely matches an empirically

found value of 1.66. Therefore, on average, for every scattering event a |4,−4〉 atom

undergoes, a |4, 4〉 atom would undergo 1.66 scattering events using the empirically

found calibration value.

3.4 Measurement via Polarization Spectroscopy

If a laser beam with a linear polarization is passed through the atomic ensemble, the

beam’s polarization will rotate due to the Faraday effect. Knowing the polarization

before and after allows one to determine certain quantities describing the atomic

ensemble, like the expectation of the collective spin along z, 〈F̂z〉. This experimental

implementation has been discussed in several places [18, 34, 36], but I will review

the basic setup.

The laser used for polarization spectroscopy, called the probe, is tuned near the

D1 transition. The beam is a gaussian spatial profile with a waist chosen to be

several times larger than the width of the atomic ensemble. A wide probe will have

a more homogenous intensity over the atomic ensemble, and therefore have a more

spatially homogenous light shift. A Glan-Laser polarizer makes the probe linear

in polarization before passing through the glass vacuum cell and atomic ensemble.

After exiting the glass vacuum cell, the beam makes its way to a polarimeter via two

pairs of mirrors. The mirrors are gold and each pair is oriented such that the polar-

ization change induced by the 1st mirror is cancelled by the 2nd. A simple optical

system is used to image the atom cloud and is shown in Fig. 3.5. After the imaging
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zero when the probe polarization ~"p is linear, and the
rank-2 tensor component scales as 1=!2 [12]. Keeping
terms to leading order in !HF=! then yields a light shift

Û ! 2
3
U0Î "

!U0

!="
# ~"p $ F̂%2; (1)

where F̂ is the total angular momentum, ! is a numerical
constant depending on the atomic species, and where
U0 ! s #h!=2 is the light shift of a two-level atom with
unit oscillator strength, natural linewidth ", and satura-
tion parameter s ! #"=2!%2#Ip=I0% for probe intensity Ip.
Introducing the probe photon scattering rate "s ! s"=2,
and substituting the relevant parameters for Cs in the F !
4 hyperfine ground state, we find !U0=#!="% &
'1:2"s= #h. Finally, in the presence of a magnetic field
B, we obtain a single-spin Hamiltonian

Ĥ ! gF#BB $ F̂' 1:2#"s= #h%# ~"p $ F̂%2; (2)

where we have omitted the scalar (spin-independent) part
of the light shift. In addition to the Larmor interaction we
see here a nonlinear term that gives rise to dynamics
beyond simple rotations and leads to the generation of
nonclassical spin states. This interaction has been studied
in the context of the ‘‘kicked top,’’ a standard paradigm
for quantum chaos [13], and leads to phenomena such as
alignment-to-orientation conversion in polarization spec-
troscopy [14]. More generally, it will occur in a variety of
laser traps where its effects on the evolution of the atomic
spins should be considered. In our case the nonlinear level
splitting induces rapid collapse and subsequent revivals of
the mean spin of a Larmor precessing spin-coherent state.
We model this behavior in detail by setting up and nu-
merically solving a master equation for the Cs hyperfine
ground manifold, thereby fully accounting for both the
coherent spin dynamics of Eq. (2) and for decoherence
from optical pumping. Figure 1(b) is an example of the
calculated expectation value hF̂zi as a function of time,
clearly showing both an initial Gaussian envelope col-
lapse and multiple revivals whose amplitudes are limited
by decoherence.

The spin dynamics depend not only on the magnitude
of the nonlinear term, but also on the relative orientation
of the applied field B and the probe polarization ~"p.
Consider the geometry shown in Fig. 1(a), where B is
orthogonal to the probe propagation and forms an angle $
with ~"p. Choosing the y axis along B we have # ~"p $ F̂%2 !
#sin$F̂x " cos$F̂y%2. For magnetic fields B ( #h"s=gF#B

it is appropriate to make a rotating wave approximation,
and we obtain an effective nonlinearity

# ~"p $ F̂%2RWA !
!

' 1
2
sin2$" cos2$

"

F̂2
y: (3)

From this we see that the collapse and revival occurs
twice as fast at $ ! 0) compared to $ ! 90), and that

at a critical angle, $ ! arctan#
###

2
p

% & 54), the nonlinear-
ity disappears entirely. The corresponding changes in
dynamical behavior are clearly visible in our master
equation calculations.

Our experimental setup for Faraday measurements is
similar to that described in detail in [6]. We begin by
preparing a sample of a few million Cs atoms in a
magneto-optic trap, followed by laser cooling in a 3D
optical molasses and a 1D near-resonance optical lattice
aligned along the probe direction. Finally, the atoms are
optically pumped to produce a spin-coherent state within
the F ! 4 ground manifold. Our probe beam is generated
by a tunable diode laser, spatially filtered by a single-
mode optical fiber and passed through a high quality
Glan-Laser polarizer before it is used to probe the atomic
sample. The probe intensity profile is very close to
Gaussian with a 1=e radius of *1:2 mm. This is signifi-
cantly larger than the typical 0.25 mm radius of the
atomic cloud, and ensures that the probe light shift is
reasonably uniform across the ensemble. We use an imag-
ing system to select only the part of the probe that passes
through the cloud, and analyze it with a simple polar-
imeter consisting of a polarization beam splitter and a
differential photo detector [Fig. 1(a)]. The resulting mea-
surement of the collective spin has a typical sensitivity
that falls short of the requirement for back action by a
factor *100, according to the estimate in [6]. This puts us
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup for Faraday rotation measure-
ments in a sample of laser cooled Cs atoms. (b) Master
equation calculation and experimental data for an angle $ !
0) between the probe polarization and Larmor field, both
showing collapse and revivals of the Faraday signal due to
the nonlinear term in the single-spin Hamiltonian.
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of the polarization spectroscopy setup. Taken from [37].

system, the probe is split into two linear polarization components by a polarizing

beam splitter (PBS), with each component weakly focused on the photodiodes of a

Thorlabs PDB210A differencing detector. The PDB210A subtracts the signals from

the two photodiodes, amplifies the difference and records the difference via a data

acquisition system. The PBS is oriented 45◦ to the initial polarization so the power

is balanced between the two outputs when there is no polarization rotation from the

atomic ensemble. Any polarization rotation caused by the atomic ensemble causes

an imbalance in power and produces a signal proportional to the rotation angle.

3.5 Robust Control Waveforms

Ultimately, we would like to apply the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.23 in the experiment.

It is unreasonable to expect that we will be able to accomplish this task exactly for

several reasons. One, we will be applying magnetic fields to a cloud of several million

atoms. The magnetic fields we apply will not be perfectly uniform over this spatial

distribution of atoms. Two, our physical equipment can not set the mean value of
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said distributions with perfect accuracy. Third, we are not able to compensate for

all external perturbations. For example, we are not able to compensate for time

dependent environmental magnetic fields that are not synced to the AC power lines.

We will try compensate for errors in the applied fields of our Hamiltonian by

designing robust control waveforms. Robust control waveforms are control waveforms

that are insensitive to small errors in applied fields of the Hamiltonian, in that they

generate nearly the same transformation across a small range of parameters of the

Hamiltonian.

3.5.1 Simulations of Inhomogeneities

It’s necessary to determine which applied fields we would like to be insensitive to.

We will generate control waveforms using randomly chosen phases and explore how

the associated unitary transformations change with small variation in applied fields.

For the following discussion we will choose control waveforms with T = 600µs,

∆t = 5µs and the applied fields will have the nominal values from Table 2.1.

The first concern is the resonance condition between the rf driving frequency, ωrf ,

and the bias larmor frequency, Ω0. A difference in these two parameters corresponds

to a non-zero rf detuning, ∆rf . We assume that the rf arbitrary waveform generators

set the driving frequency of the rf fields (1 MHz) extremely accurately, and therefore,

any non-zero ∆rf is caused by errors in Ω0. This could happen due to setting the

bias field strength incorrectly, changing environmental magnetic fields or the spatial

inhomogeneity of the bias field. Any change in the constant magnetic field in the

z direction not only changes Ω0, but also changes the energy splitting between

|4, 4〉 and |3, 3〉. This corresponds to a non-zero microwave detuning, ∆µw. The rf
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detuning is defined by ∆rf = ωrf − Ω0. The corresponding µw detuning caused by

changing Ω0 can be found with ∆µw = 7~gr
EHF

(Ω2
0−ω2

rf)+(4−3gr)(ωrf−Ω0). In Fig. 3.6,

we simulate the effect of an offset and spread in Ω0 that affects ∆rf and ∆µw. We

take a randomly chosen waveform and find the associated unitary with no offset or

spread in Ω0, called the ideal unitary. We then find the unitary operators associated

with the offsets and spreads in the figure and find the fidelity relative to the ideal

unitary according to Eq. 2.34. From Appendix B.2, we believe that the spread in

Ω0 is approximately 40 Hz and that we will be able to maintain an offset within 20

Hz.

The second concern is errors in the rf power which we explore in a similar fashion

to errors in Ω0. Because there are two independent rf fields, we first look at rf power

offsets alone. A simulation is presented in Fig. 3.7 showing the fidelity of randomly

chosen control waveforms given offset errors in the rf powers, Ωx and Ωy, from their

nominal values of 25 kHz. The worst fidelities occur in the bottom left and upper

right corners of the figure, although the other two corners are similar. To explore

spreads in rf power, we explore the diagonal slice of Fig. 3.7 where Ωx = Ωy. The

fidelities for this slice is evaluated for different spreads in rf power and shown in Fig.

3.8. We believe that the spread in Ωx or Ωy is on the same order of the spread in

Ω0 since they are generated with coils of the same geometry. The spread in Ω0 as

a fraction of the magnitude of Ω0 is 40Hz
1e6Hz

= 0.004%. Therefore, for Ωx = Ωy = 25

kHz, we expect a spread of 25 kHz × 0.004% = 1 Hz. The expected offset in Ωx or

Ωy is 30 Hz.

Lastly, we consider the effect of offsets and spreads in µw power, Ωµw, as shown

in Fig. 3.9. From Appendix B.4, we know that the spread in Ωµw is approximately
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Figure 3.6: The effect of an offsets and spreads in Ω0. Each point represents the
fidelity between two H → H transformations (T = 600µs, ∆t = 5µs) produced
from the same control waveforms. One transformation is produced with no offset or
spread in Ω0, the other has an offset specified by the x-axis. Offsets in Ω0 affect ∆rf

and ∆µw. The key shows 1σ values for the spread in Ω0. Average of 10 randomly
chosen control waveforms.
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Figure 3.7: The effect of independent offsets in Ωx and Ωy. Each point represents
the fidelity between two H → H transformations (T = 600µs, ∆t = 5µs) produced
from the same control waveforms. One transformation is produced with no offset in
rf power, the other has offsets specified by the axes. Average of 10 randomly chosen
control waveforms. No spread in rf power is included.
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Figure 3.8: The effect of offsets and spreads in rf power on fidelity. Each point
represents the fidelity between two H → H transformations (T = 600µs, ∆t = 5µs)
produced from the same control waveforms. One transformation is produced with
no offset or spread in rf power, the other has an offset specified by the x-axis. The
offset for Ωx is the same as the offset for Ωy. Each line corresponds to a 1σ spread
in rf power corresponding to the values in the key. Average of 10 randomly chosen
control waveforms.
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40 Hz and our expected offset is within 100 Hz.

Given the expected experimental spreads and offsets, only the simultaneous vari-

ations in ∆rf and ∆µw, caused by variations in the bias field, does more than 1%

error to fidelity. Ideally, we would like to be insensitive to all uncertainties, however,

designing robust waveforms comes at a price. Designing robustness to more param-

eters and insensitivity to a wider range of values increases computational time to

design control waveforms and increases control waveform time, T . We will choose

to be robust only to errors in ∆rf coupled to ∆µw.

3.5.2 Designing Robust Control Waveforms

To design robust control waveforms, we define a new cost function to maximize

during a numerical search. For this discussion, we consider H → H unitary trans-

formations and their associated fidelity in Eq. 2.34. Our new cost function, F , for

robust control waveforms is an average over distinct F ’s. Each F will be a function

of a unitary operator produced with a distinct Hamiltonian.

F =
P∑
p=1

w(Hp)F (Ĥp), (3.1)

where P is the number of distinct Hamiltonians, Ĥp. w(Hp) is a weighting function

such that
∑P

p=1w(Hp) = 1. We choose only to be robust to errors in Ω0, and we

have found empirically that averaging over two distinct Hp’s with equal weight is

sufficient:

F =
1

2
[Funi(∆rf = 40Hz) + Funi(∆rf = −40Hz)] . (3.2)
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Figure 3.9: The effect of offsets and spreads in µw power. Each point represents
the fidelity between two H → H transformations (T = 600µs, ∆t = 5µs) produced
from the same control waveforms. One transformation is produced with no offset
or spread in µw power, the other has offsets specified by the x-axis. Each line
corresponds to a 1σ spread in µw power corresponding to the values in the key.
Average of 10 randomly chosen control waveforms.
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In this formula, the robust fidelity is the average fidelity of a unitary transformation

with two distinct detuning values, evenly spaced about ∆rf = 0. By finding a Frob

very close to one, we can be sure that Funi is close to one for both ∆rf = 40Hz

and ∆rf = −40Hz. But what about other values of ∆rf? We can simulate the

effectiveness of Eq. 3.2 by designing two control waveforms that ideally produce

the same randomly chosen H → H transformation. A robust control waveform

is designed using Eq. 3.2 as a cost function and a ‘non-robust’ control waveform

is designed using Eq. 2.34 as a cost function. The result is shown in Fig. 3.10.

We can see that simply by maximizing Eq. 2.34 at two distinct values of ∆rf , we

produce a control waveform that is far less sensitive to range of errors than a control

waveform designed without robustness. Although it may seem accidental that by

maximizing two distinct values of Ω0 we achieve high fidelity in between the two

values, it is not unreasonable. The bandwidth of the pulse, 1/T , is related to the

sharpness of features we expect to see in plots like Fig. 3.10. Since the bandwidth

of our pulse is on the order of a kHz, we don’t expect to large changes in fidelity by

changing Ω0 tens of Hz. In Fig. 3.10, we show the result of only a single robust and

non-robust control waveform so it can be seen that the curves are smooth, rather

than smoothed out by averaging many together. This result is representative of any

robust or non-robust control waveform within this small detuning region.
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Figure 3.10: Fidelity of two control waveforms designed for the same H → H
transformation (T = 600µs, ∆t = 5µs). ‘Robust’ is designed with by maximizing
the cost function in Eq. 3.2. ‘Not Robust’ is designed with the cost function in Eq.
2.34. No averaging.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This chapter will describe the results of producing quantum transformations in an

experiment. We will describe a procedure to measure the fidelity of the transfor-

mations we perform. Experimental results for a variety of transformations will be

provided as well as an exploration of parameters chosen in the numerical search for

control waveforms.

4.1 Benchmarking Unitary Transformations

We would like to test how well we can implement transformations in the laboratory.

We can not currently perform quantum process tomography [38] and if we could,

we expect that our ability to perform quantum process tomography would be worse

than our ability to implement a process of our choice. To test our transformations,

we need a procedure that will separate errors in the transformation from all other

experimental errors. At our disposal is the ability to prepare a few distinct magnetic

eigenstates, apply control fields and measure the population of atoms in magnetic

eigenstates using Stern-Gerlach analysis. Determining the experimental fidelity of

the transformation is difficult because the final state will depend on error in the

preparation of the initial state, error in the transformation and error in state mea-

surement. To solve this problem, we use a benchmarking procedure whose form is

very similar to that of benchmarking procedures for qubits in quantum computation

experiments [39, 40].
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The benchmarking procedure does not have the ability to determine the fidelity

of a specific transformation as defined in Sec. 2.5.2, but it can produce an average

fidelity for a class of transformations. We prepare a set of representative and ran-

domly chosen initial quantum states. These quantum states are time evolved using

a set of representative and randomly chosen transformations from the class we care

to measure (such as H → H transformations with a particular T , ∆t, etc.). We use

the average experimental fidelity of these state maps as our measure of fidelity for

a class of transformations.

4.1.1 Benchmarking H → H Transformations

Consider benchmarking H → H transformations shown in Eq. 4.1. First, we design

control waveforms for a set of unitary transformations that are randomly selected

from the Haar measure [17, 41]. Five transformations from the set of unitary trans-

formations we just prepared are selected randomly (allowing transformations to be

repeated) to make a transformation sequence. We prepare the atomic ensemble in

|4, 4〉, map to a randomly chosen state |ψp〉, apply the first transformation in our

sequence and map the resulting state, labelled |ψ1〉, back to |4, 4〉. The population

in |4, 4〉 is measured using Stern-Gerlach analysis. Optical pumping into |4, 4〉 and

mapping to |ψp〉 is referred to as the preparation. The final map from |ψ1〉 to |4, 4〉

and the Stern-Gerlach measurement is referred to as the read-out. The entire process

is then repeated using the first and second transformations in the sequence, and so
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on until we perform all 5 transformations in the sequence, as shown in Eq. 4.1.

|4, 4〉 prep7−−→ |ψp〉 read7−−→ |4, 4〉

|4, 4〉 prep7−−→ |ψp〉 Û17−→ |ψ1〉 read7−−→ |4, 4〉

|4, 4〉 prep7−−→ |ψp〉 Û17−→ |ψ1〉 Û27−→ |ψ2〉 read7−−→ |4, 4〉

. . .

|4, 4〉 prep7−−→ |ψp〉 Û17−→ |ψ1〉 Û27−→ |ψ2〉 . . . Û57−→ |ψ5〉 read7−−→ |4, 4〉 .

(4.1)

The population in the final state, P (n), is a function of the number of transforma-

tions applied. In the first line of Eq. 4.1, n = 0 since no transformations are applied.

It is not necessary to include the step n = 0 in every benchmarking procedure and

we often skip this step. The benchmarking process is repeated by choosing a new

random sequence and a new random preparation state |ψp〉. Taking many sequences

does more than build statistics. Particular choices of control waveforms in concate-

nation exhibit pulse echo like behavior and it is possible to record data such that

P (n) < P (n + 1). Averaging over different sequences with different input states

alleviates this issue. Example data from this procedure is shown in Fig. 4.1. In this

plot, we show a comparison of control waveforms that are designed robustly and

without any robustness criteria. We can see the robust waveforms perform better.

Once we have this data, we can fit the final population in |4, 4〉 per number of

transformations, n, to the function

P (n) =
1

16
+

15

16

(
1− 16

15
∆0

)(
1− 16

15
∆

)n
, (4.2)

where ∆0 is the error from preparation and read-out and ∆ is the error due to
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a single transformation [18]. In the limit of large n, we expect the population to

plateau to a evenly mixed state with a population of 1
16

. In the limit of small error,

we Taylor expand around ∆ = 0:

P (n) = 1−∆0 − n∆ +
16

15
n∆0∆ +O(∆2)

≈ 1−∆0 − n∆.

(4.3)

If we keep terms linear in both ∆ and ∆0, we find the final approximation. The

formula for P (n) is an extension of formulas for qubits provided in [39, 40]. A

nearly identical benchmarking procedure is used for unitaries on a subspace. The

only difference being the transformations, as well as the initial state, must be a

randomly chosen from within the subspace.

4.1.2 Benchmarking Isometries

Because isometries, in general, map to and from different Hilbert spaces, this bench-

marking protocol is designed differently than the unitary benchmarking. However,

it will follow a similar form in that we will apply up to 5 isometries and track the

overall fidelity as a function of number of isometries applied. The procedure is

shown in Eq. 4.4. Since the transformations are to be concatenated, input space of

a isometry in the chain must be the output space of the preceding one. Therefore, to

create 5 randomly chosen isometries, we choose 6 sets of ds states, where the output

states of a given isometry are the input states for the subsequent isometry. Label

these sets {|φi〉}j, where j denotes one of the 6 sets of states and i denotes each of

the ds states within a set. We will label the 5 isometries Îk, where the kth isometry
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Figure 4.1: Experimental data from benchmarking a set of H → H transformations
(T = 600µs and ∆t = 4µs). The black/grey lines with circles are for robustly de-
signed transformations and the red/pink lines with squares are not designed robustly.
The thin grey (pink) lines show 10 individual sequences each for robust (not robust)
transformations. The black circles (red squares) are the average of the individual
sequences for robust (not robust) transformations. The dotted black (dashed red)
line shows a fit of the robust (not robust) sequences with error bars 1σ of the mean.
For robust transformations, ∆0 = 0.0282, ∆ = 0.0182 and F = 1−∆ = 0.9818. For
not robust transformations, ∆0 = 0.0266, ∆ = 0.0311 and F = 1−∆ = 0.9689.

takes states {|φi〉}k to {|φi〉}k+1. The benchmarking procedure will be then be

|4, 4〉 prep7−−→ |ψp〉 read7−−→ |4, 4〉

|4, 4〉 prep7−−→ |ψp〉 Î17−→ |ψ1〉 read7−−→ |4, 4〉

|4, 4〉 prep7−−→ |ψp〉 Î17−→ |ψ1〉 Î27−→ |ψ2〉 read7−−→ |4, 4〉

. . .

|4, 4〉 prep7−−→ |ψp〉 Î17−→ |ψ1〉 Î27−→ |ψ2〉 . . . Î57−→ |ψ5〉 read7−−→ |4, 4〉 .

(4.4)
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The state |ψp〉 is a random superposition of the states {|φi〉}1, chosen by multiplying

each of the {|φi〉}1 by a randomly chosen complex number, adding all the states

together and normalizing. The real and imaginary parts of the complex number

are independently sampled from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit

variance. To build statistics, the entire procedure is repeated, picking new {|φi〉}j’s

and a new |ψp〉. As with benchmarking H → H transformations, the fidelity as a

function of number of isometries can be fit to Eq. 4.2. Example data is shown in

Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Experimental data from the benchmarking a set of robust ds = 2 isome-
tries (T = 180µs and ∆t = 5µs). The thin pink lines show 10 individual sequences
and the large red squares shows an average of the sequences with error bars 1σ
of the mean. The dashed red line is a fit of the average to Eq. 4.2. For the fit,
∆ = 0.0048,∆0 = 0.0418. F = 1−∆ = 0.9952.
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4.2 Numerical Simulation of Benchmarking Protocol

The benchmarking protocol described in Sec. 4.1 is not set on as rigorous a footing

as the protocol for qubits provided in [39, 40]. When a set of control waveforms are

benchmarked, we find a fit parameter ∆ that tells us something about the average

error in the transformations we perform. Ideally, the definition of fidelity in Eq. 2.34

would be directly related to ∆. More specifically, we would hope that F = 1 −∆,

using the appropriate definition of F from Sec. 2.5.2.

Without making any assumptions about the relation between fidelity and ∆,

we can analyze their relationship numerically. Consider a set of control waveforms,

Ci, the ideal transformations they produce, Wi, and the set of parameters in the

Hamiltonian in Table 2.1. If the transformations associated with the Ci’s are cal-

culated using different parameters of the Hamiltonian, we expect the results will

be slightly different from the Wi’s. Given a set of parameters of the Hamiltonian,

the fidelity of these transformations can be calculated exactly using a definition of

F from Sec. 2.5.2. We call their average fidelity F̄sim,actual. We hope the measure

of fidelity obtained from the a simulated benchmarking procedure, F̄sim,bench, ap-

proaches F̄sim,actual. To test this, we simulate the benchmarking procedure, calculate

the average error ∆̄sim across several sequences, and compare F̄sim,bench = 1 − ∆̄sim

to F̄sim,actual.

To calculate F̄sim,bench and F̄sim,actual, we must design control waveforms for a set

of randomly chosen H → H transformations, Wi, given the parameters in Table 2.1,

which we call ηideal. The numerical search for control waveforms was terminated

when Funi reached 0.997. After designing control waveforms, we reevaluate their

associated transformations using many sets of parameters of the Hamiltonian, ηi.
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Each ηi is a distinct set of values representing offsets in each of the six parameters

listed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Offsets of parameters of the Hamiltonian used in Error Simulation. Fig-
ures measured in Hz are absolute offsets. The parameter φx−φy represents an offset
in relative phase for the x and y rf coils. Figures measured in % are the percent
offset from the nominal values. ∆rf and ∆µW set independently.

∆rf (-20,-10,. . . ,20) Hz
∆µW (-200,-100,. . . ,200) Hz
Ωx (-1,-0.5,. . . ,1) %
Ωy (-1,-0.5,. . . ,1) %
ΩµW (-1,-0.5,. . . ,1) %
φx − φy (−0.1,−0.05, . . . , 0.1)◦

First, we simulate actual fidelities given each ηi. We find the transformation,

Uij, associated with each set of control waveforms, Ci and set of parameters of the

Hamiltonian, ηj. We find the fidelities of these transformations by comparing Uij

to Wi using Eq. 2.34. Averaging over i gives the average fidelity associated with a

particular ηj, which we call F̄j,sim,actual.

To simulate benchmarking, we construct benchmarking sequences from the con-

trol waveforms, Ci. Preparation and measurement maps are also designed, just as

described in Sec. 4.1.1. To simulate imperfect preparation of the optically pumped

state, |4, 4〉, the initial state is the density matrix

ρ0 = 0.98 |4, 4〉 〈4, 4|+ 0.01 |4, 3〉 〈4, 3|+ 0.01 |3, 3〉 〈3, 3| . (4.5)

For every ηj, ρ0 is time evolved through 10 benchmarking sequences of 5 transfor-

mations, similar to the benchmarking procedure we perform in the experiment. The

population in the final state |4, 4〉 after each sequence is recorded and fit, producing
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a ∆̄j,sim for each ηj. We label F̄j,sim,bench = 1− ∆̄j,sim. The scatter plot of F̄j,sim,bench

and F̄j,sim,actual is shown in Fig. 4.3a. Some error sets give actual or benchmarking

fidelities lower than 0.95. The linear fits in Fig. 4.3 ignore data points that are

outside the limits of the axes. The same procedure can be done for one dimensional

isometries and the results are shown in Fig. 4.3b. We can see that a trend from both

scatterplots is benchmarking fidelities tend to be less than actual fidelities, which

gives us some confidence that fidelities produced from the benchmarking procedure

are a reasonable lower bound to actual fidelity.

4.3 Choosing T and ∆t

When designing control waveforms for transformations, one must choose a T and

∆t. Every other parameter in the Hamiltonian is specified in Table 2.1, and are

chosen to drive dynamics as quickly as possible while not exceeding the technical

limits imposed by the apparatus. When designing transformations experimentally,

there may be an optimal choice T and ∆t that maximizes fidelity. Others have

explored this issue in theory [25, 42], and we will explore this issue in theory and

experiment.

A choice of T and ∆t define the total number of free control parameters,

3 T
∆t

= 3N , but we can not reduce this problem to only a trade-off between fi-

delity and N . Choosing a T too short means there are not enough free parameters

to permit a high fidelity, however, choosing an unnecessarily long T exacerbates the

effect of experimental imperfections, including background fields and miscalibration

and inhomogeneity of the applied fields. Choosing a ∆t too short increases free

parameters which lengthens computational time to find control waveforms. More
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free parameters should allow us to find control waveforms with a shorter T , but

the timescale of dynamics are set by other parameters of the Hamiltonian. We

expect there is a lower limit to ∆t at which changing phases any faster does not

allow shorter T . Choosing too large of a ∆t results in too few control phases. We

expect that the minimum number of control phases required to perform a transfor-

mation is related to the real-valued parameters required to specify a transformation

matrix (Sec. 2.5.1). Too few control phases will limit our ability to perform high

fidelity transformations. Given this analysis, we need to explore changing T and ∆t

independently to find their optimal values.

Fig. 4.4 shows an simulation exploring tradeoff between T and ∆t in the case

of H → H transformations. Given the parameters at each black dot, a search

is performed for a set of robust control waveforms that generate randomly chosen

unitary transformations. Because N = T
∆t

needs to be an integer, and we choose

∆t to be an integer number of µs (Sec. 2.3.3), the black dots are not spaced on a

regular grid. The search algorithm continues to search for higher fidelity until the

algorithm is not making sufficient progress. If the distance traversed in the search

landscape is too small per iteration of the search routine and the fidelity does not

sufficiently increase per iteration, the search stops.

Using the control waveforms designed for Fig. 4.4, we can reevaluate their cor-

responding unitary transformations by using a modified Hamiltonian. This Hamil-

tonian will contain offsets and distributions of parameters specified in Table 2.1 and

the fidelity will be found using Eq. 2.34. We do this so that experimental results

can be compared to fidelities given experimental imperfections, rather than the the-

oretical ideal. Offsets and distributions used in the simulation are shown in Table
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Table 4.2: Realistic errors and inhomogeneities of the Hamiltonian. All values are
1σ. φx − φy is the relative phase error between the two rf fields.

δ∆rf 40 Hz
δ∆µW 40 Hz
∆rf offset 10 Hz
Ωx offset 30 Hz
Ωy offset 30 Hz
ΩµW offset 300 Hz
φx − φy offset 0.02◦

4.2. The results are shown in the color plot in Fig. 4.5. We can see that simulated

fidelities drop for long waveforms, whereas in the case of no errors, there is no issue

with having T be large. There is also no benefit to taking ∆t < 4µs. The timescale

of dynamics is too slow to make phase changes faster than 4µs useful.

At select values of ∆t and T , we perform a benchmarking procedure using the

designed control waveforms. Fidelity is defined as F = 1 − ∆ and the results

of benchmarking are shown in in Fig. 4.5. Experimental results follow theoreti-

cal simulations well except that experiment never matches the very high fidelities

our simulation predicts. The experimental fidelities seem to plateau and data was

not taken with sufficiently long T to see significant fidelity drops. The differences

between simulation and experiment highlights ignorance in our model of the ex-

periment. We have been unable to find a set of errors and inhomogeneities that

accurately model our experimental data.

The same procedure for exploring T and ∆t in H → H transformations can be

done for subspace unitaries and isometries. The results of a 9 dimensional subspace

unitary using the magnetic eigenstates in F = 4 is shown in Fig. 4.6. The results

of a two dimensional isometry are shown in Fig. 4.7. For these smaller dimension
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transformations, we do not show the results of the original search for control wave-

forms that corresponds to Fig. 4.4. The effects of the errors and inhomogeneities

in Table 4.2 become important with sufficiently large T . Because these transfor-

mations are smaller dimension, they require smaller T . The difference between the

plot showing the original search for control waveforms and their reevaluation with

errors is negligible.

4.4 Conclusion and Outlook

This theoretical and experimental exploration of transformations in a large Hilbert

space has proved successful. We have performed H → H transformations with high

fidelity as well as a variety of other simpler transformations. Although we have found

good results for this particular experiment, the real merit to this work is its general

theoretical and experimental framework. The process of control waveform design,

experimental benchmarking and systematic exploration of control parameters can

be used for a variety of experimental platforms.

Although there is good agreement between simulation and experiment, the dis-

crepancies between them are not well understood. Determining and accounting

for all known inhomogeneities and errors in the experiment is difficult. Two unac-

counted for sources of error that are believed to be significant are time dependent

errors and filtering of the rf fields. All simulations have assumed time independent

offsets and inhomogeneities. This could be remedied by better characterization of

applied fields so that their time-dependent nature can be corrected or included in

theoretical models. The limited bandwidth of the rf circuitry leads to filtering of

the current through the Helmholtz coils. The current at the point of a discontin-
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uous phase jump is ‘smoothed out’ and the fields seen by the atomic ensemble no

longer matches theoretical models. This could be solved by better circuitry with

higher bandwidth, or by lowering the bias larmor frequency. Lowering the bias lar-

mor frequency comes at the expense of making RWAs used in theoretical modeling

less accurate. Another option is to accurately characterize the electronic filter and

include it in the numerical design of control waveforms.

Looking ahead, an obvious extension of this work is performing inhomogeneous

control [43]. Inhomogeneous control is about the ability to control individual parti-

cles in a system comprised of many using control fields that vary inhomogeneously

over the ensemble of particles. For example, consider single atoms trapped at the

nodes of an optical lattice. It may be useful to select out a single atom and per-

form and arbitrary transformation while leaving the remaining atoms alone. This

could be accomplished using the framework established in this thesis plus the light

shift from a laser. The objective is to design a control waveform that performs the

identity transformation in the absence of a light shift and a specified transformation

given a particular light shift. A tightly focused laser beam could illuminate a single

atom, thus allowing an arbitrary transformation to be performed on the single atom

while leaving remaining atoms unchanged.
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Figure 4.3: Scatterplots of simulated benchmarking fidelity versus actual fidelity.
Each blue dot represents a distinct sets of errors ηj. The black solid line represents
perfect correlation. Dashed red shows a best fit to an arbitrary line. Dotted green
shows a best fit to a line passing through the point (1, 1). (a) shows H → H
transformations and (b) shows one dimensional isometries.
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of average maximum Frob reached for H → H transforma-
tions given choices of ∆t and T . Ten transformations are designed with parameters
designated by black dots. The color plot is an interpolation of the data at the black
dots.
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Figure 4.5: Simulation of average Funi reached for H → H transformations used in
Fig. 4.4 given errors and inhomogeneities specified in Table 4.2. Numbers in black
directly below dots are simulated fidelity for the dot immediately above. In blue,
directly below simulated fidelities, are the corresponding values of F̄ = 1− ∆̄ from
experimental benchmarking.
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Figure 4.6: Simulation of average Funi reached for the nine dimensional unitary on
a subspace using the magnetic eigenstates in F = 4. Simulation uses errors and
inhomogeneities specified in Table 4.2. Numbers in black directly below dots are
simulated fidelity for the dot immediately above. In blue, directly below simulated
fidelities, are the corresponding values of F̄ = 1− ∆̄ from experimental benchmark-
ing.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation of average Funi reached for ds = 2 isometries using errors and
inhomogeneities specified in Table 4.2. Numbers in black directly below dots are
simulated fidelity for the dot immediately above. In blue, directly below simulated
fidelities, are the corresponding values of F̄ = 1− ∆̄ from experimental benchmark-
ing.
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APPENDIX A

PREVIOUS WORK

Prior to the most recent experiment performing universal quantum control in the

ground manifold of cesium, there have been several projects that have culminated or

are expecting to culminate in a journal article. The publish articles are reproduced

here.

1. Quantum Signatures of Chaos in a Kicked Top [44]

2. Three-axis measurement and cancellation of background magnetic fields to less

than 50 µG in a cold atom experiment [45]

3. Quantum State Mapping in the Cesium Ground Manifold (in draft)

4. Quantum State Tomography by Continuous Measurement and Compressed

Sensing [46]



LETTERS

Quantum signatures of chaos in a kicked top
S. Chaudhury1, A. Smith1, B. E. Anderson1, S. Ghose2 & P. S. Jessen1

Chaotic behaviour is ubiquitous and plays an important part in
most fields of science. In classical physics, chaos is characterized
by hypersensitivity of the time evolution of a system to initial con-
ditions. Quantum mechanics does not permit a similar definition
owing in part to the uncertainty principle, and in part to the
Schrödinger equation, which preserves the overlap between
quantum states. This fundamental disconnect poses a challenge to
quantum–classical correspondence1, and has motivated a long-
standing search for quantum signatures of classical chaos2,3. Here
we present the experimental realization of a common paradigm for
quantum chaos—the quantum kicked top2,4— and the observation
directly in quantum phase space of dynamics that have a chaotic
classical counterpart. Our system is based on the combined elec-
tronic and nuclear spin of a single atom and is therefore deep in the
quantum regime; nevertheless, we find good correspondence
between the quantum dynamics and classical phase space struc-
tures. Because chaos is inherently a dynamical phenomenon, special
significance attaches to dynamical signatures such as sensitivity to
perturbation1,5 or the generation of entropy6 and entanglement7,8,
for which only indirect evidence has been available9–11. We observe
clear differences in the sensitivity to perturbation in chaotic versus
regular, non-chaotic regimes, and present experimental evidence
for dynamical entanglement as a signature of chaos.

In classical mechanics, the state of a physical system is specified by a set
of dynamical variables—for example, the position and momentum of a
point particle—whose values define a point in phase space. Regular
motion is associated with periodic orbits in phase space, whereas chaos
is characterized by complex, aperiodic trajectories that diverge exponen-
tially as a function of initial separation. This description of states and
time evolution is fundamentally incompatible with quantum mechanics,
where conjugate observables such as position and momentum cannot
take on well-defined values at the same time. However, it is still possible
to represent a quantum state in phase space, in the form of a delocalized
quasi-probability distribution whose evolution is governed by the
Schrödinger equation12. This suggests an experiment in which one
prepares an initial minimum uncertainty state centred on a point in
phase space, subjects it to a desired evolution, measures the quantum
state at successive points in time, and observes the degree to which the
dynamically evolving quantum phase space distribution reflects the
classical phase space structures. Experiments of this type can be simu-
lated with classical waves3, but are very challenging for true quantum
systems because of the overhead involved in state preparation, control
and reconstruction. Quantum versions that accomplish several of the
steps have been performed with cold atoms in laser standing waves13,14,
and in this Letter we complete the entire programme by including full
quantum state reconstruction and visualizing the dynamics via complete
phase space distributions. Placing the emphasis on dynamics comple-
ments the much larger body of experimental work on energy level
statistics in a broad range of physical systems15–17.

The experimental tools required to study quantum chaos directly
in phase space have recently become available for the physical system

consisting of the spin angular momentum of a single 133Cs atom in
the F 5 3 hyperfine ground state18–20. To take advantage of this, we
have implemented a very popular model system known as the ‘kicked
top’, consisting of a spin F whose dynamics is governed by a periodic
Hamiltonian:

H~BpFy

X?

n~0
f t{ntð ÞzB

k

2Ft
F2

x ð1Þ

In the simplest case, the kick f is a d-function, and each period of the
classical evolution breaks down into a rotation about the y axis by a
fixed angle p, followed by a twist (a rotation about the x axis by an
angle proportional to Fx). The parameter k determines the degree to
which the dynamics are regular or chaotic. In our experiment, the
rotation is performed by applying a short magnetic field pulse,
whereas the twist is induced by the a.c. Stark shift (light shift) from
a laser field tuned near the D1 resonance at 895 nm (ref. 18). Because
the magnitude of the spin is conserved, phase space is a spherical
surface on which each point represents a particular orientation of
the spin, and the classical evolution can be visualized by a stroboscopic
plot showing the state at times t 5 nt. Figure 1 shows such a phase
space plot for our kicked top, with parameters p 5 0.99 and k 5 2.0.
We see immediately that the phase space is mixed, with one large
island of regular motion in the Fy , 0 hemisphere, two smaller islands
in the Fy . 0 hemisphere, and a sea of chaos almost everywhere else.

To visualize a quantum state of the kicked top in phase space, one
can expand it in a basis of spin-coherent states jh,wæ, which are mini-
mum uncertainty states with maximum projection in the directions
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Figure 1 | Stroboscopic phase space plot for a classical kicked top.
Trajectories are obtained by integrating the classical equations of motion
and plotting the position of the spin after each kick. Depending on the
starting point, states follow regular orbits (red), or move along chaotic
trajectories (blue). Motion across the boundaries between regular and
chaotic regions is classically forbidden. For this plot p 5 0.99 and k 5 2.0,
resulting in a mixed phase space that contains both regular islands of various
sizes and a sea of chaos. The Fy , 0 and Fy . 0 hemispheres are shown
separately, respectively left and right.
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given by the polar and azimuthal angles (h,w) and thus the closest
quantum approximation to a classical spin. This produces the Husimi
quasi-probability distribution, Q(h,w) 5 (2F 1 1)Æh,wjrjh,wæ/4p, where
r is the density operator for the quantum state (pure or statistical
mixture)21. Q(h,w) is a normalized, everywhere positive function that
comes as close as possible to a classical probability distribution in phase
space.

We use as a starting point for our kicked-top experiments an
ensemble of laser-cooled Cs atoms prepared by optical pumping in
a desired spin-coherent state r0 < jh,wæÆh,wj. In a given run of the
experiment, each member of the ensemble is subjected to n periods of
the kicked-top Hamiltonian, and the entire density operator for the
final state is experimentally reconstructed19. The process is repeated
for 0 # n # 40, in order to build up a stroboscopic record {rn} for the
evolving quantum state. Finally, we carry out the entire procedure for
a series of initial states. To obtain a visual quantum–classical com-
parison, we convert each data set {rn} into Husimi distributions to
obtain a ‘stop-motion movie’ of the evolution of the state. Figure 2A
shows selected frames from a movie obtained for an initial spin-
coherent state centred on the stable island near Fx/F 5 1 in the
Fy . 0 hemisphere. Successive frames clearly show the phenomenon
of dynamical tunnelling, wherein the quantum system oscillates
between two regions of phase space even though motion through
the chaotic sea is classically forbidden13,14. The observed tunnelling
period is in good agreement with a prediction based on decomposi-
tion of the initial state into Floquet eigenstates (Supplementary

Information). It is also clear that the tunnelling oscillation dephases
after roughly one period. This is a sign of imperfections in our experi-
ments, mainly a 5% variation in k due to laser intensity variation
across the ensemble, decoherence induced by spontaneous light
scattering (,1 photon per 15 kicks), and background magnetic
fields. Our data are in good quantitative agreement with a full master
equation calculation that includes these imperfections.

An additional, useful visualization of data of the type displayed in
Fig. 2 can be achieved by averaging the Husimi distribution over many
cycles. The result is a single plot showing the parts of phase space
accessible from a given initial state. Figure 2C shows 40-period averages
for three initial states, which together illustrate the remarkable degree
to which our quantum kicked top reflects the boundaries between
regular and chaotic regions in classical phase space. Although this is
to be expected for systems in the mesoscopic regime, it is somewhat
surprising that our deeply quantum mechanical spin should do so.

In recent years, much attention has been directed towards dynami-
cal signatures of chaos in quantum systems. One candidate is the
sensitivity to perturbation, which can be quantified by the decay in
overlap between quantum states evolving according to two slightly
different Hamiltonians, and which can potentially reflect the classical
Lyapunov exponent22. The spin in our experiment is too small for the
overlap to undergo exponential decay, but different sensitivities to
perturbation should still be reflected in the decay of the purity of the
spin density operator, as each spin evolves with a slightly different
value of k, and is coupled to the environment through light scattering.
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Figure 2 | Quantum phase space (Husimi) distributions for a quantum
kicked top. Stroboscopic illustration of dynamical evolution, showing
selected experimental snapshots from the first 40 periods of the kicked-top
Hamiltonian. The period number is indicated in each frame. A, The initial
state is a spin-coherent state centred at Fx/F 5 0.70, Fy/F 5 0.70, Fz /
F 5 20.16, where it is mostly contained within the boundaries of the lower
of the pair of islands in the Fy . 0 hemisphere of Fig. 1. The state undergoes
roughly 1.5 periods of dynamical tunnelling before coherence is lost. The
state is almost entirely confined to the Fy . 0 hemisphere, which is the only
one shown. B, The initial state is a spin-coherent state centred at
Fx/F 5 20.94, Fy/F 5 0.31, Fz/F 5 20.16, where it is mostly contained
within the chaotic sea. The state spreads into the chaotic regions but
generally avoids the regular islands. Both hemispheres are shown.

C, 40-period averages of evolving Husimi distributions. a–c, The initial states
are spin-coherent states centred at a, Fx/F 5 0.70, Fy/F 5 0.70, Fz/F 5 20.16
(island in the Fy . 0 hemisphere, same as A), at b, Fx/F 5 20.94, Fy/F 5 0.31,
Fz/F 5 20.16 (in the chaotic sea, same as B), and at c, Fx/F 5 0,
Fy/F 5 20.99, Fz/F 5 20.16 (large island in the Fy , 0 hemisphere). The
upper data set is the observation from experiments, while the lower data set
is the prediction of a full theoretical model taking into account decoherence
and k variation. In combination, the quantum phase space distributions
reflect the classical phase space structures of Fig. 1 with remarkable fidelity.
To enhance contrast, the Husimi distribution in each image has been
rescaled to fit the interval [0,1]. Each quantum state is experimentally
reconstructed with a fidelity of ,90%.
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Figure 3 shows the experimentally measured state purity, Tr[r2], as a
function of period number, for two different initial states. As
predicted, the purity decays at very different rates in regular and
chaotic regions.

For systems with multiple degrees of freedom, it has been argued
that classical chaos is linked to the dynamical generation of entan-
glement in the quantum system23,24. Our atomic spin is the sum of
electron and nuclear spins, F 5 S 1 I. It is therefore natural to test if
the entanglement generated between the two is a reliable signature of
chaos. Here we use the linear entropy SLE~1{Tr r2

e

� �
as our entan-

glement measure, where re is the reduced density operator for the
electron spin. This is reasonable as long as the overall state is nearly
pure. In our experiment, SLE reaches steady state after just a few kicks
(Supplementary Information), and the 40-period average therefore
serves as a convenient and robust measure of the entanglement
generated by the dynamics. Figure 4 shows a significant dip in
ÆSLEæ and correspondingly less entanglement generation for initial
states localized in regular regions compared to those in the chaotic
sea. This is (to our knowledge) the first experimental evidence that
the purely quantum property of entanglement is a good signature of
classical chaos. Note that whereas the signature is very clear for initial
states in the large regular island in the Fy , 0 hemisphere, it is less
apparent for states located on the small island in the Fy . 0 hemi-
sphere. This loss in contrast occurs because the latter become entang-
led by dynamical tunnelling, and is therefore linked to the deeply
quantum nature of our small spin. Contrast is further reduced by the
sensitivity of tunnelling to k variations and decoherence, which is
apparent from the difference between our perturbation-free and full
models (Supplementary Information). Tunnelling will be suppressed
for much larger spins, and it is reasonable to assume that the distinc-
tion between regular and chaotic regions will be more universal in
that regime.

Our laboratory realization of the kicked top with atomic spins points
the way to further studies of quantum chaos in the time domain. We are
currently working to extend our control and measurement tools to the
entire hyperfine ground manifold of the Cs atom25, which will provide
access to the full state space for the coupled electron–nuclear spins.
Besides increasing the size of state space by more than a factor of two,
this will offer a more powerful platform for the study of entanglement
as a quantum signature of chaos26. To reach the semiclassical limit of
very large spins, one can in principle implement a kicked-top
Hamiltonian for the collective spin of an atomic ensemble, with the
twisting interaction induced either by ultracold collisions27, or by coup-
ling the spins to a shared mode of a quantized electromagnetic field28.

Ultimately, this could allow experiments to address some of the most
important outstanding questions related to quantum–classical corres-
pondence, such as how to recover classical (chaotic) dynamics in open
quantum systems subject to decoherence22 or weak measurement29.

METHODS SUMMARY

We prepare a spin ensemble by capturing and laser cooling ,107 Cs atoms in a

magneto-optical trap and optical molasses. The atoms are released into free fall,

and optically pumped into an F 5 3 spin-coherent state with respect to a fixed

axis. A set of precision coils driven by arbitrary waveform generators apply time-

dependent magnetic fields in a bandwidth of ,200 kHz, and generate fast and

accurate rotations through the magnetic interaction gFmBB?F, where gF is the

Landé g factor for the spin F and mB is the Bohr magneton. We use magnetic field

pulses to prepare spin-coherent states along desired directions, and to perform

the rotation in the kicked-top Hamiltonian. The continuous twist is induced by

the a.c. Stark shift in a linearly polarized, monochromatic laser field, leading to

an effective ground state Hamiltonian of the form BjF2
x (ref. 18). In our experi-

ment the magnetic kick duration is 17 ms, the peak Larmor frequency is 15 kHz,

the twisting strength j 5 2p3 533 Hz, and the kicked-top period is t 5 100ms

for k 5 2.0. The finite duration of the magnetic kick causes overlap of the rota-

tion and twisting parts of the evolution, but this does not significantly alter the

character of the dynamics and is easily taken into account in the equations of

motion. The rotation, p 5 0.99, is chosen to maximize the size of the islands in

the Fy . 0 hemisphere, and to allow a spin coherent state to be contained mostly

within one of these.

Following n periods of the kicked-top Hamiltonian, the information needed

to reconstruct the final spin density operator with a fidelity of ,90% is acquired

during a single 2-ms phase of continuous weak optical measurement and

dynamical control. Details regarding nonlinear spin dynamics, quantum control

and quantum state reconstruction, and the theoretical modelling of spin

dynamics, can be found in previous work published by our group18,19,30.
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Figure 3 | Sensitivity to perturbation as a quantum signature of chaos. The
purity of the spin density operator, Tr[r2], shown as a function of the period
number. a, Initial state localized on the large island in the Fy , 0 hemisphere
(same data set as in Fig. 2C, c). b, Initial state localized in the sea of chaos
(same data set as in Fig. 2C, b). Red circles are experimental data and the
green lines are the predictions of a full model. As expected, perturbations, in
the form of decoherence and k variation across the ensemble, reduce the
purity much faster for a state in the chaotic sea. Experimental error bars,
61 s.d.
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Figure 4 | Entanglement as a quantum signature of chaos. Entanglement
between the electron and nuclear spins is quantified by the linear entropy,
SLE~1{Tr½r2

e �, of the electron reduced density operator. It is averaged over
40 periods of the kicked-top Hamiltonian, and shown as a function of the
centre of the initial spin coherent state | h,wæ. a, Theoretical prediction for
Schrödinger evolution, corresponding to an ideal situation without
perturbations (no decoherence or k variation). Colours indicate the value of
ÆSLEæ. b, Experimental measurements performed for states lying along the
green cross-section in a. Also shown are the predictions of a full model (solid
green line) and the perturbation free model (dashed blue line) used in a. The
black dashed line is the linear entropy of a minimally entangled pure state in
the F 5 3 manifold. A marked contrast in dynamically generated
entanglement can be seen between regular and chaotic regions.
Experimental error bars, 61 s.d.
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Abstract
Many experiments involving cold and ultracold atomic gases require very precise control of
magnetic fields that couple to and drive the atomic spins. Examples include quantum control
of atomic spins, quantum control and quantum simulation in optical lattices, and studies of
spinor Bose condensates. This makes accurate cancellation of the (generally time dependent)
background magnetic field a critical factor in such experiments. We describe a technique that
uses the atomic spins themselves to measure dc and ac components of the background field
independently along three orthogonal axes, with a resolution of a few tens of μG in a
bandwidth of ∼1 kHz. Once measured, the background field can be cancelled with three pairs
of compensating coils driven by arbitrary waveform generators. In our laboratory, the
magnetic field environment is sufficiently stable for the procedure to reduce the field along
each axis to less than ∼50 μG rms, corresponding to a suppression of the ac part by about one
order of magnitude. This suggests that our approach can provide access to a new low-field
regime in cold atom experiments.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Magnetic fields play an important role in the production,
manipulation and study of cold and ultracold atomic gases.
A particular experiment may require a near-zero field
environment or a very accurate applied field. In either case,
control of the total field requires a high level of background
field suppression, and the degree to which this can be
accomplished is often a key limitation. One important example
is quantum information processing and quantum simulation
with qubits encoded in field sensitive atomic spin states. Field
sensitive states are required for spin-dependent atom transport
in optical lattices [1], and thus for studies of quantum walks [2]
and the generation of entanglement via controlled collisions
[3, 4]. In such experiments, background magnetic fields limit
the time and distance over which coherence and entanglement
can be maintained. Similarly, recent demonstrations of site-

resolved atom addressing in optical lattices use field-dependent
states [5–7], and background fields limit the spatial resolution
and fidelity of control. Going beyond qubits, the fidelity of
quantum control and measurement of larger atomic spins is
also fundamentally limited by background fields [8–10]. A
second important example is the study of spinor condensates
[11], where many predictions have been made regarding novel
ground states [12, 13], magnetic response [14] and dynamical
control [15, 16] near zero magnetic field. To reach this as
yet inaccessible regime, background magnetic fields must be
suppressed to a level where the Zeeman energy is negligible
compared to the spin-dependent interaction energy. In a typical
experiment with 87Rb atoms in an optical dipole trap this may
correspond to fields of a few tens of μG or less [17]. Spinor
condensates in much higher magnetic fields have been studied
extensively [17–23], but even in this regime the ability to

0953-4075/11/205002+07$33.00 1 © 2011 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK & the USA
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observe critical features of the dynamics can in some cases be
affected by magnetic field stability.

Background magnetic fields are typically suppressed
by passive magnetic shielding, or through measurement
and active cancellation. The latter is often preferable in
experiments that require good optical access and/or rapidly
time-varying applied fields. Conventional magnetometers
cannot be placed at the position of the atom cloud, but it is
possible in principle to interpolate the field from measurements
with an array of sensors and cancel it in real time using
negative feedback [24]. Such schemes are limited by time-
varying field gradients and by the sensitivity and bandwidth
of compact, affordable magnetometers, and cannot deliver the
performance required for the most demanding experiments.
Alternatively, the experiment can be synchronized with the
power-line cycle, and contributions to the background field
from dc and ac power-line components and from magnetization
and eddy currents in the apparatus can be measured upfront
and compensated with an applied field. In an environment
where these field components are dominant and stable, this
approach can yield surprisingly good results. In this paper,
we describe a novel technique whereby the cold atom sample
itself is used as an in situ probe to measure the background
magnetic field separately along each of three orthogonal axes,
with a sensitivity of a few tens of μG in a bandwidth of
∼1 kHz. Three pairs of compensating coils driven by arbitrary
waveform generators are subsequently used to cancel the
measured field, and a second measurement verifies that the
residual field is below ∼50 μG rms. Our scheme uses a
spin-echo technique to single out one of three orthogonal
field components, and reads out the spin dynamics in real
time by measuring the resulting polarization modulation of a
weak, far-off-resonance optical probe. We emphasize that the
technique has been developed to meet a critical need in cold
atom physics, rather than as a general purpose magnetometer.
General purpose magnetometry with hot [25], cold [26–28]
and ultracold [29] atomic gasses has a considerable history,
and it remains to be seen if the ideas outlined here might prove
useful in this context.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
In section 2, we describe our experimental setup, including
the optical readout of spin dynamics. Sections 3 and 4
describe how we use spin echoes to measure and cancel
field components that are transverse and longitudinal (parallel)
to the probe propagation direction, respectively. Section 5
describes how we measure and cancel the time-dependent
background field. Finally, in section 6 we summarize our
findings.

2. Experimental setup

Our apparatus consists of a vapour cell magneto-optic trap
(MOT) and optical molasses, capable of preparing a sample
of ∼107 Cs atoms at temperatures as low as 3 μK. To reduce
eddy currents and residual magnetization, we use an all glass
vapour cell, our MOT coils are wound on a teflon support, and
all magnetic or conductive materials are kept at a distance of
at least 15 cm from the atom sample. The vapour cell and

MOT coils sit inside a precision-machined plexiglass housing
that holds three pairs of 7′′ ×7′′ square coils in near-Helmholtz
configurations. These coil pairs generate magnetic fields along
three precisely defined orthogonal directions, which we choose
as the x, y, and z axes of our coordinate system. Driving
each pair with an arbitrary waveform generator, we can apply
fields up to 50 mG per axis, with a bandwidth of ∼350 kHz
and an accuracy better than 1%. The primary use of these
‘control’ coils is to generate time-dependent fields for quantum
control of atomic spins [9], but they are also the source of spin-
echo pulses during field measurements, and ac compensation
fields during subsequent experiments. Cancellation of the
dc background field is performed with another, much larger
set of ‘nulling’ coils that surround the entire apparatus. The
experiment is triggered at a fixed point in the ac power cycle,
so that the power-line contribution to the background field
remains constant from one repetition to the next. The size of
our atom sample and its motion during the short duration of
the experiment are small enough that spatial inhomogeneity of
both the applied and background fields can be ignored.

At the beginning of a measurement cycle we turn off
the MOT coils and hold the atom sample in optical molasses
for 15 ms, sufficient for the MOT field and associated eddy
currents to decay completely. The MOT/molasses beams are
then extinguished and the atom sample released into free fall.
At this point, we use a combination of optical pumping and
Larmor precession in a pulsed magnetic field to initialize atoms
in an F = 3 state with maximum projection of the spin along
a desired direction. An optical probe, initially polarized along
the x direction and tuned in the vicinity of the Cs 6S1/2 →
6P1/2 (D1) transition, is passed through the atom sample along
the z (vertical) direction, and the resulting spin-dependent
change in its polarization state is measured with a low-noise
polarimeter. Because our atom sample has low-to-moderate
optical density on resonance, OD � 1, the spin–probe coupling
is too weak to generate significant entanglement, and its effects
can be viewed as separate transformations of the spin and probe
degrees of freedom. Even so, for an atom with F > 1/2, the
spin–probe interaction is both rich and complex (see [30] for
details), and we highlight only a few of the relevant features
here.

For a probe detuning much larger than the hyperfine
splitting of the 6P1/2 excited state, the dominant effect
is Faraday rotation of the probe polarization. We
determine the polarization rotation by measuring the power
difference between the linear polarization components along
(x ± y)/

√
2, and obtain a signal

MFar(t) ∝ OD

�/�
〈Fz〉t , (1)

where � is the detuning and � = 4.7 MHz is the natural
linewidth. This is the basis for our measurements of magnetic
fields transverse to the probe axis. Fields along the probe axis
conserve 〈Fz〉 and must be accessed by measuring a different
spin observable. In principle, this can be done with a second
probe beam propagating along, e.g., x and measuring 〈Fx〉,
but for technical reasons this is inconvenient to do in our
setup. We instead tune our probe beam between the F ′ = 3
and F ′ = 4 manifolds of the 6P1/2 state, where the rank-2
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tensor component of the atomic polarizability is substantial.
In this situation the atom sample becomes birefringent, and the
resulting ellipticity of the probe polarization reflects the spin
state. We determine the ellipticity by measuring the power
difference between the components of circular polarization
and obtain a signal

MBiref(t) ∝ OD

(�/�)2
〈FxFy + FyFx〉t . (2)

This signal is sensitive to longitudinal magnetic fields, going
through two full periods each time the spin Larmor precesses
by 2π around the probe axis.

For our choice of (linear) probe polarization, the probe
induces a spin-dependent light shift of the form

HA = β(2)h̄γsF
2
x , (3)

where γs ∝ (�/�)−2 is the rate of photon scattering per atom
and where β(2) is a parameter that depends on the rank-2 tensor
polarizability and thus on the precise probe frequency and
details of the atomic transition. This nonlinear Hamiltonian
causes a periodic collapse and revival of the mean spin [31],
which is undesirable in this context. In our setup, we are
able to perform Faraday measurements, equation (1), with
a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio at modest probe power and
detunings up to 100 GHz, where the timescale for the first
nonlinear collapse is much longer than the total measurement
time. By contrast, the birefiringence signal, equation (2), and
nonlinear spin Hamiltonian both depend on the rank-2 tensor
polarizability and thus scale in the same way with probe power
and detuning. As a result, we have been unable to find working
conditions for which the nonlinear collapse can be ignored. In
this situation, it is necessary to model the entire spin dynamics
including nonlinear effects in order to understand how the
latter affect our magnetic field measurements. See section 4
for further details.

3. Transverse field measurement

We initiate a measurement of the background magnetic field
along a transverse axis (e.g. the x axis) by rotating the atomic
spins so they are spin-up along z, |ψ0〉 = |F = 3,mz = 3〉.
Following that, we apply a series of n pulses of magnetic
field along the measurement (x) axis, each having Larmor
frequency ωP = 2π × 17.5 kHz (B ≈ 50 mG) and duration
τ = 2π/ωP = 57.0 μs, and with the entire pulse train
comprising a measurement window of duration T = nτ . The
sign of the applied field is alternated from pulse to pulse
(figure 1), so that the spins go through alternate rotations
by −2π and +2π around the field axis. This so-called 2π

rotary spin-echo sequence was originally developed by the
NMR community [32] and has proven useful in other contexts
including the manipulation of cold atom qubits [33]. In our
protocol it is key to isolating and measuring only the field
component along the desired measurement axis.

To understand how the rotary echo is used to generate a
measurement signal, consider first the case of zero background
field. In this situation the direction of rotation is always
reversed exactly when an atom returns to the spin-up
state, and the Faraday signal MFar(t) is a perfect sinusoid

Figure 1. Schematic of a rotary echo-pulse sequence. The
magnitude of the applied magnetic field is constant in time but
changes sign once per time interval τ , generating a series of
alternating −2π and +2π rotations around the field axis. In our
setup B ≈ 50 mG, corresponding to a Larmor period τ = 57.0 μs.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. Time-dependent polarization signals and corresponding
power spectra in a transverse field measurement. In the absence of a
background field, the signal from sequential rotations by −2π and
+2π is indistinguishable from standard, unidirectional Larmor
precession, resulting in a sinusoidal signal (a) and a power spectrum
with a single peak at the Larmor frequency (c). In the presence of a
background field (280 μG in this example) kinks develop in the
sinusoidal signal (b) and sidebands appear in the power spectrum
(d). The signals and power spectra shown here are averaged over
50 runs of the experiment.

indistinguishable from Larmor precession in a constant field
(figure 2(a)). The power spectrum then consists of a single
‘carrier’ at frequency 1/τ (figure 2(c)). For a constant,
non-zero background field along the measurement axis, the
alternating pulse angles are ±2π + ωBτ , where ωB is the
background Larmor frequency, and successive reversals of
rotation occur at points increasingly far from the spin-up
state. As a result, MFar(t) develops a series of ‘kinks’
(figure 2(b)), and those give rise to sidebands in the power
spectrum that are shifted from the carrier frequency by ±1/2τ

(figure 2(d)). A measurement of the background field can then
be obtained by manually adjusting a compensating field to
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Power versus background field along the measurement
axis, for the carrier (green/diamonds), and for the low-frequency
(red/circles) and high-frequency (blue/triangles) sidebands. Lines
and symbols correspond to numerical simulation and experimental
data, respectively. In (a) and (b) the measurement axis is in the
transverse direction, and the measurement windows are T = 1 ms
and T = 4 ms, respectively. In (c) and (d) the measurement axis is
in the longitudinal direction, and the pulse durations are T = 1 ms
and T = 4 ms, respectively.

minimize the sidebands and null the total (average background
plus compensating) field.

Figures 3(a) and (b) show calculated and measured powers
in the carrier and sidebands as a function of a deliberately
applied background field, and in particular the steep drop
in the sideband powers near the zero field. Both these
minima grow sharper with increasing measurement duration
and/or increasing number of rotary echo pulses, leading to a
tradeoff between measurement sensitivity and bandwidth as
one would expect. In the laboratory, we typically average
the power spectra from a few tens of repetitions, both to
improve our signal-to-noise ratio and to reduce the sensitivity
to field fluctuations that are not correlated with the ac power
cycle. Even so, with a cycle time near 1 s for our cold
atom experiment, it is possible to perform the basic sideband
minimization and field nulling routine in real time. In practice,
we are able to determine the point of minimum sideband power
and thus measure the background field to within ±35 μG for
a measurement window T = 1 ms, and to within ±9 μG for a
measurement window T = 4 ms.

It is important to consider how our measurement protocol
is affected by errors in the magnetic field pulses that drive the
rotary echo. Asymmetry between positive and negative echo
pulses mimic the presence of a background field, but can be
easily detected by measuring the coil currents directly, and if
necessary removed by reprogramming the arbitrary waveform
generator. Alternatively, the problem can be diagnosed by

Figure 4. Measurement error versus rotary echo pulse angle, for
transverse (blue/circles) and longitudinal (red/triangles) field
measurements. Lines and symbols correspond to numerical
simulation and experimental data, respectively. As the pulse angle
deviates from 2π the measured field is shifted from the true value.

switching the leads to the relevant control coils between two
consecutive measurements of the field, and looking for changes
in the apparent background field. In our case, there is no
indication that pulse asymmetry contributes significantly to
the overall measurement uncertainty. A second possibility is
that the pulse areas, while equal, correspond to rotations by
±(2π + ε), perhaps due to imperfect calibration of the control
coils. All rotary echoes are inherently robust against such
angle errors—the atom still returns to the spin-up state after
every other pulse—but the Faraday signal will have kinks and
the power spectrum will contain sidebands even in the absence
of a background magnetic field. In spite of this, both numerical
simulation and experiments with deliberately introduced angle
errors show that the minimization of the sideband power
remains a good way to determine the background field.
Figure 4 shows the measurement error resulting from a
given pulse angle error, defined as the shift in the required
compensating field. In our setup, the estimated uncertainty
in the pulse angle is ±0.5%, corresponding to a measurement
error of ±13 μG, which is less than our signal-to-noise-limited
resolution.

It is known from NMR spectroscopy that 2π rotary echoes
are robust not only against angle errors, but also against
errors in the frequency of the driving field [32]. In our
case, the equivalent of a frequency error is a non-zero field
orthogonal to the measurement axis. This suggests that our
measurement should be close to uni-axial, unaffected by the
presence of orthogonal fields. Numerical simulations, as well
as experimental measurements in the presence of deliberately
applied orthogonal fields, confirm that the compensating field
required to minimize sideband power shifts only very slightly,
as shown in figure 5. The resulting measurement error remains
below 35 μG for orthogonal fields up to ∼8 mG, far beyond
anything normally present in our apparatus. To fully appreciate
how small this effect is, consider an alternative scheme in
which we apply a constant rather than pulsed field along the
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Figure 5. Error in a transverse field measurement due to the
presence of an orthogonal background field. The lines and symbols
correspond to numerical simulation and experimental data,
respectively.

measurement axis, and then measure the shift in the overall
Larmor frequency ω resulting from a background field along
the measurement axis. In that case, the effect of orthogonal
fields is also reduced because they add in quadrature with the

bias field, ω =
√

ω2
P + ω2

⊥. However, for our value of ωP, a
8 mG orthogonal field would lead to a measurement error of
650 μG, a nearly twenty-fold increase relative to the rotary
echo protocol!

Finally, it is worth noting that an orthogonal field large
enough to produce a significant measurement error also leads
to a large increase in sideband power even at the most optimal
compensating field. This serves as a convenient warning that
a field measurement should not be trusted. In this situation,
we resort to a simpler scheme, wherein we use our dc nulling
coils to minimize Larmor precession in the absence of other
applied fields. This usually suffices to reduce the overall, time-
averaged background field well below the 8 mG threshold. Of
course, once we have used our protocol to null the entire three-
dimensional background field, the orthogonal fields present in
subsequent iterations of the measurement will be insignificant.

4. Longitudinal field measurement

As outlined in section 2, background fields parallel to the
probe (z) axis must be measured using the birefringence
signal, equation (2). To initiate a measurement, we rotate the
atomic spins so they are parallel to the (x + y)/

√
2 axis and

thus the expectation value 〈FxFy + FyFx〉 and MBiref(t = 0)

take on their maximum value. Following that, we apply the
2π rotary spin-echo sequence along the z axis, and proceed
just as for transverse fields. Figures 6(a) and (b) show the
birefringence signal for zero and non-zero background fields,
respectively, differing from the Faraday signals in transverse
fields (figure 2) mainly by oscillating at twice the Larmor
frequency and undergoing a nonlinear collapse in amplitude

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Time-dependent polarization signals and corresponding
power spectra in a longitudinal field measurement. In the absence of
a background field the sequence of ±2π rotations produces a
sinusoidal signal at twice the Larmor frequency (a), with a
superimposed collapse due to the spin-dependent light shift. The
corresponding power spectrum contains a single peak (c). In the
presence of a background field (430 μG in this example) kinks
develop in the sinusoidal signal (b) and sidebands appear in the
power spectrum (d). The signals and power spectra shown here are
averaged over 50 runs of the experiment.

due to the spin-dependent light shift, equation (3). The power
spectra (figures 6(c) and (d)) consist of a carrier at frequency
2/τ , and sidebands shifted by ±1/2τ . Longitudinal fields can
now be measured in the same way as transverse fields, i.e.
by applying a compensating field along the z-axis until the
sideband power is minimized. Figures 3(c) and (d) show
the calculated and measured carrier and sideband powers
versus background field, including minima near zero field of
comparable width to those for transverse fields.

The accuracy of longitudinal field measurements
are subject to the same limitations as transverse field
measurements. Most importantly, the basic resolution limit,
given by our ability to determine the point of minimum
sideband power, is similar to that for transverse fields (±35 μG
for T = 1 ms, ±9 μG for T = 4 ms). Pulse angle errors
and orthogonal background fields also play similar roles. As
shown in figure 4, the measurement error resulting from pulse
angle errors is slightly larger, about ±15 μG for our estimated
±0.5% uncertainty in the pulse angle. Figure 7 shows the
measurement error as a function of orthogonal background
fields. Note that, in contrast to the case of transverse fields,
the error for a longitudinal field depends on the direction
of the orthogonal field, presumably because both the signal
MBiref(t) and the nonlinear light shift Hamiltonian HA break
the rotational symmetry in the x-y plane. Even so, we can
still tolerate an orthogonal field as large as ∼5 mG before the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. Error in a longitudinal field measurement due to the
presence of an orthogonal background field. Lines and symbols
correspond to numerical simulation and experimental data,
respectively. The orthogonal field is at an angle of 0◦ (a), 45◦ (b),
90◦ (c) and 135◦ (d) with respect to the x axis.

corresponding error exceeds our 35 μG resolution limit. As is
the case for transverse fields, it is straightforward in practice
to ensure that orthogonal fields are well below this limit.

5. AC background field measurement and
cancellation

Our basic protocol for measuring background magnetic fields
in short-time windows can be used to map out time-dependent
fields with a time resolution given by the window width.
In practice, measuring the field for even a single time step
requires a few runs of the experiment, so the approach is
limited to fields that are stable and reproducible from run to
run. In our apparatus there is no significant contribution from
residual magnetization or eddy currents, and the background
field is dominated by dc and ac power-line components whose
amplitude and phase are to a good approximation stable
over time. This can be easily verified with a three-axis
fluxgate magnetometer placed near the vapour cell. It is
then straightforward to ensure reproducibility by triggering
the start of each run at a fixed point in the 60 Hz power-
line cycle. To map out the time-dependent field in a given
direction, we perform a series of measurements spaced by the
window width T. We then fit this time series to a function
containing dc, 60, 120, 180 and 240 Hz components, with the
various amplitudes and phases as fit parameters. To cancel
the background field in subsequent experiments, we subtract
the fit from whatever field is being applied by the arbitrary
waveform generator and control coils for that axis. Figure 8
shows an example of the measured three-axis ac field during

Figure 8. Example of ac power-line background fields in our
laboratory, along directions x (red), y (blue) and z (green) before
(solid lines/solid symbols) and after (dashed lines/open symbols)
cancellation. Symbols indicate experimental data, solid lines are fits
including dc and ac power-line components. The rms ac fields
before (after) cancellation are 301 μG (38 μG) along x, 140 μG
(39 μG) along y and 223 μG (34 μG) along z.

a 10 ms interval, before and after cancellation. Empirically,
we have found that the ac components of our background field
tend to be stable over a period of many days, provided that we
do not change the location or the on/off status of any electronic
equipment in our lab. In that case it suffices to re-measure and
cancel them once a week. The dc component is not as stable
and must be re-measured and cancelled daily. Overall, during
periods when the magnetic field environment is quiet (nights or
weekends), the cancelled background fields can remain below
∼50 μG rms per axis for several hours; similar but slightly
worse performance can be achieved during standard working
hours.

Finally, we note that time dependence can affect individual
field measurements in non-intuitive ways. For fields similar
to those in figure 8, the time dependence can be considered
roughly linear across any 1 ms measurement window. For our
parameters, numerical simulations show this will result in field
estimates that are shifted from the mid-point value by 20% of
the field change across the window, with a positive (negative)
slope causing a negative (positive) offset. As a result, the
measured time-dependent fields turn out to be practically
undistorted but shifted in time by ∼200 μs relative to the true
fields. For our modest ac fields, this discrepancy is below the
measurement accuracy, and we see no statistically significant
difference in the cancelled fields whether we take the time shift
into account or not. Much larger ac fields might, however,
require two or more iterations to achieve good cancellation.

6. Summary and outlook

We have implemented and tested a protocol to perform
in situ measurement and cancellation of dc and ac background
magnetic fields in a cold atom experiment. The protocol
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starts with a spin-polarized atom sample, applies a 2π

rotary spin-echo sequence and observes the resulting spin
dynamics via polarization modulation of an optical probe. A
background field along the spin-echo axis of rotation leads to
distinctive sidebands in the power spectrum of the polarization
modulation. These sidebands can be minimized by cancelling
the background field with a known applied field, thereby
yielding a measurement of the original background field.
Three-axis measurements can be performed by repeating the
basic protocol with different spin-echo axes of rotation, and
time-dependent fields can be mapped out by measuring the
field in a series of short-time windows. Once measured, a time-
dependent field can be cancelled by adding a compensating
field. In this fashion, we routinely cancel our background
field to below 50 μG rms per axis, limited by measurement
resolution and the stability of the dc and ac power-line fields.
In our laboratory, the approach has proven adequate for several
demanding experiments involving non-trivial quantum control
of atomic spins [8–10]. Most recently, we have used a similar
approach to measure and stabilize a dynamically switched
3G magnetic bias field in a quantum control experiment now
underway in our group [34]. Preliminary results indicate that,
by cancelling power-line components and compensating for
transient effects following turn-on of the bias field, we are
able to stabilize the total field (bias plus background) to within
30 μG (one part in 105), and to set its value with an accuracy
of 60 μG.

We expect that our magnetic field measurement and
cancellation procedure will work at least as well in experiments
with quantum degenerate gases. In particular, the larger on-
resonance optical density of these atomic samples should
lead to much better signal-to-noise ratios in the polarimetry
measurement [35], and thus allow better measurement
sensitivity and/or higher bandwidth. Provided that such
experiments are performed in magnetic field environments
that are both quiet and stable, this may provide access to
a new low-field regime for quantum simulation and spinor
condensate physics.
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The need to perform quantum state tomography on ever-larger systems has spurred a search for methods that
yield good estimates from incomplete data. We study the performance of compressed sensing (CS) and least
squares (LS) estimators in a fast protocol based on continuous measurement on an ensemble of cesium atomic
spins. They both efficiently reconstruct nearly pure states in the 16-dimensional ground manifold, reaching
average fidelities F̄CS = 0.92 and F̄LS = 0.88 using similar amounts of incomplete data. Surprisingly, the main
advantage of CS in our protocol is an increased robustness to experimental imperfections.
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Recovering a full description of a complex system from
limited information is a central problem in science and
engineering. In physics, one often seeks to estimate an
unknown quantum state based on measurement data [1],
generally a formidable challenge for large systems given that
O(d2) real parameters are needed to describe arbitrary states
in a d-dimensional Hilbert space. In quantum information
science, however, the states of interest are nearly pure and can
be described by O(d) parameters. Algorithms that make use of
this prior information to obtain good estimates from a reduced
number of measurements fall under the general heading of
compressed sensing [2], a family of techniques used in signal
processing tasks that range from movie recommendation to
earthquake analysis. Gross et al. [3,4] have developed one
such algorithm that gives good estimates of nearly pure
quantum states in a d-dimensional Hilbert space from the
expectation values of O(dlogd) orthogonal observables, a
substantial saving when d is large. This algorithm was
recently benchmarked against a standard maximum likelihood
estimator in an experiment with photonic qubits and the two
were found to yield similar results [5]. Generalization to
process tomography has led to similar improvements when
the process is close to unitary [6].

In this work, we study the laboratory performance of
quantum state reconstruction based on compressed sensing
(CS) and least-squares [7] (LS) estimators in the context of
continuous measurement. Our physical testbed consists of the
16-dimensional hyperfine manifold of magnetic sublevels in
the electronic ground state of atomic cesium. The data required
for quantum tomography is gathered by performing a weak
(nonprojective) continuous measurement on an ensemble of
atoms while dynamically evolving their state with known
driving fields [8–11]. This approach differs substantially from
conventional quantum tomography in that the measurement
record contains information about the expectation values of a
continuum of nonorthogonal observables instead of a discrete
orthogonal set. We find that the CS and LS estimators both
achieve high-fidelity reconstruction of nearly pure states from

*Current address: HRL Laboratories.

similar amounts of incomplete and noisy data, but CS appears
to be significantly more robust against imperfections in the
experimental implementation. From a practical perspective,
our approach offers the advantage of very fast data collection,
as the combination of continuous joint measurement and
statistical averaging over many atoms allows us to obtain an
informationally complete measurement record from a single
ensemble containing many copies of the quantum state. This
makes it feasible to measure and compare the fidelity of the
CS and LS algorithms across a large sample of test states.

We begin our experiment (Fig. 1) with an ensemble of
∼106 cesium atoms captured and cooled in a magneto-
optic trap and optical molasses, released into free fall, and
optically pumped into a pure hyperfine state |f = 4,mf = 4〉.
Dynamical evolution of the single-atom quantum state is
driven with a combination of four magnetic fields: a static bias
field producing a Zeeman splitting of 1 MHz, two orthogonal
rf fields oscillating at 1 MHz that drives Larmor precession
independently in the f = 3 and f = 4 hyperfine manifolds,
and a μw field resonant with the |f = 3,mf = 3〉 ↔ |f =
4,mf = 4〉 transition at ∼9.2 GHz [12]. Background magnetic
fields are suppressed to less than ∼60 μG, corresponding
to an uncertainty in the Zeeman splitting of ∼20 Hz [13].
Arbitrary pure test states can be prepared with fidelities
F � 0.99, by evolving the initial state using rf and μw
fields of fixed amplitude and frequency, and with computer
optimized modulation of the phases [14]. During tomography,
the atoms are similarly driven with rf and μw fields of fixed
amplitude and frequency, and with phases that are modulated
in piecewise steps of 15 μs and 10 μs, respectively. These
phases are chosen at random to generate a set of three phase
modulation waveforms; this one set is subsequently used in
every trial of the experiment.

Our continuous measurement is performed with a probe
beam tuned 730 MHz below the 6S1/2(f = 3) ↔ 6P1/2(f =
4) transition of the D1 line where the light shift has minimal
effect on the dynamics in the hyperfine ground manifold.
Rotation of the probe polarization provides a measurement
of the collective spin projection of the atoms, Fz = ∑

i f
(i)
z ,

where z is the direction of probe propagation and fz is a single-
atom operator associated with the angular momentum in the
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic of the experiment. An ensemble
of identically prepared cesium atoms is probed with an optical beam
and polarimeter to obtain a continuous measurement of the spin
observable fz in the f = 3 hyperfine state. The atoms sit at the center
of a plexiglass cube that supports coil pairs used to apply bias and
rf magnetic fields. The upper corner is cut-away in the illustration to
show the atom cloud and vacuum cell. A horn antenna radiates the
microwave field that is also required for full dynamical control.

f = 3 hyperfine state. The atom-probe coupling is sufficiently
weak that the entangling effect of measurement backaction is
negligible, and the ensemble is well approximated by a product
state at all times. In this situation, the measurement record is of
the form M(t) = K〈fz(t)〉 + σW (t), where K is proportional
to the optical depth of the ensemble, and W (t) is Gaussian
white noise with variance σ 2 representing probe shot noise [9].
In practice, the contribution from probe shot noise is negligible
compared to systematic errors in the expectation value 〈fz(t)〉
caused by imperfections in the dynamics.

In a given trial of the experiment, our objective is to find an
estimate ρ̄ of the initial state ρ0 based on the experimentally
observed M(t) and the known dynamics. Working in the
Heisenberg picture, we do this by discretizing the measurement
record and associated time-dependent observable into time
series, Mi = M(ti) and Oi = O(ti), where O0 = fz. We then
estimate ρ̄ using two algorithms:

Least Squares (LS)

ρ̄ = arg minρ

∑

i

[Mi − KTr(ρOi)]
2,

subject to Tr(ρ) = 1, ρ† = ρ, ρ � 0; (1)

Compressed Sensing (CS)

ρ̄ = arg minρTr(ρ),

subject to
∑

i

[Mi − KTr(ρOi)]
2 � ε, ρ† = ρ, ρ � 0,

Renormalize so Tr(ρ̄) = 1. (2)

In the CS algorithm, minimizing Tr(ρ) is a known heuris-
tic for minimizing the rank (maximizing the purity) of ρ

[15,16]. The constant ε depends on measurement uncertainty
and is chosen empirically as discussed below. In both cases, ρ̄

must be normalized and physical, i.e., Hermitian with positive
eigenvalues.

To solve these optimization problems, the unknown state
of the system is parametrized by the set of d2 real numbers
{rα}, such that ρ = ∑d2−1

α=0 rαEα , where {Eα} is an orthonormal
basis of Hermitian, traceless operators, and E0 = I/

√
d .

With this parametrization, the distance squared between
observed and predicted measurements can be expressed in
terms of the unknown parameters {rα} as � = ∑

i[Mi −
K

∑d2−1
α=0 rαTr(OiEα)]2. In CS we minimize Tr(ρ) = r0

√
d

subject to � � ε, while in LS we minimize � directly. Both
algorithms present standard convex problems [17], which we
solve in MATLAB using a freely available package [18].

From an experimental perspective, the main challenge is
to generate a set of observables {Oi} that are known with
sufficient accuracy. Under ideal conditions (no decoherence or
experimental imperfections), theoretical simulation shows that
sets {Oi} generated by different random dynamics approach
informational completeness in roughly equal time. For our
parameters (rf and μw amplitude and frequency) and phase
modulation waveforms, this takes a few ms. Once a set
of parameters and waveforms have been chosen, careful
modeling of the experiment is required to determine the
observables that are actually measured in a particular run.
This involves independent determination of a number of
experimental variables, and the numerical integration of a
master equation that accounts for decoherence and inhomo-
geneous driving fields (see Ref. [8] for details on modeling
and simulation). Figure 2 shows the observed and predicted
measurement records for two test states and illustrates the
basic traits required for state estimation: the observed and
predicted measurement records are in excellent agreement,
and the measurement records from different states are distinct.
Fundamentally, this is what allows the measurement records
to serve as identifiable quantum “fingerprints.”

For a more comprehensive evaluation of the LS and CS
estimators, we look at their performance averaged over a
set of 49 test states chosen randomly according to the Haar
measure [19]. One of the test states is selected at random
and used to establish a threshold for CS by choosing the
ε that maximizes the fidelity of the state estimate for a
measurement record of given length. We find empirically
that the best choice of ε increases linearly with the length
of the measurement record, which is expected because the
distance measure � grows in proportion to the number of
measurements included in the summation. This calibration
state is subsequently discarded. The measurement records
for the remaining test states are analyzed using both CS
and LS, and the resulting estimates ρ̄ are compared to the
known inputs ρ0 = |ψ0〉〈ψ0|. We have found empirically that
different choices of calibration state do not lead to significant
changes in ε, or in the corresponding fidelities when the
remaining states are estimated. Figures 2(b) and 2(d) show
input and reconstructed states for the measurement records in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) with fidelities FCS = 〈ψ0|ρ̄|ψ0〉 = 0.98(3)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Observed (black dotted line) and predicted (red solid line) measurement records for the test state |ψ0〉 =
(|3,3〉 + |3, − 3〉)/√2. (b) Density matrices for the test state in (a) and for the reconstructed states obtained via CS and LS. (c) Observed
(black dotted line) and predicted (red solid line) measurement records for a random test state. (d) Density matrices for the test state in (c)
and for the reconstructed states obtained via CS and LS. All density matrices are shown in the basis of hyperfine magnetic sublevels, |f,mf 〉,
arranged in order {|3, − 3〉 . . . |3,3〉,|4, − 4〉 . . . |4,4〉}. Red (dark) color indicates populations and blue (light) color indicates coherences; for
the coherences only the absolute values are shown.

and FLS = 0.97(3) for the first example, and FCS = 0.96(3)
and FLS = 0.90(3) for the second. Here and elsewhere,
numbers in parenthesis indicate the uncertainty (one standard
deviation) on the last digit. It is worth noting that we generally
achieve higher fidelity for states that have support on only a
few magnetic sublevels [e.g., the example in Fig. 2(b)], though
the reasons for this are not yet clear. Averaged over a sample
of 48 Haar random test states, we find F̄CS = 0.917(4) and
F̄LS = 0.880(4). The corresponding infidelities indicate that
CS outperforms LS by 30% for this data set.

The performance of a state estimation algorithm is mea-
sured not only by fidelity but also in terms of efficiency,
i.e., how much data is necessary to reconstruct the quantum

state. In conventional tomography, the efficiency is quantified
by the number of orthogonal observables and the number
of measurements required per observable. In contrast, our
protocol measures a slightly different observable every mi-
crosecond. In this situation, the set {Oi} spans the space
of observables after a very short time, but the degree of
certainty with which we have measured the corresponding
expectation values increases much more slowly. A reasonable
way to quantify efficiency is, therefore, to reconstruct the
state based on measurements at times t � T and observe how
the fidelity improves as T increases. Figure 3(a) shows our
average fidelities F̄CS(T ) and F̄LS(T ), together with fits to an
exponential rise, F̄(T ) = (15/16)(1 − exp[−T/τ ]) + 1/16,

FF

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Fidelity based on measurements at times t � T only, as a function of T . Solid lines are the average fidelity for
a sample of 48 random test states reconstructed via CS (dark blue) or LS (light red); the dashed line is a fit to the data for times T < 1 ms.
Cross-hatched areas are ± one standard deviation for the fidelities of the test states; this is an indication of the deviation from the average that
typically occur in a single-state reconstruction. (b) Same as described for (a), except that a deliberate error was introduced in the theoretical
model of the experiment. (c) Error penalty η(T ) = F̄a(T ) − F̄b(T ) incurred due to this error.
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for T < 1 ms. This data contains information about several
aspects of our protocol. First, for our parameters the peak
fidelities (quoted in the previous paragraph) are reached at
T ∼ 2 ms. Second, the CS and LS fidelities rise with similar
time constants, τCS = 0.56(1) ms and τLS = 0.57(2) ms. To put
these values in perspective, it is instructive to compare to LS of
a maximally mixed state. Applying our protocol to simulated
measurements [8], we see exponential rise in the average
fidelity for pure as well as maximally mixed states but with
a time constant that is approximately four times larger in the
latter case. This indicates that both the CS and LS algorithms
make good pure-state estimates from measurement records
that contain much less information than required to describe
arbitrary mixed states. In the case of LS, we believe this
happens due to the positivity constraint ρ0 � 0, which sharply
limits the states consistent with the measurement record in the
vicinity of a pure state [20,21]—exactly the regime where CS
is also efficient.

The data in Fig. 3 also contains information about a
third aspect of CS and LS: robustness in the presence of
noise and imperfections. It is well known that experimental
imperfections can cause systematic errors in the measurement
settings and lead to poor quality tomography as a result. Recent
work has explored methods to reject those data sets that are
contaminated by errors beyond quantum statistical uncertainty,
using concepts analogous to an “entanglement witness” [22] or
other statistical fitness tests [23]. In our protocol, systematic
errors in the measurement settings appear when the actual
versus modeled dynamics lead to incorrect assumptions about
the measured {Oi}. Such incorrect modeling of the true
experimental conditions will result in fidelity that decreases
as a function of time as dynamical errors are cumulative. LS is
particularly vulnerable to systematic errors in the measurement
settings {Oi} because it minimizes the distance between
observed and predicted measurements, even when one or both
cannot be trusted beyond a certain level. By comparison, CS
only requires the distance to fall below some threshold ε and
can produce more reliable results by ignoring meaningless
variations in either. This is supported by Fig. 3(a), where the CS
and LS fidelities rise with similar time constants at short times

when the experiment is well modeled, peak roughly simulta-
neously, and then plateau (CS) or decline (LS) at later times.

The superior robustness of CS is even more pronounced in
poor-quality data sets for which we achieve generally poor
state estimation, which typically occurs due to accidental
miscalibration of one or more experimental variables. In
practice, it is difficult to generate poor-quality data sets in a
controlled manner, and it is better to start from a high-quality
data set and deliberately introduce a known error in the model.
Figure 3(b) shows an example in which we have left out an
average that accounts for spatial inhomogeneity of a parameter
in the experiment. Figure 3(c) shows the resulting error penalty
(increase in infidelity) when going from Fig. 3(a) to 3(b),
η(T ) = F̄a(T ) − F̄b(T ). In this example, the error penalty for
CS is roughly a factor of 3 less than for LS at T ∼ 2 ms
when peak fidelities are reached. Inaccurate calibration of an
inhomogeneity is one of the more likely imperfections to occur
in our experiment, but the trend seen here occurs also when
we introduce other types of imperfections.

Our implementation of CS and LS in continuous-time
quantum tomography raises new questions about the relative
performance of these algorithms in a realistic experimental
setting. We have seen that in our protocol, the rate at which
the fidelity of state estimation increases is essentially the
same for CS and LS, whereas the CS estimator is more
robust to experimental imperfections. The role of positivity,
the nature of experimental noise and imperfections, and the
overcompleteness of the measurement settings [24] may all
play important roles in explaining these features and will be
explored in future research. Our continuous-time protocol also
opens up new directions for tomography in situations where
the state of the system is well known but the dynamics is
not. In that case, the measurement record contains information
about the process and could potentially be used as the basis for
new protocols aimed at fast Hamiltonian tomography or other
forms of parameter estimation [25–28].

This work was supported by the US National Science
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APPENDIX B

MAGNETIC FIELD CALIBRATION

To apply the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.23, we must precisely calibrate equipment that

is designed to generate constant, rf and µw magnetic fields. These calibration pro-

cedures are explained in detail in [18], which the reader is assumed to understand.

The purpose of this appendix is to present several modifications and clarifications

to [18] as well as updated calibration data.

B.1 Calibration of rf Detuning

To calibrate the rf detuning, ∆rf , we prepare the state |4, 4〉 and apply a moderately

slow π pulse to drive atoms to |4,−4〉. Because of the Breit-Rabi effect, we can

not perform perfect π pulses, but this is a benefit because the procedure provides a

unique signature that ∆rf has been minimized.

When this calibration is performed for the first time, it would seem that the rf

power, Ωx (or Ωy), would need to be known precisely. But to precisely know Ωx,

we would need to have already set ∆rf = 0. Fortunately, knowing the precise power

is not necessary for this procedure, as shown in Fig. B.1. In this simulation, we

apply a 1 ms long rf pulse, as is done in the rf detuning calibration. Ωx is plotted

on the x axis, ∆rf along the y axis, ωrf = 1MHz, Ωy = 0 and Ωµw = 0. The color

plots the population of atoms in the state |4,−4〉. We can see that maximizing

the population of atoms in |4,−4〉 minimizes the detuning, even if the rf power is

not precisely known. This plot also enumerates the optimal rf power, to use for
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Figure B.1: Population transfer of atoms from |4, 4〉 to |4,−4〉 during a 1ms rf pulse.
Ωx is plotted on the x axis, ∆rf along the y axis, ωrf = 1MHz, Ωy = 0 and Ωµw = 0.

the detuning procedure, that maximizes the population in |4,−4〉: 1.15kHz. Once

∆rf has been approximately set, several iterations of rf detuning calibration and

rf larmor strength can be performed until the ultimate values have been narrowed

down.

B.2 Inhomogeneity in the Bias Field

The bias field inhomogeneity, δΩ0, is caused by the spatial inhomogeneity of the bias

magnetic field across the ensemble of atoms which causes a spread in ∆rf and ∆µw.
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Without altering the geometry of the current carrying wires that produce the bias

field, we can not change the magnetic field inhomogeneity. However, we would like

to know what the inhomogeneity is in order to compensate for it with robust control

waveforms. The procedures for calibrating ∆rf and ∆µw are sensitive to spreads and

we can use them to fit said parameters. The data from these calibrations, as well

as theoretical simulations with different values of spread, are shown in Fig. B.2 and

B.3. We can see from both these figures that δΩ0 = 40Hz is a reasonable estimate.

B.3 Calibration of rf Phase

It is important to have precise control of the relative phase of the two rf fields. The

entire rf circuit acts as an electronic filter with a phase response that is difficult to

characterize. Because of this, the atomic ensemble may not see fields that have the

desired relative phase. We can correct for this by adding a constant phase to one rf

axis in the control waveform. To understand this quantitatively, we examine the rf

Hamiltonian in a rotating frame with a RWA (without corrections) [18]:

Ĥ ′rf(t) =
Ωx(t)

2
cos (φx(t))(F̂

(4)
x − grF̂ (3)

x )− Ωx(t)

2
sin (φx(t))(F̂

(4)
y + grF̂

(3)
y )

+
Ωy(t)

2
cos (φy(t))(F̂

(4)
y − grF̂ (3)

y ) +
Ωy(t)

2
sin (φy(t))(F̂

(4)
x + grF̂

(3)
x ).

(B.1)

We let Ωx = Ωy = 1 , gr = 1 and consider the magnitude of factors multiplying

the angular momentum operators. We will call these factors the effective magnetic

fields for each direction and hyperfine manifold. For example, |B(4)
x | will represent

the magnitude of factors in front of the operator F
(4)
x . A table of effective magnetic

fields, given several choices of rf phase, is shown in Table B.1. We see that given
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Figure B.2: Population transfer of atoms from |4, 4〉 to |4,−4〉 with a 1ms rf pulse.
Ωx = 1.15kHz. Lines are simulation, points are data. Each line represents a spread
in δΩ0 with the 1σ value shown in the legend. Each group of 5 lines represent the
population of a particular magnetic eigenstate. The data points for a given magnetic
eigenstate overlay the group of lines associated with that eigenstate.
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Figure B.3: Population transfer of atoms from |4, 4〉 to |3, 3〉 with 20π echoes. Ωµw =
27.5kHz. Lines are simulation, points are data. Each line represents a spread in δΩ0

with the 1σ value shown in the legend.
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Table B.1: Effective magnetic field strength given rf phase

φx φy ∆φ |B(4)
x | |B(4)

y | |B(3)
x | |B(3)

y |
π/2 π −π/2 0 1 0 0
0 π/2 −π/2 1 0 0 0
π/2 0 π/2 0 0 0 1
0 −π/2 π/2 0 0 1 0

an appropriate choice of phases, we can turn the effective magnetic field ‘on’ or

‘off’ for a given hyperfine manifold and leverage this to find the phase correction.

In the simulation shown in Fig. B.4, we apply 2ms of constant phase rf field with

a varying relative phase shown on the x axis. When the phase difference between

the two fields of equal magnitude is 90◦, the magnitude of the rf field in the F = 4

manifold is zero (up to the RWA without corrections). Therefore, in the experiment,

we prepare the ensemble in |4, 4〉 and apply rf field for several ms. We find the phase

correction that maximizes population in |4, 4〉.

B.4 Inhomogeneity in µw Field Power

To find the inhomogeneity in µw power, δΩµw, we refer to the method described

in [47]. This procedure involves using polarization spectroscopy to analyze µw rabi

flopping between |4, 4〉 and |3, 3〉. This procedure is designed to separate the effects

of power inhomogeneity from other ensemble decohering effects like light scattering

from the probe and atom-atom collisions. First, we apply 2π echoes, which are

insensitive to errors in µw power and detuning. We fit T1 and T ′2 decay times which

are shown in Fig. B.5a. Second, we apply constant phase µw power and observe

rabi flopping, shown in Fig. B.5b. Using the T1 and T ′2 decay times found from the
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Figure B.4: Population of atoms versus rf phases given a 2ms pulse, Ωx = Ωy = 25
kHz. Atoms initial state is |4, 4〉. When the rf phases are 90◦ apart, we expect the
effective magnetic field in the F = 4 manifold to be zero. The simulation uses the
full model as in Eq. 2.23.
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fit of Fig. B.5a, we can fit a spread in δΩµw.
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Figure B.5: Polarization spectroscopy signals of dynamics on the µw pseudospin. In
both plots, blue is data and green is fit. (a) shows 2π echoes. We find fit parameters
T1 = 13Hz and T ′2 = 12Hz. (b) shows constant phase rabi flopping. We find fit
parameter δΩµw = 39Hz.
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APPENDIX C

HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING TUTORIAL

This tutorial should get you started using the UA HPC. Although the HPC is able

to run many different kinds of code, this tutorial will focus on a specific example.

The example fits the following criteria:

1. Matlab code

2. Code that is trivially parallelizable into independent computations

3. Independent computations run in a satisfactory time on an individual processor

4. Independent computations require less than 2GB RAM

If your code is not trivially parallelizable or requires significant RAM, you will

need to do something different. I don’t have experience with other job types, but

minimal advice is provided in the HPC basics section.

C.1 Definitions

trivially parallelizable Code that performs multiple independent computations

so that each computation can be run in parallel with every other computation.

job A computation (or multiple computations) that is submitted to the HPC. Ask-

ing the HPC to run one PBS script is a single job. Two scripts is two jobs.

Each script may submit multiple computations.
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PBS Portable Batch System. A program on the HPC that you submit jobs to using

PBS scripts.

CWH, cpu-wallclock hours Time used on the HPC, factoring in parallel proces-

sors. CWH = (real time) ∗ (number of processors used)

Priority (High, Default, Windfall) The levels of priority access on the HPC.

High requires buy-in. Windfall may be stopped and requeued if other jobs

take priority. Check HPC webpage for details.

C.2 HPC Basics

The HPC is actually 3 distinct supercomputers (smp, cluster, htc), each with their

own purpose. Details of the system can be found on the HPC webpage. For our

purposes, we will always use ’cluster’. Cluster is the best choice for trivially paral-

lelizable jobs. Each processor on cluster comes with 2GB RAM. If you ask the HPC,

in a PBS script, for 1 processor and 3GBs of RAM, you will be given 2 processors,

charged for 2 processors and given 3GBs of RAM. Therefore, you might as well ask

for 4GB.

Unless you build parallelization into your code (parfor, etc), it is unlikely MAT-

LAB code will effectively use multiple processors. In this tutorial, the code will be

setup up to run multiple independent calculations. Each computation will be run

on a single processor of cluster with 2GB of RAM. The HPC will decide, based on

available resources and your priority, how many processors will be used simultane-

ously. If you do parallelize your code, you can use up to 12 processors on cluster and

24GB of RAM. 12 processors on cluster constitutes a ’node’. A truly parallelized

program requiring more than 12 processors needs to be run on smp. Details beyond
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that are unknown to me. The HPC website has example scripts for smp and other

types of jobs.

C.3 Getting Started

Go to the HPC webpage. There should be a link requesting an account. You will

enter your information and the information of your faculty sponsor (Poul). The

sponsor will receive an email asking if it’s OK. When he OKs, you will be sent an

email telling you. You now have an account. An account provides you with 10000

default priority CWH per month. The time does not rollover to the next month.

The time is per user, not per sponsor. Using more than 10000 CWH means you

must run code in windfall.

You need a terminal program and a SFTP client. For terminal, Apple’s

terminal is fine (/Applications/Utilities/Terminal). For SFTP, I use Cyberduck

(http://cyberduck.ch/). You will use the SFTP client to upload any files to your

directory on the HPC. You will execute scripts using the terminal. To login, in

terminal, type

1 ssh user@login.hpc.arizona.edu

where ’user’ is replaced by your netid. Enter your password and you are in. In the

SFTP, open a connection to server login.hpc.arizona.edu with your username and

password. The type of connection should be SFTP (SSH FTP) on port 22. Logging

in in terminal or SFTP will leave you on the top level of your personal directory.
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C.4 Outline of Running Code on the HPC

We assume you have code ready to go, including a run function. It must be a

function that accepts an index variable to specify which computation you would

like to perform (as in the form of the code snippet from the definition of trivially

parallelizable). Upload all your code using SFTP to the HPC. You will write a c shell

script (called a PBS script, since it will be loaded by PBS) that describes everything

about your job: name, how long you expect it to take, what supercomputer to run

it on, name of the run function, etc. Upload the script to the HPC using SFTP. In

terminal, run the job by calling the script with PBS:

1 qsub −N name of job name of PBS script

The MATLAB code will run just as it does on a desktop. You can save data

in files or simply output statements to the console. In the same directory of

name of PBS script, there will also be PBS output files written when the job com-

pletes. One file is the output file of the code that was run (effectively a copy of the

Matlab command window during a run). The other describes information about the

HPC usage. Depending on parameters set in the PBS file (see below), you can have

an email sent to you when it finishes. The email also saves the exit status of the

code and is useful in debugging, so it is recommended to receive the emails. There

are other commands for using the PBS system besides qsub. You can stop jobs, see

what your job status is, see all the jobs running on the HPC, etc. The web has

many PBS tutorials for reference.
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C.5 PBS Script

This is an example PBS script for one job. It will queue and try to run 100 simulta-

neous computations, each one using 1 processor and 2GB RAM. You will likely not

be given 100 processors all at once, but it is possible to receive as many as several

hundred at once. There are very similar example codes on the HPC website so you

don’t have to type all this in. The code in this tutorial has a few modifications and

actually works. You will likely find the examples from the HPC website do not work

without editing.

1 #!/bin/csh

2

3 ### script to run a serial job using one core on htc using queue windfall or ...
standard

4

5 ### Help with comments here!

6 ### c shell code has NO pound signs

7 ### #PBS is a PBS directive

8 ### 3 pounds is a comment

9 ### use ### PBS or #PBS to deactivate or activate lines without removing them ...
from script

10

11 ### Set the job name

12 #PBS -N job_name

13

14 ### Request email when job begins and ends

15 #PBS -m bea

16

17 ### Specify email address to use for notification.

18 #PBS -M netid@email.arizona.edu

19

20 ### Specify the PI group for this job

21 ### List of PI groups available to each user can be found with "va" command

22 #PBS -W group_list=pjessen

23

24 ### Set the queue for this job as windfall or standard (adjust ### and #)

25 #PBS -q standard

26 ###PBS -q windfall

27

28 ### Set the jobtype for this job (serial , small_mpi , small_smp , large_mpi , ...
large_smp)

29 ### jobtype=serial submits to htc and can be automatically moved to cluster and smp

30 ### Type parameter determines initial queue placement and possible automatic ...
queue moves

31 ### Safest thing to do is submit to cluster_only

32 #PBS -l jobtype=cluster_only

33

34 ### Set the number of cores (cpus) and memory that will be used for this job

35 ### When specifying memory request slightly less than 2GB memory per ncpus for ...
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standard node

36 ### Some memory needs to be reserved for the Linux system processes

37 #PBS -l select =1: ncpus =1: mem=2gb

38 ### This specifies the virtual memory. It is unknown why the HPC needs this. If ...
you comment it

39 ### and the HPC stops without error or complains about memory , you should ...
uncomment it.

40 #PBS -l pvmem =23gb

41

42 ### Important !!! Include this line for your 1processor job.

43 ### Without it , the entire node , containing 12 cores , will be allocated

44 #PBS -l place=pack:shared

45

46 ### Specify "wallclock time" required for this job , hhh:mm:ss

47 ### This is your expected run -time. You will be queued based on this number. ...
Make it as small as possible

48 ### so your job starts quickly. If you exceed wallclock , the program will halt.

49 #PBS -l walltime =3:00:00

50

51 ### Specify total cpu time required for this job , hhh:mm:ss

52 ### total cputime = walltime * ncpus

53 #PBS -l cput =3:00:00

54

55 ### This is the param_index. PBS_ARRAY_INDEX will be 1 to 100

56 #PBS -J 1-100

57

58 ### set directory for job execution , ¬netid = home directory path

59 cd ¬netid/my_dir/
60

61 ### Load matlab module and run program without java virtual machine

62 ### makes 100 subjobs for MATLAB function my_function (1), my_function (2), ... ...
my_function (100)

63 source /usr/share/Modules/init/csh

64 module load matlab

65 /usr/bin/time matlab -nodisplay -nojvm -r "my_function(${PBS_ARRAY_INDEX })"
66 exit
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APPENDIX D

CODE FOR CONTROL WAVEFORM SEARCHES

D.1 Code Overview

This code performs a search for control waveforms using the GRAPE algorithm using

Eq. 2.23 as the physical model. The user is required to specify the numerical values

of various parameters of the Hamiltonian, robustness criteria, desired transformation

and search termination criteria. When the search is terminated, a file is written

with the control fields and all relevant search parameters. The code follows the

steps provided in Sec. 2.5.4.

D.1.1 Core Files

Here I provide function descriptions from a READ ME that describes the core
algorithmic functions, including the ‘run’ files and the GRAPE related code.

1 %%%%% bgrape_RUN_uni_single OR bgrape_RUN_iso_single

2 %Run file for unis or isos. User sets parameters , bgrape_set_opt_params is

3 %called to initialize opt_params , bgrape_solver is called with opt_params

4 %and returns the result of the search , the output file is written

5 %%%%%

6 %%%%% bgrape_set_opt_params

7 % Takes user defined parameters and calculates operators , H_0 and a variety

8 % of other parameters necessary for defining the total Hamiltonian

9 %%%%%

10 %%%%% bgrape_solver

11 % Container file for remainder of seach program. Defines 'problem ' for

12 % fminunc and calls the search for uni or iso , with or without robustness

13 % in bias

14 %%%%%

15 %%%%% bgrape_calc_fid_grad_uni OR bgrape_calc_fid_grad_iso

16 % Called by fminunc. Returns fidelity and gradient of fidelity at every

17 % timestep with respect to each control field.

18 %%%%%

19 %%%%% bgrape_calc_fid_grad_gridrf_uni OR bgrape_calc_fid_grad_gridrf_iso

20 % Called by fminunc. Calls bgrape_calc_fid_grad_uni or

21 % bgrape_calc_fid_grad_iso twice with the two robusteness parameters.

22 % Returns the average fidelity and gradient.
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23 %%%%%

24 %%%%% bgrape_calc_uni

25 % Called by bgrape_calc_fid_grad_uni or bgrape_calc_fid_grad_iso. Returns

26 % the forward and backwards propagated unitaries at each timestep as well

27 % as eiggenvals and eigenvecs of the total Hamiltonian at each timestep

28 %%%%%

29 %%%%% bgrape_calc_uni_d

30 % Called by bgrape_calc_fid_grad_uni or bgrape_calc_fid_grad_iso. Returns

31 % the derivative of the unitary for each timestep

32 %%%%%

33 %%%%% bgrape_calc_hammy

34 % Called by bgrape_calc_uni. Returns the total Hamiltonian at every

35 % timestep

36 %%%%%

37 %%%%% bgrape_calc_hammy_d

38 % Called by bgrape_calc_uni_d. Returns the derivative of the total

39 % Hamiltonian at every timestep

D.1.2 Other Files

Here I provide function descriptions from a READ ME that describes the rest of
the code such as functions to calculate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and calculate
fidelity.

1 %%%%% bgrape_calc_uni_final

2 % Same as bgrape_calc_uni except only returns total unitary

3 %%%%%

4 %%%%% bgrape_ClebschGordan

5 % Calculates CG coefficients. Taken from David Terr.

6 %%%%%

7 %%%%% bgrape_make_ang_mom

8 % Calculates total F operators

9 %%%%%

10 %%%%% bgrape_make_proj

11 % Calculates projection operators from subspace_vec defined in

12 % bgrape_calc_fid_grad_uni

13 %%%%%

14 %%%%% bgrape_mat_diff

15 % Calculates matrix difference between 2 matricies

16 %%%%%

17 %%%%% bgrape_mat_fid

18 % Caluclates fidelity between to unitaries

19 %%%%%

20 %%%%% bgrape_mat_fid_iso

21 % Calculates fidelity between to isometries

22 %%%%%

23 %%%%% bgrape_searchStopFn

24 % Used inside fminunc to terminate search at particular fidelity

25 %%%%%

26 %%%%% bgrape_trace_matmul

27 % Calculates trace(A*B) efficiently. Taken from DYNAMO by Shai Machnes.

28 %%%%%

29 %%%%% bgrape_units

30 % File defining different units. Frequencies include 2*pi. For example ,

31 % kHz = 2*pi *1000.

32 %%%%%
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33 %%%%% bgrape_Wigner3j

34 % Claculates Wigner 3j symbols. Taken from David Terr.

D.2 Core File Code

D.2.1 bgrape RUN iso single

1 %bgrape_RUN_iso_single

2

3 load('bgrape_units.mat'); %note that frequencies have a factor of 2pi in them

4

5 %user needs to set these

6 samp_time = [10]*us; %control phases are piecewise constant over this time

7 tot_time = [200]* us; %total control field time

8 mw_amp = [27.5]* kHz; %rabi freq for for stretched state transition

9 rf_freq = [1000]* kHz; %rf freq

10 rf_amp_x = [10]* kHz; %rf larmor frequency x

11 rf_amp_y = rf_amp_x; %rf larmor frequency y

12 rf_det_error = [50]* Hz; %inhomo grid param for rf detuning , 0 -> no robust

13 fid_stop = 0.99; %stop search when this fid is reached

14 max_seeds = 5; %restart search this many times if fid is below fid_stop

15 iso_or_uni = 'iso';
16 subspace_dim = 2; %dimension an isometry

17 init_iso = zeros (16,2); %specify an init set of states , each as a column

18 init_iso (1,1) = 1;

19 init_iso (2,2) = 1;

20 target_iso = zeros (16,2); %specify a final set of states , each as a column

21 target_iso (16,1) = 1;

22 target_iso (15,2) = 1;

23

24 %load vars into opt_params

25 opt_params.samp_time = samp_time;

26 opt_params.tot_time = tot_time;

27 opt_params.mw_amp = mw_amp;

28 opt_params.rf_freq = rf_freq;

29 opt_params.rf_amp_x = rf_amp_x;

30 opt_params.rf_amp_y = rf_amp_y;

31 opt_params.rf_det_error = rf_det_error;

32 opt_params.fid_stop = fid_stop;

33 opt_params.max_seeds = max_seeds;

34 opt_params.iso_or_uni = iso_or_uni;

35 opt_params.subspace_dim = subspace_dim;

36 opt_params.init_iso = init_iso;

37 opt_params.target_iso = target_iso;

38

39 %load operators into opt_params

40 opt_params = bgrape_set_opt_params(opt_params);

41

42 %call solver

43 tic

44 opt_params = bgrape_solver( opt_params );

45 opt_params.runtime = toc;

46

47 save('my_fields.mat','opt_params '); %save the file
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D.2.2 bgrape RUN uni single

1 %bgrape_RUN_uni_single

2

3 load('bgrape_units.mat'); %note that frequencies have a factor of 2pi in them

4

5 %user needs to set these

6 samp_time = [5]*us; %control phases are piecewise constant over this time

7 tot_time = [600]* us; %total control field time

8 mw_amp = [27.5]* kHz; %rabi freq for for stretched state transition

9 rf_freq = [1000]* kHz; %rf freq

10 rf_amp_x = [25]* kHz; %rf larmor frequency x

11 rf_amp_y = rf_amp_x; %rf larmor frequency y

12 rf_det_error = [0]*Hz; %inhomo grid param for rf detuning , 0 -> no robust

13 fid_stop = 0.999; %stop search when this fid is reached

14 max_seeds = 5; %restart search this many times if fid is below fid_stop

15 iso_or_uni = 'uni';
16 %specify subspace for unitary transformation in magnetic eigenstate basis

17 % 1 = |4,4> 2 = |4,3> 10 = |3,3> 11 = |3,2> 16 = |3,-3>

18 % subspace_vec = [5,13] -> clock states

19 % subspace_vec = [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9] -> F=4 manifold

20 subspace_vec = [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16]; % -> 16d uni

21 target_uni = eye (16); %specify target unitary. vals not in uni subspace are

22 %ignored

23

24 %load vars into opt_params

25 opt_params.samp_time = samp_time;

26 opt_params.tot_time = tot_time;

27 opt_params.mw_amp = mw_amp;

28 opt_params.rf_freq = rf_freq;

29 opt_params.rf_amp_x = rf_amp_x;

30 opt_params.rf_amp_y = rf_amp_y;

31 opt_params.rf_det_error = rf_det_error;

32 opt_params.fid_stop = fid_stop;

33 opt_params.max_seeds = max_seeds;

34 opt_params.iso_or_uni = iso_or_uni;

35 opt_params.subspace_vec = subspace_vec;

36 opt_params.target_uni = target_uni;

37

38 %load operators into opt_params

39 opt_params = bgrape_set_opt_params(opt_params);

40

41 %call solver

42 tic

43 opt_params = bgrape_solver( opt_params );

44 opt_params.runtime = toc;

45

46 save('my_fields.mat','opt_params '); %save the file

D.2.3 bgrape solver

1 function [ opt_params ] = bgrape_solver( opt_params )

2

3 subspace_dim = opt_params.subspace_dim;

4

5 if ( isfield(opt_params ,'TolFun ') )

6 tolfun = opt_params.TolFun;
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7 else

8 tolfun = 1e-6;

9 end

10

11 if ( isfield(opt_params ,'TolX') )

12 tolx = opt_params.TolX;

13 else

14 tolx = 1e-6;

15 end

16

17 problem.options = optimset (...

18 'TolX', tolx ,...

19 'TolFun ', tolfun ,...

20 'DerivativeCheck ', 'off' ,...
21 'FinDiffType ', 'central ' ,...
22 'GradObj ', 'on' ,...
23 'LargeScale ', 'off', ...

24 'Display ', 'iter', ...

25 'MaxFunEvals ', 10^6, ...

26 'MaxIter ', 10^6, ...

27 'OutputFcn ', @(x, optimValues , state)bgrape_searchStopFn(x, ...
optimValues , state , opt_params.fid_stop) );

28 problem.solver = 'fminunc ';
29

30 if ( opt_params.iso_or_uni == 'iso')
31 if (opt_params.rf_det_error <0.01)

32 problem.objective = @(x)bgrape_calc_fid_grad_iso(opt_params ,x);

33 elseif (opt_params.rf_det_error >0.01)

34 problem.objective = @(x)bgrape_calc_fid_grad_gridrf_iso(opt_params ,x);

35 else

36 fprintf('bad inhomo errors .\n');
37 end

38 elseif ( opt_params.iso_or_uni == 'uni')
39 if ( opt_params.rf_det_error <0.01 )

40 problem.objective = @(x)bgrape_calc_fid_grad_uni(opt_params ,x);

41 elseif (opt_params.rf_det_error >0.01)

42 problem.objective = @(x)bgrape_calc_fid_grad_gridrf_uni(opt_params ,x);

43 else

44 fprintf('bad inhomo errors .\n');
45 end

46 else

47 fprintf('bad iso_or_uni .\n');
48 end

49

50 search_attempts = 0;

51 fid_final = 0;

52

53 while ( (fid_final >-opt_params.fid_stop) && ...
(search_attempts <opt_params.max_seeds) )

54

55 search_attempts = search_attempts + 1;

56

57 problem.x0 = 2*pi*rand(opt_params.timesteps ,3);

58 [control_fields_final , fid_final , exitflag , output , grad_final] = ...
fminunc(problem);

59

60 end

61

62 opt_params.control_fields_final = control_fields_final;

63 opt_params.fid_search = fid_final;

64 opt_params.search_attempts = search_attempts;

65

66 opt_params.control_fields = control_fields_final;
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67 opt_params.uni_final = bgrape_calc_uni_final(opt_params);

68

69 if ( opt_params.iso_or_uni == 'iso')
70 opt_params.iso_final = opt_params.uni_final*opt_params.init_iso;

71 opt_params.fid_iso = ...
bgrape_mat_fid_iso(opt_params.target_iso ,opt_params.iso_final ,subspace_dim);

72 else

73 proj_target_uni = opt_params.subspace_proj * opt_params.target_uni * ...
opt_params.subspace_proj;

74 proj_total_uni = opt_params.subspace_proj * opt_params.uni_final * ...
opt_params.subspace_proj;

75 opt_params.fid_center = bgrape_mat_fid(proj_total_uni , proj_target_uni , ...
subspace_dim);

76 end

77 end

D.2.4 bgrape set opt params

1 function [ opt_params ] = bgrape_set_opt_params( opt_params )

2

3 %matrix for similarity transformation that takes basis used in AC Zeeman

4 %calc to the basis we use

5 basis_perm = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;

6 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;

7 0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;

8 0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;

9 0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;

10 0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;

11 0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;

12 0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;

13 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;

14 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1;

15 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0;

16 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0;

17 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0;

18 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0;

19 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0;

20 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0;];

21

22 fup = 4;

23 fdown = 3;

24

25 dim = 2*( fup+fdown +1);

26 dim_up = 2*fup+1;

27 dim_down = 2*fdown +1;

28

29 if (opt_params.iso_or_uni == 'uni')
30 subspace_proj = bgrape_make_proj(opt_params.subspace_vec ,16);

31 subspace_dim = length(opt_params.subspace_vec);

32

33 opt_params.subspace_proj = subspace_proj;

34 opt_params.subspace_dim = subspace_dim;

35 end

36

37 if ( isfield(opt_params ,'rwa_order ') )

38 if (opt_params.rwa_order == 1)

39 opt_params.rwa_order_val = 0;

40 %fprintf('RWA order is 1. \n');
41 else
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42 opt_params.rwa_order_val = 1;

43 end

44 else

45 opt_params.rwa_order = 2;

46 opt_params.rwa_order_val = 1;

47 end

48

49 if ( ¬isfield(opt_params ,'rf_det ') )

50 opt_params.rf_det = 0;

51 end

52

53 opt_params.timesteps = round(opt_params.tot_time / opt_params.samp_time);

54

55 upang = bgrape_make_ang_mom(fup);

56 downang = bgrape_make_ang_mom(fdown);

57 rf_freq = opt_params.rf_freq;

58 rf_amp_x = opt_params.rf_amp_x;

59 rf_amp_y = opt_params.rf_amp_y;

60 mw_amp = opt_params.mw_amp;

61 rf_det = opt_params.rf_det;

62

63 rf_bias = rf_freq - rf_det;

64 grel = -1.0032;

65 hf_freq = 2*pi *(9.19263 e9);

66 freq_44_33_0det = hf_freq - (7* grel*rf_freq ^2*(1/ hf_freq)) + ((4 -3* grel)*rf_freq);

67 mw_det = freq_44_33_0det - ( hf_freq - (7* grel*rf_bias ^2*(1/ hf_freq)) + ...
((4 -3* grel)*rf_bias) );

68

69 %Use the standard convention for eigenstate order: (4,3,...,-3,-4)

70 fx_up = [upang.jx ,zeros(dim_up ,dim_down);

71 zeros(dim_down ,dim_up),zeros(dim_down ,dim_down)];

72 fy_up = -[upang.jy,zeros(dim_up ,dim_down);

73 zeros(dim_down ,dim_up),zeros(dim_down ,dim_down)];

74 fz_up = -[upang.jz,zeros(dim_up ,dim_down);

75 zeros(dim_down ,dim_up),zeros(dim_down ,dim_down)];

76 fx_down = [zeros(dim_up ,dim_up),zeros(dim_up ,dim_down);

77 zeros(dim_down ,dim_up),downang.jx];

78 fy_down = -[zeros(dim_up ,dim_up),zeros(dim_up ,dim_down);

79 zeros(dim_down ,dim_up),downang.jy];

80 fz_down = -[zeros(dim_up ,dim_up),zeros(dim_up ,dim_down);

81 zeros(dim_down ,dim_up),downang.jz];

82

83 %Make the 16x16 microwave operators

84 mw_sigma_x = zeros(dim ,dim); mw_sigma_y = zeros(dim ,dim);

85 up_proj = zeros(dim ,dim); down_proj = zeros(dim ,dim);

86 mw_sigma_x (1,10) = 1; mw_sigma_x (10 ,1) = 1;

87 mw_sigma_y (1,10) = -i; mw_sigma_y (10 ,1) = i;

88 for jj = 1:9

89 up_proj(jj,jj) = 1;

90 end

91 for jj = 10:16

92 down_proj(jj,jj) = 1;

93 end

94

95 % AC zeeman calc

96 ACZ = zeros (16);

97 for m = 2:-1:-3

98 V3j = zeros (16 ,1);

99 V4k = zeros (16 ,1);

100 jjj = m+13;

101 kkk = m+6;

102 V3j(jjj) = 1;

103 V4k(kkk) = 1;
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104 ACZ = ACZ+(V3j*V3j '-V4k*V4k ') * ...
(abs(bgrape_ClebschGordan (3,1,4,m,1,m+1)))^2/( -1*(m-3));

105 end

106 ACZ = (mw_amp)^2/(8* rf_bias)*ACZ;

107

108 hammy_zero = ( ( (3/2)*rf_bias *(1+ grel) ) - ( (25/2)*grel*rf_bias ^2*(1/ hf_freq) ...
) - ( (1/2)*(mw_det -7* rf_det) ) ) * (up_proj - down_proj) + ( ...
rf_bias *(1+ grel)*fz_down ) + ( ...
grel*rf_bias ^2*(1/ hf_freq)*( fz_up*fz_up -fz_down*fz_down) ) + ( ...
(-1* rf_det *(fz_up+grel*fz_down) ) ) + ( basis_perm * ACZ * basis_perm );

109

110 opt_params.fx4 = fx_up;

111 opt_params.fy4 = fy_up;

112 opt_params.fz4 = fz_up;

113 opt_params.fx3 = fx_down;

114 opt_params.fy3 = fy_down;

115 opt_params.fz3 = fz_down;

116 opt_params.fx = fx_up + grel*fx_down;

117 opt_params.fy = fy_up + grel*fy_down;

118 opt_params.fz = fz_up + grel*fz_down;

119 opt_params.mw_sx = mw_sigma_x;

120 opt_params.mw_sy = mw_sigma_y;

121 opt_params.up_proj = up_proj;

122 opt_params.down_proj = down_proj;

123 opt_params.hammy_ACZ = ( basis_perm * ACZ * basis_perm );

124 opt_params.hammy_zero = hammy_zero;

125 opt_params.grel = grel;

126 opt_params.hf_freq = hf_freq;

127 opt_params.freq_44_33_0det = freq_44_33_0det;

128 opt_params.rf_bias = rf_bias;

129 opt_params.mw_det = mw_det;

130

131 end

D.2.5 bgrape calc fid grad gridrf iso

1 function [ fid , dFid_j_k ] = bgrape_calc_fid_grad_gridrf_iso( opt_params , ...
control_fields )

2 %returns fidelity and gradient that are averages over two criteria for robustness

3

4 opt_params.control_fields = control_fields;

5 timesteps = opt_params.timesteps;

6 rf_det_error = opt_params.rf_det_error;

7

8 fid = 0;

9 dFid_j_k = zeros(timesteps ,3);

10 fid_temp = 0;

11 dFid_j_k_temp = zeros(timesteps ,3);

12

13 %call bgrape_calc_fid_grad_iso wqith first rf_det

14 opt_params.rf_det = rf_det_error;

15 opt_params = bgrape_set_opt_params(opt_params);

16 [fid_temp , dFid_j_k_temp] = bgrape_calc_fid_grad_iso(opt_params , control_fields);

17 fid = fid + fid_temp;

18 dFid_j_k = dFid_j_k + dFid_j_k_temp;

19

20 %call bgrape_calc_fid_grad_iso with second rf_det

21 opt_params.rf_det = -rf_det_error;

22 opt_params = bgrape_set_opt_params(opt_params);
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23 [fid_temp , dFid_j_k_temp] = bgrape_calc_fid_grad_iso(opt_params , control_fields);

24 fid = fid + fid_temp;

25 dFid_j_k = dFid_j_k + dFid_j_k_temp;

26

27 fid = fid /2;

28 dFid_j_k = dFid_j_k /2;

29

30 end

D.2.6 bgrape calc fid grad gridrf uni

1 function [ fid , dFid_j_k ] = bgrape_calc_fid_grad_gridrf_uni( opt_params , ...
control_fields )

2 %returns fidelity and gradient that are averages over two criteria for robustness

3

4 opt_params.control_fields = control_fields;

5 timesteps = opt_params.timesteps;

6 rf_det_error = opt_params.rf_det_error;

7

8 fid = 0;

9 dFid_j_k = zeros(timesteps ,3);

10 fid_temp = 0;

11 dFid_j_k_temp = zeros(timesteps ,3);

12

13 %call bgrape_calc_fid_grad_iso with first rf_det

14 opt_params.rf_det = rf_det_error;

15 opt_params = bgrape_set_opt_params(opt_params);

16 [fid_temp , dFid_j_k_temp] = bgrape_calc_fid_grad_uni(opt_params , control_fields);

17 fid = fid + fid_temp;

18 dFid_j_k = dFid_j_k + dFid_j_k_temp;

19

20 %call bgrape_calc_fid_grad_iso with second rf_det

21 opt_params.rf_det = -rf_det_error;

22 opt_params = bgrape_set_opt_params(opt_params);

23 [fid_temp , dFid_j_k_temp] = bgrape_calc_fid_grad_uni(opt_params , control_fields);

24 fid = fid + fid_temp;

25 dFid_j_k = dFid_j_k + dFid_j_k_temp;

26

27 fid = fid /2;

28 dFid_j_k = dFid_j_k /2;

29

30 end

D.2.7 bgrape calc fid grad uni

1 function [ fid , dFid_j_k ] = bgrape_calc_fid_grad_uni( opt_params , ...
control_fields )

2

3 timesteps = opt_params.timesteps;

4 target_uni = opt_params.target_uni;

5 subspace_proj = opt_params.subspace_proj;

6 subspace_dim = opt_params.subspace_dim;

7 opt_params.control_fields = control_fields;

8
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9 dUniT_k_j = zeros (16,16,3, timesteps);

10 dFid_j_k = zeros(timesteps ,3);

11 proj_conj_target_uni = ctranspose( subspace_proj * target_uni * subspace_proj );

12 proj_target_uni = subspace_proj * target_uni * subspace_proj;

13

14 [ uni_final , uniF_j , uniB_j , eigvec_hammy_j , eigval_hammy_j ] = ...
bgrape_calc_uni( opt_params );

15 dUni_k_j = bgrape_calc_uni_d(opt_params , eigvec_hammy_j , eigval_hammy_j);

16

17 for ss=1:3

18 dUniT_k_j (:,:,ss ,1) = uniB_j (:,:,2) * dUni_k_j (:,:,ss ,1);

19 dUniT_k_j (:,:,ss,timesteps) = dUni_k_j (:,:,ss ,timesteps) * ...
uniF_j(:,:,timesteps -1);

20

21 for tt=2: timesteps -1

22 dUniT_k_j (:,:,ss,tt) = uniB_j(:,:,tt+1) * dUni_k_j (:,:,ss,tt) * ...
uniF_j(:,:,tt -1);

23 end

24 end

25

26 for tt=1: timesteps

27 for ss=1:3

28 proj_dUniT_j_k = subspace_proj * dUniT_k_j (:,:,ss ,tt) * subspace_proj;

29 proj_conj_uniT = ctranspose( subspace_proj * uni_final * subspace_proj );

30 dFid_j_k(tt,ss) = (-1) * (1/ subspace_dim ^2) * real( ...
bgrape_trace_matmul(proj_conj_target_uni ,proj_dUniT_j_k) * ...
bgrape_trace_matmul(proj_target_uni ,proj_conj_uniT) );

31 end

32 end

33

34 proj_total_uni = subspace_proj * uni_final * subspace_proj;

35 fid = -1 * bgrape_mat_fid(proj_total_uni , proj_target_uni , subspace_dim);

36

37 end

D.2.8 bgrape calc fid grad iso

1 function [ fid , dFid_j_k ] = bgrape_calc_fid_grad_iso( opt_params , ...
control_fields )

2 %performs calculation

3

4 timesteps = opt_params.timesteps;

5 init_iso = opt_params.init_iso;

6 target_iso = opt_params.target_iso;

7 subspace_dim = opt_params.subspace_dim;

8 opt_params.control_fields = control_fields;

9

10 dUniT_k_j = zeros (16,16,3, timesteps);

11 dFid_j_k = zeros(timesteps ,3);

12

13 %calc uni and derivative of uni at all timesteps

14 [ uni_final , uniF_j , uniB_j , eigvec_hammy_j , eigval_hammy_j ] = ...
bgrape_calc_uni( opt_params );

15 dUni_k_j = bgrape_calc_uni_d(opt_params , eigvec_hammy_j , eigval_hammy_j);

16

17 for ss=1:3

18 dUniT_k_j (:,:,ss ,1) = uniB_j (:,:,2) * dUni_k_j (:,:,ss ,1);

19 dUniT_k_j (:,:,ss,timesteps) = dUni_k_j (:,:,ss ,timesteps) * ...
uniF_j(:,:,timesteps -1);
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20

21 for tt=2: timesteps -1

22 dUniT_k_j (:,:,ss,tt) = uniB_j(:,:,tt+1) * dUni_k_j (:,:,ss,tt) * ...
uniF_j(:,:,tt -1);

23 end

24 end

25

26 for tt=1: timesteps

27 for ss=1:3

28 dFid_j_k(tt,ss) = (-1)*(2/ subspace_dim ^2)*real( ...
trace(ctranspose(target_iso)*dUniT_k_j (:,:,ss,tt)*init_iso) * ...
conj(trace(ctranspose(target_iso)*uni_final*init_iso)) );

29 end

30 end

31

32 iso_final = uni_final*init_iso;

33 fid = (-1) * bgrape_mat_fid_iso(target_iso ,iso_final ,subspace_dim);

34

35 end

D.2.9 bgrape calc hammy

1 function [ hammy_j ] = bgrape_calc_hammy( opt_params )

2

3 timesteps = opt_params.timesteps;

4 hammy_zero = opt_params.hammy_zero;

5 rf_bias = opt_params.rf_bias;

6 rf_freq = opt_params.rf_freq;

7 rf_amp_x = opt_params.rf_amp_x;

8 rf_amp_y = opt_params.rf_amp_y;

9 mw_amp = opt_params.mw_amp;

10 rf_det = opt_params.rf_det;

11 grel = opt_params.grel;

12 fx4 = opt_params.fx4;

13 fy4 = opt_params.fy4;

14 fz4 = opt_params.fz4;

15 fx3 = opt_params.fx3;

16 fy3 = opt_params.fy3;

17 fz3 = opt_params.fz3;

18 mw_sx = opt_params.mw_sx;

19 mw_sy = opt_params.mw_sy;

20 phix = opt_params.control_fields (:,1);

21 phiy = opt_params.control_fields (:,2);

22 phimw = opt_params.control_fields (:,3);

23 XX = opt_params.rwa_order_val;

24

25 hammy_j = zeros (16,16, timesteps);

26

27 for tt=1: timesteps

28 c_fx3 = ( ( (rf_amp_x /2)*cos(phix(tt))*grel* (1-((XX*rf_bias *(1+ grel)) ...
/(2* rf_freq))) ) + ( XX*( rf_amp_x /2) ...
*cos(phix(tt))*( rf_det /(2* rf_freq)) *grel ) + ( ...
(rf_amp_y /2)*sin(phiy(tt)) ...
*(-grel)*(1+(( XX*rf_bias *(1+ grel))/(2* rf_freq))) ) + ( ...
XX*( rf_amp_y /2)*sin(phiy(tt)) * (rf_det /(2* rf_freq))*(-grel) ) );

29 c_fx4 = ( ( (rf_amp_x /2)*cos(phix(tt)) ) + ( XX* ...
(rf_amp_x /2)*( rf_det /(2* rf_freq))* sin(phix(tt)) ) + ( ...
(rf_amp_y /2)*sin(phiy(tt)) ) + ( ...
XX*( rf_amp_y /2)*( rf_det /(2* rf_freq))*cos(phiy(tt)) ) );
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30 c_fy3 = ( ( (rf_amp_x /2)*sin(phix(tt))*grel* (1+(( XX* ...
rf_bias *(1+ grel))/(2* rf_freq))) ) + ( XX*( rf_amp_x /2) *sin(phix(tt))* ...
(rf_det /(2* rf_freq))*grel ) + ( (rf_amp_y /2)*cos(phiy(tt)) ...
*(grel)*(1-((XX*rf_bias *(1+ grel))/(2* rf_freq))) ) + ( ...
XX*( rf_amp_y /2)*cos(phiy(tt)) *( rf_det /(2* rf_freq))*(-grel) ) );

31 c_fy4 = ( ( (rf_amp_x /2)*(-sin(phix(tt))) ) + ( XX* (rf_amp_x /2)*(-rf_det/ ...
(2* rf_freq))* cos(phix(tt)) ) + ( (rf_amp_y /2)*cos(phiy(tt)) ) + ( ...
XX*( rf_amp_y /2) *( rf_det /(2* rf_freq)) *sin(phiy(tt)) ) );

32 c_fz3 = XX*( (-1*( grel ^2) /(16* rf_freq)) * ( ( ...
(rf_amp_x ^2) *(1 -(2* cos(2* phix(tt)))) ) + ( ...
(rf_amp_y ^2) *(1 -(2* cos(2* phiy(tt)))) ) + ( (-2)*rf_amp_x*rf_amp_y*sin( ...
phix(tt) - phiy(tt) ) ) ) );

33 c_fz4 = XX*( (1/(16* rf_freq)) * ( ( (rf_amp_x ^2)* (1-(2* cos(2* phix(tt)))) ) ...
+ ( (rf_amp_y ^2) *(1 -(2* cos (2* phiy(tt)))) ) + ( 2* rf_amp_x *rf_amp_y* ...
sin( phix(tt) - phiy(tt) ) ) ) );

34 c_sx = ( (mw_amp /2)*cos(phimw(tt)) );

35 c_sy = ( (mw_amp /2)*(-sin(phimw(tt))) );

36

37 hammy_j(:,:,tt) = ( hammy_zero + (c_fx3 * fx3) + (c_fx4 * fx4) + (c_fy3 * ...
fy3) + (c_fy4 * fy4) + (c_fz3 * fz3) + (c_fz4 * fz4) + (c_sx * mw_sx) + ...
(c_sy * mw_sy) );

38 end

39 end

D.2.10 bgrape calc hammy d

1 function [ hammy_d ] = bgrape_calc_hammy_d( opt_params )

2

3 timesteps = opt_params.timesteps;

4 hammy_zero = opt_params.hammy_zero;

5 rf_bias = opt_params.rf_bias;

6 rf_freq = opt_params.rf_freq;

7 rf_amp_x = opt_params.rf_amp_x;

8 rf_amp_y = opt_params.rf_amp_y;

9 mw_amp = opt_params.mw_amp;

10 rf_det = opt_params.rf_det;

11 grel = opt_params.grel;

12 fx4 = opt_params.fx4;

13 fy4 = opt_params.fy4;

14 fz4 = opt_params.fz4;

15 fx3 = opt_params.fx3;

16 fy3 = opt_params.fy3;

17 fz3 = opt_params.fz3;

18 mw_sx = opt_params.mw_sx;

19 mw_sy = opt_params.mw_sy;

20 phix = opt_params.control_fields (:,1);

21 phiy = opt_params.control_fields (:,2);

22 phimw = opt_params.control_fields (:,3);

23 XX = opt_params.rwa_order_val;

24

25 hammy_d = zeros (14, timesteps);

26

27 for tt=1: timesteps

28 hammy_d(1,tt) = ( ( (rf_amp_x /2)*(-sin(phix(tt))) ...
*grel *(1-((XX*rf_bias *(1+ grel))/(2* rf_freq))) ) + ( ...
XX*( rf_amp_x /2)*(-sin(phix(tt))) * (rf_det /(2* rf_freq))*grel ) ); ...
%deriv of fx3 with respect to phix

29 hammy_d(2,tt) = ( ( (rf_amp_x /2)*(-sin(phix(tt))) ) + ( XX*( rf_amp_x /2) * ...
(rf_det /(2* rf_freq))* cos(phix(tt)) ) );% d of fx4 wrt phix
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30 hammy_d(3,tt) = ( ( (rf_amp_x /2)*cos(phix(tt)) *grel ...
*(1+(( XX*rf_bias *(1+ grel))/(2* rf_freq))) ) + ( XX*( rf_amp_x /2) * ...
cos(phix(tt)) * (rf_det /(2* rf_freq))*grel ) );% d of fy3 wrt phix

31 hammy_d(4,tt) = ( ( (rf_amp_x /2)*(-cos(phix(tt))) ) + ( XX*( rf_amp_x /2) * ...
(rf_det /(2* rf_freq))* (sin(phix(tt))) ) );% d of fy4 wrt phix

32 hammy_d(5,tt) = XX*( (-1*( grel ^2) /(16* rf_freq)) * ( ( (rf_amp_x ^2) * ...
((4* sin(2* phix(tt)))) ) + ( (-2)*rf_amp_x*rf_amp_y* cos( phix(tt) - ...
phiy(tt) ) ) ) );% d of fz3 wrt phix

33 hammy_d(6,tt) = XX*( (1/(16* rf_freq)) * ( ( (rf_amp_x ^2) * ...
((4* sin(2* phix(tt)))) ) + ( 2* rf_amp_x*rf_amp_y*cos( phix(tt) - ...
phiy(tt) ) ) ) );% d of fz4 wrt phix

34

35 hammy_d(7,tt) = ( ( (rf_amp_y /2)*cos(phiy(tt))* (-grel)*(1+(( XX*rf_bias ...
*(1+ grel))/(2* rf_freq))) ) + ( XX *( rf_amp_y /2) *cos(phiy(tt)) * ...
(rf_det /(2* rf_freq))*(-grel) ) );% d of fx3 wrt phiy

36 hammy_d(8,tt) = ( ( (rf_amp_y /2)*cos(phiy(tt)) ) + ( XX *( rf_amp_y /2) ...
*( rf_det /(2* rf_freq))*(-sin(phiy(tt))) ) );% d of fx4 wrt phiy

37 hammy_d(9,tt) = ( ( (rf_amp_y /2)*(-sin(phiy(tt))) *(grel)*(1-((XX*rf_bias ...
*(1+ grel))/(2* rf_freq))) ) + ( XX*( rf_amp_y /2)*sin(phiy(tt)) * ...
(rf_det /(2* rf_freq))*(grel) ) );% d of fy3 wrt phiy

38 hammy_d (10,tt) = ( ( (rf_amp_y /2)*(-sin(phiy(tt))) ) + ( XX* (rf_amp_y /2) ...
*( rf_det /(2* rf_freq))*cos(phiy(tt)) ) );% d of fy4 wrt phiy

39 hammy_d (11,tt) = XX*( (-1*( grel ^2) /(16* rf_freq)) * ( ( (rf_amp_y ^2) ...
*((4* sin(2* phiy(tt)))) ) + ( (2) *rf_amp_x* rf_amp_y*cos( phix(tt) - ...
phiy(tt) ) ) ) );% d of fz3 wrt phiy

40 hammy_d (12,tt) = XX*( (1/(16* rf_freq)) * ( ( (rf_amp_y ^2)* ...
((4* sin(2* phiy(tt)))) ) + ( (-2)*rf_amp_x *rf_amp_y*cos( phix(tt) - ...
phiy(tt) ) ) ) );% d of fz4 wrt phiy

41

42 hammy_d (13,tt) = ( (mw_amp /2)*(-sin(phimw(tt))) );%d of sx wrt phimw

43 hammy_d (14,tt) = ( (mw_amp /2)*(-cos(phimw(tt))) );%d of sy wrt phimw

44 end

45 end

D.2.11 bgrape calc uni

1 function [ uni_final , uniF_j , uniB_j , eigvec_hammy_j , eigval_hammy_j ] = ...
bgrape_calc_uni( opt_params )

2

3 dt = opt_params.samp_time;

4 timesteps = opt_params.timesteps;

5

6 uniF_j = zeros (16,16, timesteps);

7 uniB_j = zeros (16,16, timesteps);

8 uni_j = zeros (16,16, timesteps);

9 eigvec_hammy_j = zeros (16,16, timesteps);

10 eigval_hammy_j = zeros (16,16, timesteps);

11 exp_hammy = zeros(16, timesteps);

12

13 hammy_j = bgrape_calc_hammy(opt_params);

14

15 for tt = 1: timesteps

16 [eigvec_hammy_j (:,:,tt),eigval_hammy_j (:,:,tt)] = eig(hammy_j(:,:,tt));

17 exp_hammy(:,tt) = exp((-1i)*dt*diag(eigval_hammy_j (:,:,tt)));

18 uni_j(:,:,tt) = eigvec_hammy_j (:,:,tt) * diag(exp_hammy(:,tt)) * ...
ctranspose(eigvec_hammy_j (:,:,tt));

19 end

20

21 %initialize j=1 forward uni and j=timesteps backward uni
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22 uniF_j (:,:,1) = uni_j (:,:,1);

23 uniB_j(:,:, timesteps) = uni_j(:,:, timesteps);

24

25 %calculate each total forward unitary

26 for tt=2: timesteps

27 uniF_j(:,:,tt) = uni_j(:,:,tt)*uniF_j(:,:,tt -1);

28 end

29

30 %calculate each total backward unitary

31 for tt=timesteps -1: -1:1

32 uniB_j(:,:,tt) = uniB_j(:,:,tt+1)*uni_j(:,:,tt);

33 end

34

35 uni_final = uniF_j(:,:, timesteps);

36 end

D.2.12 bgrape calc uni d

1 function [ dUni_k_j ] = bgrape_calc_uni_d( opt_params , eigvec_hammy_j , ...
eigval_hammy_j )

2

3 dt = opt_params.samp_time;

4 timesteps = opt_params.timesteps;

5 fx4 = opt_params.fx4;

6 fy4 = opt_params.fy4;

7 fz4 = opt_params.fz4;

8 fx3 = opt_params.fx3;

9 fy3 = opt_params.fy3;

10 fz3 = opt_params.fz3;

11 mw_sx = opt_params.mw_sx;

12 mw_sy = opt_params.mw_sy;

13

14 exp_eig_factor = complex(zeros (16 ,16));

15 dUni_k_j = complex(zeros (16,16,3, timesteps));

16 [hammy_d] = bgrape_calc_hammy_d(opt_params);

17

18 for tt = 1: timesteps

19 D = diag(eigval_hammy_j (:,:,tt));

20 V = eigvec_hammy_j (:,:,tt);

21 ct_V = ctranspose(V);

22

23 for aa=1:16

24 exp_eig_factor(aa ,aa) = -(1i)*dt*exp(-(1i)*D(aa)*dt); %degenerate ...
so use eq 3.10

25

26 for bb=aa+1:16 %not degenerate so use eq 3.9

27 exp_eig_factor(aa ,bb) = ( exp(-(1i)*D(aa)*dt) - ...
exp(-(1i)*D(bb)*dt) ) / ( D(aa)-D(bb) );

28 exp_eig_factor(bb ,aa) = exp_eig_factor(aa,bb);

29 end

30 end

31

32 dUni_op.fx3 = V * ((ct_V * fx3 * V).* exp_eig_factor) * ct_V;

33 dUni_op.fy3 = V * ((ct_V * fy3 * V).* exp_eig_factor) * ct_V;

34 dUni_op.fz3 = V * ((ct_V * fz3 * V).* exp_eig_factor) * ct_V;

35 dUni_op.fx4 = V * ((ct_V * fx4 * V).* exp_eig_factor) * ct_V;

36 dUni_op.fy4 = V * ((ct_V * fy4 * V).* exp_eig_factor) * ct_V;

37 dUni_op.fz4 = V * ((ct_V * fz4 * V).* exp_eig_factor) * ct_V;

38 dUni_op.mw_sx = V * ((ct_V * mw_sx * V).* exp_eig_factor) * ct_V;
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39 dUni_op.mw_sy = V * ((ct_V * mw_sy * V).* exp_eig_factor) * ct_V;

40

41 dUni_k_j (:,:,1,tt) = ( (hammy_d(1,tt)*dUni_op.fx3) + ...
(hammy_d(2,tt)*dUni_op.fx4) + (hammy_d(3,tt)*dUni_op.fy3) + ...
(hammy_d(4,tt)*dUni_op.fy4) + (hammy_d(5,tt)*dUni_op.fz3) + ...
(hammy_d(6,tt)*dUni_op.fz4) );

42 dUni_k_j (:,:,2,tt) = ( (hammy_d(7,tt)*dUni_op.fx3) + ...
(hammy_d(8,tt)*dUni_op.fx4) + (hammy_d(9,tt)*dUni_op.fy3) + ...
(hammy_d (10,tt)*dUni_op.fy4) + (hammy_d (11,tt)*dUni_op.fz3) + ...
(hammy_d (12,tt)*dUni_op.fz4) );

43 dUni_k_j (:,:,3,tt) = ( (hammy_d (13,tt)*dUni_op.mw_sx) + ...
(hammy_d (14,tt)*dUni_op.mw_sy) );

44 end

45 end

D.3 Other File Code

D.3.1 bgrape ClebschGordan.m

1

2 % ClebschGordan.m by David Terr , Raytheon , 6-17-04

3 % Modified on 11-9-04

4

5 % ClebschGordan(j1,j2,j,m1,m2 ,m) returns the Clebsch -Gordan coefficient ...
<j1,j2 ,m1,m2|j1,j2,j,m>.

6 % This program requires first downloading Wigner3j.m.

7

8 function cg = bgrape_ClebschGordan(j1,j2,j,m1,m2 ,m)

9

10 % error checking

11 if ( 2*j1 6= floor (2*j1) || 2*j2 6= floor (2*j2) || 2*j 6= floor (2*j) ...

12 || 2*m1 6= floor (2*m1) || 2*m2 6= floor (2*m2) || 2*m 6= floor (2*m) )

13 error('All arguments must be integers or half -integers.');
14 return;

15 end

16

17 if m1 + m2 6= m

18 warning('m1 + m2 must equal m.');
19 cg = 0;

20 return;

21 end

22

23 if ( j1 - m1 6= floor ( j1 - m1 ) )

24 warning('2*j1 and 2*m1 must have the same parity ');
25 cg = 0;

26 return;

27 end

28

29 if ( j2 - m2 6= floor ( j2 - m2 ) )

30 warning('2*j2 and 2*m2 must have the same parity ');
31 cg = 0;

32 return;

33 end

34

35 if ( j - m 6= floor ( j - m ) )

36 warning('2*j and 2*m must have the same parity ');
37 cg = 0;

38 return;
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39 end

40

41 if j > j1 + j2 || j < abs(j1 - j2)

42 warning('j is out of bounds.');
43 cg = 0;

44 return;

45 end

46

47 if abs(m1) > j1

48 warning('m1 is out of bounds.');
49 cg = 0;

50 return;

51 end

52

53 if abs(m2) > j2

54 warning('m2 is out of bounds.');
55 cg = 0;

56 return;

57 end

58

59 if abs(m) > j

60 warning('m is out of bounds.');
61 cg = 0;

62 return;

63 end

64

65 cg = (-1)^(j1 -j2+m) * sqrt (2*j + 1) * bgrape_Wigner3j(j1 ,j2,j,m1,m2,-m);

66 % Reference: Clebsch -Gordan Coefficient entry of Eric Weinstein 's Mathworld: ...
http :// mathworld.wolfram.com/Clebsch -GordanCoefficient.html

D.3.2 bgrape make ang mom.m

1 function Anggen = bgrape_make_ang_mom(s)

2 d = 2*s+1;

3 Anggen.jx=zeros(d);

4 for m=1:d

5 for n=1:d

6 if(m+1==n)

7 Anggen.jx(d-m+1,d-n+1) =(1/2)*sqrt((d-m)*m);

8 Anggen.jx(d-n+1,d-m+1) =(1/2)*sqrt((d-m)*m);

9 end;

10

11 end;

12

13 end;

14

15 Anggen.jy=zeros(d);

16 for m=1:d

17 for n=1:d

18 if(m+1==n)

19 Anggen.jy(d-m+1,d-n+1)=-i*(1/2)*sqrt((d-m)*m);

20 Anggen.jy(d-n+1,d-m+1)=i*(1/2)*sqrt((d-m)*m);

21 end;

22

23 end;

24

25 end;

26

27 Anggen.jz=diag([-s:s]);
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28 end

D.3.3 bgrape make proj.m

1 function [ subspace_proj ] = bgrape_make_proj( subspace_vec , total_dim)

2

3 subspace_dim = length(subspace_vec);

4 subspace_proj = zeros(total_dim);

5

6 for a = 1: subspace_dim

7 b = subspace_vec(a);

8 subspace_proj(b,b) = 1;

9 end

10 end

D.3.4 bgrape mat diff.m

1 function [ diff ] = bgrape_mat_diff( mat1 , mat2 )

2

3 mat_diff_conj = ctranspose(mat1 - mat2);

4 mat_diff = mat1 - mat2;

5

6 diff = abs(bgrape_trace_matmul(mat_diff_conj ,mat_diff));

7

8 end

D.3.5 bgrape mat fid.m

1 function [ fid ] = bgrape_mat_fid( mat1 , mat2 , subspace_dim )

2

3 fid = (1/ subspace_dim ^2) * abs(bgrape_trace_matmul(ctranspose(mat1),mat2))^2;

4

5 end

D.3.6 bgrape mat fid iso.m

1 function [ fid ] = bgrape_mat_fid_iso( iso_1 , iso_2 , subspace_dim )

2

3 fid = (1/ subspace_dim ^2) * abs( trace(ctranspose(iso_1)*iso_2) )^2;

4

5 end
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D.3.7 bgrape searchStopFn.m

1 function stop = bgrape_searchStopFn(x, optimValues , state , fid_stop)

2 stop = false;

3

4 if (optimValues.fval < (-fid_stop))

5 stop = true;

6 end

7 end

D.3.8 bgrape trace matmul.m

1 %DYNAMO - Quantum Dynamic Optimization Package v1.2

2 %(c) Shai Machnes 2010, Institute of Theoretical Physics , Ulm University , Germany

3 %email: shai.machnes at uni -ulm.de

4 %

5 % Computes trace(A*B) efficiently

6 % Utilizes the identity: trace(A*B) == sum(sum(transpose(A).*B)

7 % left side is O(n^3) to compute , right side is O(n^2)

8

9 function c = bgrape_trace_matmul(A,B)

10 c = sum(sum((A.') .* B));

11 end

D.3.9 bgrape Wigner3j.m

1 % Wigner3j.m by David Terr , Raytheon , 6-17-04

2 % Compute the Wigner 3j symbol using the Racah formula [1].

3

4 function wigner = bgrape_Wigner3j(j1,j2,j3 ,m1,m2,m3)

5

6 % error checking

7 if ( 2*j1 6= floor (2*j1) || 2*j2 6= floor (2*j2) || 2*j3 6= floor (2*j3) ...

8 || 2*m1 6= floor (2*m1) || 2*m2 6= floor (2*m2) || 2*m3 6= floor (2*m3) )

9 error('All arguments must be integers or half -integers.');
10 return;

11 end

12

13 if ( j1 - m1 6= floor ( j1 - m1 ) )

14 error('2*j1 and 2*m1 must have the same parity ');
15 return;

16 end

17

18 if ( j2 - m2 6= floor ( j2 - m2 ) )

19 error('2*j2 and 2*m2 must have the same parity ');
20 return;

21 end

22

23 if ( j3 - m3 6= floor ( j3 - m3 ) )

24 error('2*j3 and 2*m3 must have the same parity ');
25 return;

26 end
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27

28 if j3 > j1 + j2 || j3 < abs(j1 - j2)

29 error('j3 is out of bounds.');
30 return;

31 end

32

33 if abs(m1) > j1

34 error('m1 is out of bounds.');
35 return;

36 end

37

38 if abs(m2) > j2

39 error('m2 is out of bounds.');
40 return;

41 end

42

43 if abs(m3) > j3

44 error('m3 is out of bounds.');
45 return;

46 end

47

48 t1 = j2 - m1 - j3;

49 t2 = j1 + m2 - j3;

50 t3 = j1 + j2 - j3;

51 t4 = j1 - m1;

52 t5 = j2 + m2;

53

54 tmin = max( 0, max( t1, t2 ) );

55 tmax = min( t3, min( t4 , t5 ) );

56

57 wigner = 0;

58

59 for t = tmin:tmax

60 wigner = wigner + (-1)^t / ( factorial(t) * factorial(t-t1) * ...
factorial(t-t2) ...

61 * factorial(t3-t) * factorial(t4 -t) * factorial(t5-t) );

62 end

63

64 wigner = wigner * (-1)^(j1 -j2-m3) ...

65 * sqrt( factorial(j1+j2-j3) * factorial(j1-j2+j3) * factorial(-j1+j2+j3) / ...
factorial(j1+j2+j3+1) ...

66 * factorial(j1+m1) * factorial(j1-m1) * factorial(j2+m2) * ...
factorial(j2-m2) * factorial(j3+m3) * factorial(j3-m3) );

67

68 % Reference: Wigner 3j-Symbol entry of Eric Weinstein 's Mathworld: ...
http :// mathworld.wolfram.com/Wigner3j -Symbol.html
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